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Among the numerous sutras or sacred texts of Mahayana
Buddhisll1, some, such as the Lotus Sutra, are noted for the
majestic smle and sweep of their narrative and their devotional
chapters, others like tnt""! Heart Sutfa for their extreme conciseness, and still others such as the Amidist sutras for their vivid
depictions of the Pure Land or pan.ldise of a particular Buddha.
The Vimalakirti Sutra, one of the most famous and influential
works of the Mahayana canont is outstanding for the eloquent
and orderly manner In which it expounds the hasic tenets of
Mahayana, the liveliness of its episodes, and its frequent
touches of humor, these last a rarity in a religiOUS work of this
type. 'The Vimalakirti Sutra is also unusual in that its central
figure is not a Buddha or Buddhas but a wealthy townsman of
Shakyamuni's time, Vim'llakirtit who in his religious understanding and practice epitomizes the ide-allay believer. For this
reason, and because of the 5utrai s remarkable literary appeaL it
has enjoyed partkular popularity 'among lay Buddhists in
China, Japan, and the other Asian countries where Mahayana
doctrines prevail and has exercised ;amarked influence on their
Hrerature and art. llighly regarded by nearly all branches of
Mahayana Buddhism, it has held a place of particular importance in the Ch'an or Zen sect.
TheVimalakirri Surra appears to be a product of die early
years of the Mahayana movement, though justw,here, when, or
by whom it was composed is unknown. The earHest Chinese
translation! now lost, was done in 188 C.E. t so the sutra must
predate that year; origin.ating probably around 100 CE. It was
translated into Chinese six more times, the last translation done
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by Hsuan-ts<ll"lg in the years 627'-648 C"E.. By far the most popular and influential Chinese translation is the sixth, done by the

2

Central Asian scholar-monk Kumarajiva in 406 CE., from \vhkh
the present English version has been made.
The sutra was later transl.ated into Tibetan, probably in the
early eighth century, and also into Sogdian, Khotanese, Mongolian, and Manchu, these last in aU likelihood being done from
a Chinese or Tibetan translation of the work. The original
Sanskrit text of the surra was lost long ago, though brief qu()ta601"150 from it are preserved in other works.
The Sanskrit title of the text, Vimalaklrti-nirdda-sutra,
which is translated here as Sutra on the Expositions of Vimalakirti, dearly indicates that Vimalakirti is to be the principal propounder of the doctrine, with Shalkyamuni Buddha playing a
secondary role, while the $l,.ltra itself in its closing chapter offers
an alternative title, The Doctrine of the Emancipation Beyond
Comprehension. It 15a150 sometimes referred to in Chinese as
the Cneng-ming ching, Cheng-ming or "Pure Fame" being the
Chinese translation of the name Virnalakirti. For convenience
sake I have at most time$ referred to it simpJyas the Vimalakirti Sutra.
The sutra, which consists of fourteen chapters in Kuma.ra~
jiva's Chinese tra.nslation, opens with a scene in: the Amra
Gardens in the city of Vaishali in northeastern India, where
Shakyamuni Buddha is expounding the Law to a vast assembly
of monks, nuns, bodhisattvas, and Jay believers, as wen as varioml gods and other nonhuman beings, Chapter 4. introduces the
figure of Vimalakirti, a rich layman residing in Vaishali who in
his da.ily life represents a paragon of Buddhist' enlightenment
and practice. In order to further his propagation of the Buddhist
doctrine, he has made it appear that he is ill; when the ruler of
the region, the officialsi and other n'::$idems of the area call on
him to inquire about his <:ondition, he then utilizes the opportunity to le'Cture them on the sa.cred teachings.
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Shakyamuni Buddha, learning of this situation requests Oite'
l

after another of his ten major monk disciples to go inquire about
Vimalakirti's illness. But each in tum declines to do so, relating
an incident in the past when he was reproved by Vimalakirti for
some fault in his understanding or practice of the doctrine. The
Buddha then asks various outstanding bodhisattvas to carry out
his request, but they too express reluctance to do so for similar
reasons, finally the bodhisattva ManjushrC who in Buddhist
lore symbolizes the perfection of wisdom, agrees to carry out
the Buddha's request. Countless members of the assembly,
eager to witness the encounter between these two renowned
figures, Manjushri and Vimalakirti, accompany Manjushri on
his mission.
The scene then shifts to VimalakirtiJs sickroom, a narrow cell
that nevertheless is miraculously ahle to accommodate the vast
throngs who have come to visit him. In the chapters that follow,
Vimalakirti, Manjushri, and other members of the group ate
shown engaging in discussions of the Dharma or Buddhist truth.
In chapter 11 the scene shifts hack to the Amra Gardens, where
Vimalakirti and Manjushri join Shakyamuni Buddha for further
expositions of the doctrine and various astonishing demonstrations of their supernatural powers. The work concludes with conventional praises of the sutra itself and an if entrustment" scene
in which Shakyamuni calls on the bodhisattva 1vtaitreya who is
destined to be the next Buddha to appear in this world, to guard
the sutra and insure that it is widely propagated,
f

Early Buddhism
~n order to fully understand the

events narrated in the sutra, particularly those relating to the monk-discIples of the Buddha, we
must briefly survey the early history of the Buddhist religion,
Shakyamuni Buddha, the founder of Buddhism, who is also
known by the' name Ga.utama, appear, to have lived in India
sometime around the sixth or fifth century aC.E, Though it is
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difficult to describe his doctrines in detail, Buddhologists customarily accept severa] form.ulas as representative of his teachings. rvfost famous of these are the so-caned four nob1e truths,
which are referred to in several places in the Virnalakini Surra,
These teach that (1) a11 existence .in the saha. world, I rhe world
.in which we live at present, is marked by suffering; (2) that suffering is. caused by craving or desire; (3) that by doing away with
craving one can gain release from suffering and rcacha state of
peace and enlightenment known as nirvana or tranquil extincthm; (4) that there is <l method for m:hieving this goal, namely,
the discipline known as the eightfold path. This 15 a set of moral
principles enjoining one to cultivate right views, right thinking,
right speech, right action . right way of life, right endeavor, right
mindfulness, and dght meditation.
Another doctrine, also referred to in the Vimalakirti Sutm
and at one point negated by itl is that of the twelve-linked chain
of causation or dependent origination, which step by step illustrates the causal relationship between ignorance and suffering,
The purpose of the doctrine, like that of the four noble truths/is
to ,,\lake ofte to the true nature of reality and help one to achieve
emancipation from ignorance and suffering.
Buddhism took over frorn earlier Indian thought the concept
of karma, the belief that the deeds done in present or pi'lst(~xis
tences will derermine the circumstances into which one will be
reborn in the future. Accord.ing to the Indi<m view, living beings
pass through an endless cycle of death and rebirth} and the Hi
effects of an evil action in one lifetime may not become evident
until some later existence; but that they v.'ilI appear eventually
is inescapab](',
The Buddha's eightfold path, as we have seen, offers <l prescription for freeing oneseH from ignorance and evit advancing
L

StU! tht~ glo$sary for further infMmation on the s.aha world ami other
tec/m.lmf term!> used in the
trtl7tslatiotl.
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one's level of spirituaJ attainment, and perhaps even escaping
the cycle ofbirth and death entirely. But in order to pursue that
path with appropriate zeal and concentration, it was thought all
but imperative that one leave secular or household life and
become a member of the Buddhist ordcIi which consisted of both
monks and nuns. There, free from family entanglements and
mundane concerns, one could devote oneself toa life of poverty~
celibacy, and religious study and discipline, supported by tne
alms of the lay community. Lay believers could acquire religious
m,erit by assisting the order, observing appropriate ru]es of
moral conduct, and carrying out devotional practices. But it was
thought that they would have to wait until some future existence, when they too could become' members of the order, before
they could hope to gain full release from the. honds of suffering,
In early Buddhism, the ultimate goal of religiou~ striving was
to reach the state of arhat, a "w{)rth:~('" or Jisaint/ one who has
overcome desi re; passed beyond samsara.. the world of suffering
and cyclical birth and death; and entered nirvana. But as the
monastic community labored in the centuries following the
Buddha"s demise to systematize his teachings and clarify points
upon which, perhaps intentionally; his pronouncements had
been vague, a number of doctrinal problems arose, Just what
were the characteristics of an arhat, of a Buddha, or of the' state
of nirvana? What is the exact nature of the dharmas, the myr~
iad objects and phenomena that make up the world as we know
it through tncsenses? If, as the Buddha taught, there IS no such
thing as an individual self or ego, then what is it that is the rccip~
ient of karmic retribution? The members of the ordet in their
efforts to settle questions such as these, became increasingly
occupied with codification of the tenets and doctrinal issues, and
the religious body split up into a number of sects or schools that
differed in matters of interpretation and practice.
These tenets and practices of early Buddhism that I have been
describing a re often referred to as Hinayana or the "Lesser
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Vehicle:' a derogatory term applied to them bya rival group
within the religion that labeled itself Mahayana or the "Great
Vehicle" and represented its doctrines as superior to ana superseding those of earlier Buddhism. The Mahayana movemenr
appears to have begun in India around the first orsetond century of the Common Era. In part it was probably a reaction
against the great emphasis upon monastic life that marked earlier Buddhism and: against the arid psychological and metaphysical speculations that characterize much of early Buddhist
scholasticism. It sought to open up the religiOUS life to a wider
proportion of the population, to accord a more important role to
lay believers, and to give more appealing expression to the
teachings a.nd make them more readily accessible.
In earlier Buddhism, as I have already noted t the aim of reH~
gious practice was to achieve the state o·f arhat, one who has
gained release from suffering and passed beyond the confines of
this world. But to the members of the Mahayana movement this
s·eemed too selfish an objeCtive, one that was too at variance
with the spirit of compassion and concern for aU living beings
that they regarded as the soul of Buddhist teachings.
In contrast to the· state of arhat, they chose as their goal and
ideal the figure of the bodhisattva, one who vows not only to
achieve enlightem11cm for himself but to assist all others to do
likewise, He advances stage by stage in his spiritual progress
until he has rea<:hed the point where he couldt if he wished, enter
nirvana. But he-or she, since Mahayana largely disregards distinctions of gender-out of motives ot compassion deliberately
elects to remain in the realm of birth and death, permitting him~
self to be reborn as a human being, an animal, or even a dweller
in hell in order to assist others and guide them on the path to salvation. It is this spirit of altruism that most of all distinguishes
the bodhisattva from the follower of Hinayana teachings.
Earlier Buddhism often described Shakyamuni Buddha as
a bodhisattva in his previous existences, when he was stiH
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advancing toward enlightenment. But in 1v1ahayana texts such
as the Vimalakirti Surra the bodhisattvas are depicted as lirnltless in number, all-seeing and all-caring, capable of extending
unbounded aid to others in the search for enlightenrnent.
Indeed/ this grcatcmphasls on the role of the bodbisattva is
one of the main characteristics that distinguishes Mahayana
thought from that of earlier Buddhism, and much of the present work is devoted to descriptiOlH of the bodhisattva ideaL
Vimalakirti hirnseif, as revealed in ch.apter 12 of the Vimalakini Sutra, in his prevIous existence had been a bodhisattva in
the realm of a Buddha named Akshobhya or lmmovahle. But he
abandoned that land of purity and deliberately chose to be
reborn in our present saha world in the time of Shakyamuni
Buddha so that he could assist in expounding the Lav\,' of the
Buddhas, He speaks fwm a level of wisdom and authority equal
to that of the Buddhas themselves! and his expositions are aimed
at expounding the ideals of Mahayana Buddhisrrl and refuting
the views and practices of the Hinayana foU.o\·vers,
These ~atter are represented in the surra in particular by
Shakyamunits ten major disdpies, who are referred to as v()ke~
hearers, The term originally designated persons in Shakyamuni's lifetime who had entered the monastic order and had
heard the teachings directly from hhn, though later it came to
refer to those monks and mms who adhered to Hinayana beliefs
and strove to attain the state of arhat.
A second and less important target of Vimalakirti's criticism
is the pratyekabuddhas "'private Buddhas'l or "self~enlightened
ones/' beings who have ,"von an understanding .of the truth
through theif own effons but who make no attempt to teach
others or assist thern to enlightenment. These two groups, the
voice-hearers and the pratyeknbuddhas, are the frequent objects
of Vimalakirti's reproaches, a.nd at times even ridicule hecause
of their limited and self-centered aims and procedures, as (ontnlstedl;vith those of the hodhisattv<ls,
t

j
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The 5utra as a whole, then, reptesents both a critique of catHer Buddhist doctrines and an exposition, as vivid and compelling as the author or authors could ma.'ke it, of those of
the newly risen Mahayana movement, They did not hesltatc to
set the scene of their exposition back in time, in the era of
Shakyamuni Buddha, no doubt because in the fervor of their
faith they were convinced that they were conveying to the
worM the true meaning of Shakyamuni's message.
Though the sutra ostensibly depicts events taking place in
Shakyamuni's lifetime, it makes no pretense at conforming to
historical reality, or even to conventional concepts of time and
space, According to the Mahayana conception of the universe,
the w()TJd we live in at present is made up of four continents
ranged around a great central mountain, Mount Sumeru, We
live in the continent located to the south! known as Iambudvipa
or the II continent of the jarnbu trees," Underneath it are various
hells where beings who have committed particularly evil deeds
must suffer for a time, and above it a series of heavens occupied
by the gods who, though happier than human beings, are bound
like them to the cycle of birth and death.
'Outside of our present world there exist countless others
spread out in all directions, some simHa:dy made up of four
continents, others fabulous realms preSided over by various
Buddhas, for in the Mahayana teachings, Buddhas as well as
bodhisattvas have become infinite .in number. Through their
supermltural powers, the Buddhas, bodhisattvas, and guardian
deitk"S such as the Brahmas; Indras, and Four H.eaven1y Kings of
these various worlds can travel at will from one world to
another. Thus in the opening chapter of the Vimalakirti Sutra
we find Shakyamuniaddressing a staggering multitude of listeners that indudes Brahma~ and Indras who have come from
other worlds to listen to his message, as well as various nonhu
man beings such as dragons, garuda birds, and other figures
drawri from Indian mythology~ The Mahayana version of the
w
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Dhanna, we are to understand, is addressed not to humans alone
but to all beIngs whatsoever.
The events depicted in thesutra represent a mixture of realisticscenes from early Indian life--the Buddha's monk disciples
begging for alms in a nearby village, practicing meditati.on in
the forest, or fetching fresh milk for the Buddha when he is
indispos.ed-and a bizarre assortment of Alice in Wonderlandlike personages and happenings that display the Mahayana
imagination at its most fertile. These· include a mischievous goddess, invIsible at most times, who inhabits Vimalakirti's room
and haSi overheard and profited from his teachings, a phantom
bodhisattva who journeys to a realm "beyond Buddha lands
numerous as the sands offony-two Ganges" to beg for leftover
food, five hundred little parasols that are combined to form one
parasol ${) big it can spread over the entire universe, Of thirtytwo thousand large chairs somehow fitted into Vimalakirti's
tiny skkroom. This juxtaposition of mundane and fantastic elements is mea.nt to point up the contrast between the earnest but
circumscribed goals and ways of thought characteristic of the
Hinayana school, and the incomparably freer and loftier ones of
the Mahayana. To understand the contrast, and the Mahayana
claims to superiority that it represents, we must turn now to the
doctrine of emptiness on which such claims rest.
9

The Doctrine of Nondualis~
VimalakirtYs criticisms of Hinayana and his own expositions of
the Dharma center around the concept of emptiness or nondualism. a key tenet in Mahayana thought. Like so much in
Mahayancl, it represents an extension and elaboration of ideas
already present in early Buddhism. The Buddha had taught that
all things in the phenomenal world are conditioned in nature,
brought into being and govemed by causes and conditions. They
are thus in a state of constant flux and are destined to change
and pass away. They may therefore be designated as "empty" or
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"void" because they lack any inherent characteristics, by which
they can be described, changing as they do from instant to
instant. At best they can be delineated by what they are notnot permanent, not possessed of any fixed form or se1f-nature.
Theformu1ators of Mahayana doctrine, while taking over
these ideas, preferred to emphasize not the negative but rather
the positive aspects or import of this concept of emptiness. If aU
phenomena are characterized by the quality of emptiness, then
emptiness must constitute the unchanging and abiding nature
of existence. Seen from the point of view of differentiation,
things faU into numberless different categories. But looked at
from the point of view of emptiness, they are seen to have one
quaHty they all share: that of f,arming a single entity, one that is
beyond the power of language to describe because language can
deal only with distinctions, a point that Vimalakirti dramaticaHy
empha$izes at the end of chapter 9.
To help the reader visualize the ooncept more clearly; I would
like here to offer an analcigy. Experts may object that my analogy is theoretically unsound. But that could probably be said of
any analogy that attempts to convey in word.s a truth that is
beyond verbal expression, so I will venture it anyway.
Let the' reader imagine a round paper fan. One face of the fan
is covered with an infinite number of tiny dots representing
the multiple objects and ideas that make up our ordinary world,
the endless dualisms of here/there, now/then, big/little, beautiful/ugly that confront us daily, dots that are continually shifting, appearing and disappearing in iUI unending cyde of change,
This is the phenomenal world, brought into being, says the
Buddha, by causes and conditions, undergoing a ceaseless
process of arising and cessation. the world of samsara or cydical
birth and death.
Bur now turn the fan over. The other face is a complete blank,
every trace of differentiation obliterated. This js the world of
emptiness, af nonduaUsID, the transcendent realm as opposed to

an
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the imminent. The two worlds are one: everything that was present on the other face of the fan is encompassed within the blank
one, but everything has become" equal" or fused with everything else, because everything is identical with emptiness.
"Form is emptiness, emptiness is form/' says the Heart Sutra, a
statement that is found in the Vimalakirti Sutra as well, and the
same equation applies to pe:rception, conception, volition, and
consciousness, the other terms that make up the five aggregates
or components of existence in the phenomenal worM.
In this 'world of emptiness" the dimensions of space and time
no longer exist, since
distim:tions benveen here and there,
now or never have been ~Niped out. Nothing 'comes into existence or passes into extinction, because there is no other place to
come from Of go to, because terms such as being or nonbeing
have no meaning here. Because of its underlying unity! aU
things in it interpenetrate with one another and share one
another's identity; which leads the Mahayana proponents to
assert that aU beings partake of the Buddha nature and hence
have the potential to attain Buddhahood. And the same reasoning leads them to proclaim that earthly desires are none other
than bOOhi or the state of enlightenment, and that samsara, the
ordinary world of suffering, is none other than nirvana.
Vim alaki rti , in his expositions of the Dharma and particularly when he is addressing the 'voke-hearers or representatives
of Hinayana thc)ught, lays great emphasis upon the doctrine of
emptiness, deliberately employing expressions that he knows
win seem paradoxical or shocking to them. It is his method
of jarring them, and readers as wellt out of their habittlElI modes
of thinking.
But Buddhism in
things stresses moderation or the
Middle Way, the path that lies between two extremes. Because
the foHowers of Hinayana seem too engrossed with distinctions
between pure and impure, common mortal and. enlightened
being, the monastic community and the I.aity, Vimalakirti caUs
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their attention to the real m of nondualism where all such distinctions are transcended. But he is not asking them to abandon
all distin.ctions ufl<."onditionaHy. What he is calling for is an out~
look that wiu somehow balance or hold in suspension the two
seemingly contradictory views of reality and prevent either
from becoming unduly dominant.
As frequently pointed out, the concept of emptiness or nondualism, if carried to its logical extreme, will effectively "vipe
out the foundations. upon which the religion rests, One can
hard1y urge people to observe difficult precepts or codes of
moral behavior while assuring tht~m that ill the end there is no
differen·ce between right and wrong, or expect them to strive to
attain religious goals that one has declared to be nonexistent.
And simpJy as a matter of common sense, it is obvious that one
cannot hope to cany out daily activities on the basis of n()ndu~
.alistic prim::iples alone. No pedestrian in a modern city, for
example~ who thinks that red lights and .green lights are aU one
and the same will survive for long. But the nondualistic outlook
can be used to leaven and enlarge our everyday ways of thinkin.g, to \. . 'arn llS a"..,.ay from excessive emotional involvement in
our undertakings, from eXt~ssive pride in our achievements, or
to help us resign ourselves to ills that are beyond our control.
The doctrine of nondualism is not intended to be an objective description of the true nature of reality, but rather a recommendation as to how one Gln best view reaHtyin order to
advance one's religi()u$ aims, a tool to assist one in reaJizing the
Middle 'Nay. Like all doctrines in Mahayana, it is provll"jonal.in
.I"\aturetand to ding to it too tenaciously would be as reprehensible as any other form of dinging or attachment. Yet without
it, one cannot hope to view the everyday world in its prOpel"
perspective.
In Mahayana 13uddhism.. one does not "grasp" or acquire
anything new when one attains: enlightenment, since according
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to Mahayana belief aU beings have from the beginning been

endowed with the Buddha nature. One does not migrate to some
new realm or lHe conditionl but simply comes to realize the true
nature of the realm one is in.A.s the VimalakiTti Suna states in

one of its most famous pronouncements: uWhen the mind is
pure, the Buddha land win be pure,'{ And it is the doctrine of
nonduaHsm that guid.es one to this understanding.
This doctrine,seeming as it does to contradict all the assump~
rions of our everyday modes of thought; is not easy to \.risualizc,
howevel~ and there will perhaps he things about the figure of
Vimalakirti and ahout his teachings that, initially at least,
puzzle the reader. His pronottncements though deliberately
couched in paradoxical language, appear logical enough if we
consider them in the light of nondualism.And the exhilarating
freedom from limitations of time and space experienced by one
who has broken through imo this realm of emptiness or the
absolute are given striking symbolic expression in the sutra by
the various miracles or displays of supernatural povvcrs performed by Viulalakini or the Buddhas. But the reader might
well wish to knQ\v more precisely just halo." one goes about practicing the six paran~itas or Hpertections" ~alm$giving, keeping
of the precepts, forbearance, assiduousness, meditation, and wisdom-· a prime requirement for bodhisattvas, while holding fast
to the doctrine of nonclualisrn. Ori to put it in more spedfic
terms, to learn how Vhnalak1rti m<mages to combine true
Buddhist wisdom and detachment with the life of the layman,
hm.... he (an head a family, conduct business affairs., and fulfill his
other obligations as a citizen of the city of Vaishah and still
remain faithful to the bodh.isattva ideal.
The Vimahkini Sutra, howevert seems to delight more in
confronting us ,vithcontradictions and dilemmas than in offering easy answers . It is a deliberately challenging text, one that
utilizes ail the drama, wit, humQr, and persuasiveness of lanj
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guage it can summon up in order to waken us to new dimensions of thought, new leve]s of religious understanding and
action o'f which we had previously been unaware. In doing SQ, it
vividly reflects the spirit of the Mahayana movement in one of
its most creative and inspired moments.
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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF INDIAN PHILOSOPHIES
Chapter XXXIX. Explanation of the Three Hundred Terms

"This chapter deals with the concepts enumerated...in a
catechetical method in the style of the Pâli Abhidhammapitaka. It
opens, e.g., with the question 'what is purity in deeds? 1 The answer
given is that 'it produces non-attachment to the three worlds, which
have no more existence than that of a dream,'" (D 3, xxvi)
Chapter XL. Transmission
"This is the concluding chapter eulogizing the present text and
adducing reasons for describing it as a Vaipulyasütra." (D 3, xxvii)

46. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,
Vimalakïrtinirdesasutra.200
Summary by A. K. Warder
201

"The hero of the present Sutra, the bodhisattva VimalakïrtL.is
a Licchavi householder in Vaisâlï in the time of the Buddha, living
very much in the world, even to the extent of visiting the geisha
girls, taverns and casinos and indulging in all the pleasures of life.
However, he is in reality a model bodhisattva,
even a sraniana
(ascetic-philosopher), and mixes with worldly people in order to
show them the disadvantages of pursuing pleasure.
He is
universally respected and his conversation is in conformity with his
doctrine as well as skilful, so that his activities in the world serve to
ripen people's understanding and draw them away from attachment
to pleasures."
"One day Vimalakîrti gives out that he is ill, though this is only
another expedient. According to Indian custom many people go to
visit him and inquire whether he is feeling better, to which inquiry
he replies with discourses on the impermanence, unhappiness, etc.,
of the elements of which the body is composed and the diseases to
which it is subject
Naturally, when the Buddha...knows of
Vimalakïrti's illness he wishes to send a monk to visit the sick
man...in turn he asks Säriputra, Maudgalyäyana, Subhüti, Änanda
and many others to go. All refuse, on the ground that they are
incapable of holding conversation with Vimalakîrti, having been
humiliated by him on some previous occasion, when they were each
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reduced to silence. For example the bodhisattva Maitreya had been
told by the Buddha that he will be the next buddha, after one more
birth. Vimalakirti found him discussing the stage he had reached
with the Tusita gods and took him up on this question of 'birth': it
is only by non-birth that one can reach this stage, Maitreya's
thusness is only the thusness of all phenomena, there is no duality
between him and all other living beings, so that w h e n he becomes
enlightened all beings will become enlightened; anyway, all beings
are extinct already, this is their thusness, so Maitreya ought not to
deceive the gods with this talk about his going to attain
enlightenment. Maitreya could think of nothing to say to this on
that occasion and declares himself n o w incapable of asking
Vimalakirti about his illness."
"At last the bodhisattva Manjusn agrees to go, though the task is
difficult. Many monks, bodhisattvas and gods go with him to hear
w h a t promises to be a remarkable conversation. They find the house
appropriately empty and Vimalakirti tells Manjusn he is well-come,
especially as he has not come...As to his illness, it will last as long
as living beings are ignorant and desire existence. Starting thus, the
conversation and the episodes which follow express in narrative and
dramatic form the main teaching of the Madhyamaka. Säriputra
plays the part of the clown who asks foolish questions (i.e., at the
concealing level), complaining that there are no seats for the
visitors, n o t enough food for them, etc. The house-goddess of
Vimalaklrti's house makes game of him with displays of magic.
Seeing that she has made such progress on the way Säriputra is
foolish enough to ask her why she does not change her female sex
(traditionally regarded as a disadvantage, at least by monks),
evidently having the power to do so. The goddess replies that so far
she has not been able to discover what this 'female sex1 is: like all
p h e n o m e n a it is only an artifice or illusion {maya), it is not real (is
nothing in itself), so there isn't anything to change. However she
punishes Säriputra for his suggestion, making a w o m a n of him by
her magic: he finds he has the body of the goddess whilst she
appears like the elder Säriputra and asks him why he does not
change his 'female sex.' She restores him after a sufficient lecture,
adding that ultimately no changes take place."
"Vimalakirti explains to Manjusn h o w a bodhisattva lives in the
world without being attached to it, conforming to passion and
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aversion, though being free from these, and to delusion though he
has understanding. He asks Manjusn to tell him w h a t the 'clan of
the thus-gone f i s - a new concept...This 'clan1, says Manjusn, is that
of ignorance, desire for existence, passion, averson, delusion, error,
the obstacles, e t c , in other words of all Bad p h e n o m e n a which lead
to transmigration. Asked w h a t this signifies he explains that the
t h o u g h t of enlightenment can occur only in transmigration (among
synthesized p h e n o m e n a ) , as lotuses grow only in the mud."

47. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,

Sölistamhasütra

Summary by Karl H. Potter
Noble Ross Reat, 202 who has made a life's work out of the study
of this text, believes it may be the earliest Mahäyäna sütra.
However, its earliest known translation dates from the fourth
century, though a closely related work was translated by Ji Zhan in
220-252 (T,7Q8). Although commentaries ascribed to "Nägärjuna"
are available in three Tibetan versions (P.5466, 5485-5486) it is
fairly clear none are by the Nâgârjuna we just finished reviewing,,
Nevertheless, it cannot be doubted that the work is a rather early
one« Reat ascribes to it Mahäyäna leanings on the grounds that the
text argues "that enlightenment represents a realization of Dharmakaya Buddha" 203 , but admits that the language and style is
reminiscent of Theraväda.
Reat's text is necessarily a combination of several sources, b u t he
manages to reconstruct about 90% of the Sanskrit text on the basis
of quotations found elsewhere in the literature. He also provides a
Tibetan text and a^ English translation, referred to below as "ET",204
In addition to ET Jeffrey D.- Schoening has recently edited and
translated this work with its commentaries in two volumes as
Wiener Studien zur Tibetologie und Buddhismuskunde, Heft 3 5 . 1 ,
Wien 1995.
1-6 (ET26-31) Maitreya advises Säriputra on d e p e n d e n t
origination, the nature of dharma, and why it is that on seeing
d e p e n d e n t origination one sees dharma and sees the Buddha.
The twelve-fold chain of dependent origination is stated. Each
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26. The Bodhisattva Samantabhadra charges himself with the task
of being a protector to the preachers of religion in after-times after
the Lord's nirvana.'1
104. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,

Säharanägarapariprcchäsütra295

105. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,

Samantamukhaparivartasütra296
Sarvapunyasamuccqyasamädhisütra297

106. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,
107. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,

Sarvavaipulyavidyäsiddhasütra298

108. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,

109. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,

Simhapariprvchäsütra299

Snmälädevisimhanädasütra300

Summary by Alex and Hideko Wayman
"The scripture opens in Srâvasti. King Prasenajit and his Queen
Mallikä move to interest their daughter Queen Snmälä in the
Buddha's doctrine."
"Chapter One. Eliminating All Doubts. 1. Snmälä evokes the
Buddha, who approaches in his inconceivable body. She praises his
two bodies which are bodily form and the knowledge body. The
Lord prophesies that Queen Snmälä will attain the incomparable
right perfected enlightenment. 2. Queen Snmälä takes ten great
vows, the first five constituting Hïnayana ethics, the second five,
Mahäyäna ethics..."
"Chapter Two. Deciding the Cause. 3. Queen Snmälä forms three
great aspirations: to always comprehend the Illustrious Doctrine; to
teach unweariedly the Illustrious Doctrine; and to protect and
uphold the Illustrious Doctrine without regard to body, life force, or
possessions. These three comprise all Bodhisattva aspirations. 4.
She prays for the Tathägata's power to make her eloquent w h e n
teaching in the scope of the great aspirations;..."
"Chapter Three. Clarifying the Final Meaning. 5. The queen
eloquently preaches the embrace of the Illustrious Doctrine that was
held by all the Buddhas. The "Illustrious Doctrine" is a term for the
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Great Vehicle...The Arhats and the Pratyekabuddhas with fear take
refuge in the Lord. What they call "nirvana" is a means belonging to
the Tathagatas, because the Arhats and the Pratyekabuddhas do n o t
have all merits, have measurable and conceivable merit, have a
remainder of faults, and so are far away from the nirvana-realm.
Concerning the liberation of Arhats a n d Pratyekabuddhas, there are
two kinds of passing away-discontinuous passing away of ordinary
sentient beings, and the inconceivable transference of the Arhats,
Pratyekabuddhas, and Bodhisattvas who have attained power. The
Arhats and the Pratyekabuddhas have neither eliminated all
defilements nor avoided all rebirth...The vehicles of the Disciples
and the Self-Enlightened are included in the Great Vehicle. "Great
Vehicle11 is an expression for the Buddha vehicle, and so the three
The four Noble
vehicles are counted as one vehicle {ekayâna)...6.
Truths do not belong to the Disciples and the Self-Enlightened, for
these persons do not have the supramundane knowledge of the nonprogressive Noble Truths. The four Truths belong to the Tathagatas,
w h o eliminate the store of all defilements by inconceivable voidness
knowledge. 7. The Tathägatagarbha is covered by the defilements'
store; w h e n liberated from this store it is the Dharmakäya of the
Tathägata*,.8~9. The cessation of suffering is the Tathägata's
Dharmakäya, or Tathägatagarbha freed from defilement by the two
kinds of voidness knowledge of the Tathagatas, namely, the
Tathägatagarbha is void of the stores of defilement, and the
Tathägatagarbha is not void of the Buddha natures. 10. The Noble
Truth "Cessation of Suffering" is the true refuge. The other three
Noble Truths...are not the true refuge. 11-12. Immature ordinary
persons have the wayward views of the two extremes. When they
think "The constructions are impermanent" it is their eterftalistic
view. This is because they have four wayward ideas that the
impermanent is permanent, suffering is pleasure, nonself is self, the
impure is pure... 13. The Tathägatagarbha is the base either of nondiscrete constructed Buddha natures or of discrete constructed
defilements. The Tathägatagarbha experiences suffering, is the
reason for aspiration towards nirvana, and the reason for "cyclical
flow" (samsara); it is not a "self. There are two difficult doctrines:
that consciousness is intrinsically pure, and that intrinsically pure
consciousness can be defiled."
"Chapter Four. Entering the One Vehicle Path. 14. By two
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discipleship levels, a third with a knowledge in the precincts of the
Dharma involving five visions, and a fourth reaching certainty in die
two difficult doctrines, the Disciples can then enroll others in the
Great Vehicle. 15. The queen gains eloquence for further
explanations of the faultless meaning«..As queen she converts the
w o m e n in the capital, and as king he converts the men."
Snmaffhrähmanipariprcchäsütra301

110« AUTHOR UNKNOWN,

Smvivartyavyäkaranasütra302

1 1 1 . AUTHOR UNKNOWN,

Sumaädarikapariprcchäsütra303

112. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,

Advice issued by the Buddha to an eight-year-old girl named
Sumati.
113. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,
Susthitamaädevaputrapariprcchösütra304
SvapnanMesasütra305

114. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,

Tathägatacintyaguhyanirdesasütra306

115. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,

Tathägatagarbhasütra307

116« AUTHOR UNKNOWN,

Udayanavatsaräjapariprcchäsütra308

117. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,

Upäyakausalyasütra309

118. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,
119. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,
120. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,

Vaiduryaräjasütra310

Vidyutpräptapariprcchasütra311
Vlradatta(grhapati)pariprcchäsütra3U

1 2 1 . AUTHOR UNKNOWN,
122. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,

Vimaladattapariprcchäsutra313

123. AUTHOR UNKNOWN,
Visesacintä(brahma)poriprechä$ütra314
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The Tathagatagarbhasutra: Its Basic Structure and
Relation to the Lotus Siitra

Michael Zimmennann

In his comprehensive study of the development of the tathagatagarbha
teaching, J. Takasaki also deals with the sutra which bears the name of this
Mahayana philosophical current. l

The Tathagatagarbhasutra (TGS) has

*

I would like to thank the Chairman Professor Y. Kajiyama as well as Professor A.
Yuyama and Professor S. Karashima, who accepted me as a research student at the
International Research Institute for Advanced Buddhology at Soka University. My
sincere thanks goes also to Professor F. Deleanu for taking the trouble to check my
English.
The following abbreviations are used in this paper:
Bth
Ms Kanjur from 'Ba' thang in Tibet, now in the Newark Museum
ChI Dafang deng rulai zangjing *:1J~~D*!ii~U& (T 666)
Ch 2 Dafangdu rulai zangjing *:1J)10D*~*& (T667)
D I , D2 MSS A and B of the SP discovered in Gilgit; romanized texts in: Shoko
Watanabe (ed.), Saddharmapu1:ujarika Manuscripts Found in Gilgit, Part
Two: Romanized Text, Tokyo 1975 (The Reiyukai)
Saddharmapw:ujarika, eds. H. Kern & B. Nanjio, St.-Petersbourg 1912
K
(Bibliotheca Buddhica X)
o
Petrovsky MSS of the SP discovered in Kashgar; romanized text in: Hirofumi
Toda (ed.), Saddharmapw:ujarikasiitra, Central Asian Manuscripts,
Romanized Text, Tokushima 1981 (Ky6iku Shuppan Center)
Q
Peking xylograph Kanjur-Tanjur (Otani reprint), Kangxi edition of 1717-20
with missing parts supplied from the Qianlong edition of 1737; the TGS is
found in vol. 36, mDo sna tshogs Zhu 259b4-274al, no. 924
RGV(V) Ratnagotravibhiiga(vrtti} (Saramati?), ed. E. H. Johnston (The Ratnagotravibhiiga Mahiiyiinottaratantrasiistra), Patna 1950
SP
Saddharmapu1Jrjarika
T
The Taisho Shinshii Daizokyo (The Tripitaka in Chinese), eds. J. Takakusu &
K. Watanabe, Tokyo 1924ff.
TGS Tathiigatagarbhasiitra
TGS I The first recension of the TGS represented by ChI
TGS2 The second recension of the TGS represented by Ch 2 , Tib and Bth
Translation of the TGS as contained in the main Kanjurs
Tib
TUSN * Tathiigatotpattisambhavanirdeia (part of the Avatamsakasiitra)
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generally been referred to as the earliest expression of this doctrine and the term

tathiigatagarbha itself seems to have been coined by this very siitra. In this paper
I intend to introduce the textual history and doctrinal content of the TGS and
offer some speculations concerning the possible motivations lying behind its
compilation. By pointing out some interesting parallels concerning the structure
and formulations in the Saddharmapu1}q,arikasiitra (SP), I shall then suggest that
the SP and the TGS carry a similar compositional line. Finally, I shall determine
the position and role of the TGS in Mahayana Buddhism as a siitra presupposing
the doctrine of the SP and providing its metaphysical foundation.

The textual history of the TGS

The TGS is a relatively short siitra. It covers about 15 folios or six complete
pages in the Peking Kanjur corresponding to less than four or, depending on the
recension, six pages in the Chinese Taisho.2 No Indian manuscript has been
found until now. In 1959 a critical Tibetan edition collated with the two Chinese
translations was established. 3 However, as many new materials have become
accessible since then, a more comprehensive textcritical edition remains a
desideratum. My study of the textual history of the TGS has so far yielded the
following general conc1usions.4
1 Jikidi5 Takasaki ~1I!i1f~iii, Nyoraizii shisii no keisei (Formation of the Tathagatagarbha Theory) :tm*lIJf!H~(J)~M, Tokyo 1974 (Shunju-sha): pp. 40-68.
2 Q: vol. 36, mDo sna tshogs Zhu 259b4-274al, no. 924; ChI: 457a-460b; Ch 2 : 460b466a.

3 The edition ofthe TGS collates only the Kanjurs from Derge, Peking and Narthang and
is not always reliable: Kyoshun Todo §1it~~, Nyoraiziikyii kan zii san yaku taishii
(Comparative Study in Chinese and Tibetan Texts of Tathiigatagarbha Siitra) 'tl1l*1Iffi£
~11 -==aR){;jj'ffi, (Bukkyi5 Bunka KenkyUjo {.&~)({t1VfJEFJf), Kyoto 1959.
4 A critical edition of the TGS is part of a Ph.D. dissertation to be submitted at the
University of Hamburg. The collation comprises the versions of the TGS as contained in
the Kanjurs from Berlin, Derge, Lithang, London, Narthang, Peking (Otani reprint),
Phug brag (three versions), Stog, Tabo (fragmentary) and Tokyo (Toyo Bunko)
compared with the two Chinese translations and the translation from Bathang, now in
the Newark Museum. The following is the result of my research on the TGS so far. The
full philological details shall be given in the above mentioned Ph.D. dissertation.
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It is now clear that we can speak: of two recensions of the TGS which are

different in length and wording. The first recension (TGS}) is represented by the
Chinese translation of Buddhabhadra done in 420 CE (Ch}).5 All other three
existent translations are based on the second recension (TGS2). They are:
a. the Chinese translation by Amoghavajra dating from the middle of the 8th
century (Ch 2),6
b. the apocryphal Tibetan translation from the period before the compilation of
bilingual compendiums like the Mahiivyutpatti or the sGra sbyor bam po

gnyis pa, as found in the Newark Manuscript Kanjur from Bathang (Bth),7
and
c. the canonical Tibetan translation as found in the "common" Kanjurs (Tib)
which was done, or at least revised, on the basis of the compendiums
mentioned in b.
Two earlier Chinese translations of the TGS done in the Western Jin
Dynasty, between the end of the 3rd and the beginning of the

4th

gstf

century, are

mentioned as lost by the catalogues and have not come down to us. 8
A philological analysis of the two recensions shows that there are several
passages in TGS2 which are not found in TGS}. That these passages must be
judged as later interpolations becomes clear by their "redundant" character:
omitting these passages, the immediate sections before and behind the inserted
element join smoothly. In general TGS2 is more extended and detailed than TGSj,
which in many instances appears to show less vividness and distinctness in the
5 The date of translation is according to the Lidai sanbao ji ~ft=
71a13):

Jnc (T 2034,

6 For Amoghavajra's
life data (705-774 CE) cpo Shinko Mochizuki ~t=H§7'
Bukkyo daijiten (*Buddhist Dictionary){?t~*tf~ S.v. Fukii.

7 For more information about this translation cpo the author's "A Second Tibetan
Translation of the Tathiigatagarbhasiitra in the Newark Manuscript Kanjur from
Bathang: A Translation of the Early Period (snga dar)", in Transactions of the
International Conference of Eastern Studies, No. XLIII, 1998: 33-50.
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wording of the similes. This, as well as its comparatively early date of translation
would naturally suggest TGSj, Le., the translation of Buddhabhadra, as the
archetypal recension. The situation is not, however, so simple. Besides the
obvious interpolations, the relation between the two recensions is not an ancestral
one. Neither of the two can be said to have grown out of the other recension. In
many instances the recensions are simply different in content

sometimes so

different that it is hard to imagine that a common archetype had ever existed.
That the earlier date of translation of TGSj is not a proof of a higher degree of
"originality" is further documented by another observation: if we turn to the
verses of the Ratnagotravibhiiga (RGV) reproducing the nine similes of the TGS,
it becomes evident that this reproduction is based on, or has at least partly made
use of, TGS2 or a version close to TGSZ•9 The date of the compilation of the RGV
is, again, unknown. However, the year 443 CE functions as a terminus ante
quem. This is the year in which the first translation of the Lankiivatiirasiitra by

GUI).abhadra is said to have been completed. lO The Lankiivatiirasiitra in its
Chinese version translated by Glll}abhadra presupposes doctrinally the existence
of the RGV. l1 It thus becomes obvious that the translation of TGSj by
Buddhabhadra in 420 and the first evidence for the existence of TGS2 in 443 are
practically contemporaneous. This fact rather seems to suggest that the two
recensions of the TGS circulated among Indian speaking Buddhist communities
from a more or less early date on.

IS The relevant catalogue entries regarding these 3rd and 4th century translations are
cited and discussed in the work of Ky6shun T6d6 (see n. 3), pp. If. It remains an open
question how reliable the information of the catalogues are.

9 This is clear as the reproduction of the TGS in the RGV (1.96-126) shows contents
which are not attested in Chj but appear in TGS2 •

T 670; for the year of translation cpo Mochizuki (op. cit.) s. v. Nyuryogakyo.
Il The RGV(V) itself consists of several textual layers. However, as L. Schmithausen
has shown, the reproduction of the TGS is already part of the oldest stratum of the RGV
("Philologische Bemerkungen zum Ratnagotravibhaga", in Wiener Zeitschrijt for die
Kunde Siidasiens XV, 1971: 123-177, mainly p. 129).
10
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The two recensions differ minimally in the overall doctrinal message. They
contrast more in the choice of specific Buddhist technical terms and, as
mentioned above, in the degree of explicitness. 12 Yet the relative briefness of the
sutra does not allow an easy determination of an underlying tendency in each of
the recensions or even the socio-religious background of their respective
proponents. 13

The content of the TGS
Let me now shortly turn to the content of the TGS and sketch its line of
composition:
A. Description of the setting in Rajagrha. The Tathagata with his supernatural
power creates lotuses in the air with buddhas seated in their calyxes. Then he
lets the flowers wither. The buddhas seated within remain unaffected.
Vajramati, the representative of the participating bodhisattvas, inquires about
the reason for this supernatural manifestation. (Q 259b5-262a3)
B. Then the Tathiigata starts to expound the TGS. Beginning with the scenery

of the lotuses he expounds eight further similes in order to illustrate how all
living beings contain a buddha within themselves. (Q 262a3-269a7)
C. He continues to speak about the enormous amount of merit resulting from
the propagation of the TGS and its joyful approval (anumodanii). (Q 269a7270b4)

12 As for the technical terms, ChI does not show a rendering for dharmatii in the sense
of True Nature of living beings. But in this sense it is frequently attested in TGSI. Also
the term bodhisattva appears in the similes twice as often in TGS2 as in ChI. In these
passages ChI does not mention anything corresponding to bodhisattvas or speaks of
"living beings" C~~ instead.
13 For the Mahayana Mahiiparinirvii1)asutra, which is a much longer text, snch an
analysis has been done by M. Shimoda. He concludes that its two main parts as well as
the three extant translations can be connected to different socio-religious groups.
Nehangyii no kenkyii - daijii kyiiten no kenkyii hiihii
(Masahiro Shimoda -f
shiron (A Study of the Mahiiparinirvii1)Qsutra with a Focus on the Methodology of the
Study of Mahiiyiinasutras) t!E.~(7,)iJf~ - **{ffiA(7,)iJf~jjt*~fnU, Tokyo 1997
(Shunju-sha)).
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D. He then tells the story of "'SadapramuktaraSmi and '" Anantarasmi. Still in the
womb of his mother the bodhisattva SadapramuktaraSmi emitted light with a
highly beneficial effect on all living beings. He continued to emit this light
throughout his life and even after, with his relics still shining. Having
become a tathagata, at the request of the bodhisattva AnantaraSmi, he
expounded the TGS for ages. Just by listening to him, all but four
bodhisattvas attained aWakening. Three of them are identified with the
bodhisattvas Maiijusn, Mahasthamaprapta and Avalokitesvara. AnantaraSmi
himself is said to be now the bodhisattva Vajramati. (Q 270b4-273a3)
E. Ananda questions the Tathagata from how many buddhas one has to hear the
Dharma in order to attain perfection. In his answer the Tathagata does not
restrict their number, but stresses the importance of generating the aspiration
for awakening immediately. (Q 273a3-273b4)
Section E can be said to be an interpolation and is not found in TGSJ •
F. The Tathagata describes the praise and virtue obtained by holding the TGS in
the hands. (Q 273b4-273b7)
G. Description of the praise and joy ofthe audience. (Q 273b7-273b8)

It is a typical feature of many Mahayana sutras that the main actor delivering

the sermon, be it the Tathagata himself or one of his main disciples, refers to the
same sUtra during his sermon. For the main actor and narrator, in our case the
Tathagata, the TGS can only be section B, i.e., the nine similes, which the
Buddha introduces in the following way:

CD rigs kyi bu dag de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snying po zhes bya ba'i mdo shin tu
rgyas pa yod de / de rab tu bstan pa 'i phyir I de bzhin gshegs pas snang
ba'i mtshan ma 'di Ita bu 'di byas so II de 'i phyir legs par rab tu nyon La
yid la zung shig dang bshad do 1/ (Q 262a3f./ 4
14 For citations of the TGS I shall refer to the "standard" Tibetan translation as
contained in the main Kanjurs (fib). Only if the transmission of Tib is obviously not
based on the Indian or in case that Bth or the Chinese translations show relevant
divergences, (also) these readings shall be given. The citations themselves are taken
from the already prepared critical edition which is part of my doctoral dissertation (see
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Sons of good family (kulaputra), there is a sUtra of great extent (vaipulya)
called Tathiigatagarbha. In order to teach it the Tathagata has produced
these signs (nimitta) [which have] appeared [to you]. Listen therefore
closely, be attentive, and [I] shall teach [you].
It is only this section B which contains the message centering around the term

tathiigatagarbha and it can only be this section which, under the name
Tathiigatagarbhasutra,

has

already

been

taught

by

the

tathagata

Sadapramuktarasmi (section D). The similes are the actual sUtra within the sUtra.
They alone embody the new and central message of the text, embedded in the
more or less standard framework consisting of the setting, a passage expounding
the merit of propagating the sutra and a story of the past.

The doctrine of the TGS
What now is the doctrine exposed in section B? After the initial fragment with
withered lotuses in the sky with buddhas sitting in their centers, unaffected by the
putrid petals around, the Tathagata, as the narrator of sections B to F, proclaims
that the same is true for all living beings: though they are wrapped in different
kinds of kldas, 15 all living beings carry a tathagata within themselves. This could
be the birth hour of the term tathiigatagarbha which, after all, in the TGS appears
only in this first of the nine similes. S. Matsumoto is definitely right, when he
suggests a close connection between the terms padmagarbha, the "lotus calyx",
in which the buddhas are found, and tathiigatagarbha, which according to my
understanding should be analyzed as bahuwihi relating to living beings as
"containing a tathagata" or even "having a tathagata [as their essence]" .16 Right

n. 4). I have indicated after the quotation where the correspondent passage in Q can be
found.
15 Whereas TGS2 describes living beings themselves as wrapped in kleias, ChI speaks
of the wrapped tathagatas within living beings.
16 The interpretation as bahuvrihi has been questioned recently by S. Matsumoto's
analysis of the compound as tatpuru~a in the sense of [Living beings are] containers of
a tathiigata. However, even if this analysis does not seem completely impossible, I still
prefer to stick to the more natural bahuvrihi alternative. No early uses of -garbha at the
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in the middle of this introductory simile appears also what one could call the
sutra's condensed doctrinal essence:
(2)

rigs kyi bu dag 'di ni chos rnams kyi chos nyid de / de bzhin gshegs pa
rnams byung yang rung ma byung yang rung / sems can 'di dag ni rtag tu
de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snying po yin na P

Sons of good family, the True Nature (dharmatii) of the dharmas is this:
whether or not tathagatas appear in the world, all these sentient beings
continuously contain a tathagata (tathiigatagarbha).
Once this fundamental definition is established, the Tathagata goes on to
illustrate it by making use of eight further similes. The relation between the
tathagata, found within living beings, and the enveloping kldas functions as the
tertium comparationis, when comparing it to (2) honey protected by bees, (3)

kernels enclosed by their husks, (4) a gold nugget in excrement, (5) a hidden
treasure beneath the house, (6) a sprout in the seed becoming a huge tree, (7) a
tathagata image wrapped in rotten rags, (8) a cakravartin in the womb of a
despised, orphan woman and (9) a golden figure within a burned clay mold.
Each of the similes accentuates different aspects associated with the tertium
comparationis. A very important element seems the fact that living beings are

unaware of their inherent tathagata. It is only through their encounter with the
Buddha that they can find out this truth. Just to mention the main points, similes
(4) and (6) stress the indestructibility of the buddha-nature in living beings, (7)
highlights the complete unexpectedness of a precious image in rotten rags
end of a compound indicating his understanding in Buddhist literature have been pointed
out by Matsumoto. On the other hand, we can frod plenty of examples with ~garbha at the
end of bodhisattva names (Ratnagarbha, Vajragarbha, Srigarbha etc.) which are most
likely to be analyzed as bahuvrihi referring to bodhisattva. Of course the two
alternatives still suggest the same relation between the living being and the embraced
tathagata and consequently only differ from a grammatical point of view. (Shiro
Matsumoto tl;;$: ~ AA, Zen shiso no hihanteki kenkyu (*A Critical Study of Zen Thought)
flli,~,mO)m¥fjl¥J.jjJf~, Tokyo 1994 (Daizo Shuppan); pp. 485ff., 498ff.).
I admit that for my second rendering of the compound designating the tathiigata as
essential I cannot submit any philological proofs. However, the context of the
introductory simile itself and the statement that the klesas of living beings are only
accidental (iigantuka) imply such an understanding (cp. Q 265aSf.).
17

Q 263alf.; for the citation in the RGVV cpo ®.
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whereas (8) concentrates on showing that the woman's defeatism is without any
reason and admonishes to strive energetically after awakening.
The similes reveal the basic pattern how the relation between sentient beings
and buddhahood has to be imagined: an already fully developed, perfect tathagata
is found inside them. He constitutes the nature of living beings. This does not
allow any doubt that the Tathagata and living beings have the same nature:
@ nyon mongs pa thams cad kyis nyon mongs pa can du gyur pa de dag gi

nang na I de bzhin gshegs pa 'i chos nyid mi g.yo zhing I srid pa 'i 'gro ba
thams cad kyis ma gos pa dag mthong nas I de bzhin gshegs pa de dag ni
nga dang 'dra '0 zhes smra '0 II (Q 262b3ff.)

[The Tathagata], having perceived inside those [sentient beings] defiled by
all defilements (klesa) the True Nature of a tathagata (tathiigatadharmatii)
motionless and unaffected by any of the states of existence, says: 'Those
tathiigatas [within sentient beings] are just like me!'
That there is absolutely no room to conceive the nature of living beings as
something not yet complete is further shown by the terminology chosen for its
designation. ls Among them are, depending on the recension, terms as
tathiigatajiiiina, tathiigatajiiiinadarsana, tathiigatadhiitu

l9

,

dharmatii

20

,

buddha-

tva, buddhabhumi and svayarhbhutva. They all are related to the state of being a

buddha, the ultimate form of realization in Mahayana Buddhism. We must
therefore conclude that according to the TGS buddhahood is inherent in all living
beings. However, though buddhahood is the nature of living beings, yet they
cannot be designated as buddhas as long as their nature is hidden in the klesas.
Only by the process of purification shall their buddhahood become manifest and
efficacious. That is to say, the conception of becoming a buddha is that of a

manifestation process of something living beings have always been equipped
18 Though the similes of the sprout in the seed becoming a huge tree (6) and of the
cakravartin embryo in the womb of a despised, orphan woman (8) could easily imply
the connotation of a transformational process of growing, yet the terminology employed
in the sutra clearly shows that this is not at all the intention ofthe author( s)'.
19 Tib (de bzhin gshegs pa 'i rigs; Q 267b8-268al): tathiigatagotra; the passage has no
direct parallel in Ch j. Ch2 : ~D*J1!. (463c 15). Bth: de bzhin gshegs pa 'i khams (252a8).
20 Cpo n. 12.
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with. It cannot be interpreted as the acquisition of something they do not have
from outside, an essential transformation or even ripening process of a yet
embryonic nucleus as implied by the later interpretation of the term
tathiigatagarbha as "buddha embryo".21 Characteristic for this process of

manifestation are the words of the Tathagata in the simile of the orphan woman:
@

rigs kyi bu dag khyed bdag nyid sro shi bar ma byed par khyed brtson
'grus brtan par gyis shig dang / khyed fa de bzhin gshegs pa zhugs pa
yod pa dus shig na 'byung bar 'gyur te / (Q 268a2)

Sons of good family, apply energy without giving in to despondency! It shall
happen that one day the existence of the tathagata [who has] entered within
you shall become manifest.
Concerning the purification of buddha-nature the TGS gives most weight to the
kfesa destroying activity of the Tathiigata. By an often repeated set phrase

throughout the nine similes we understand that the T athiigata perceives the true
nature of living beings and thereupon destroys their kfesas. This activity, though
not always without ambiguity, should probably be identified with the Tathiigata's
engagement in revealing the Dharma. 22 As a representative example of this kind
we find:
@

de bzhin du / rigs kyi bu dag de bzhin gshegs pas kyang sangs rgyas kyi
mig gis sems can thams cad de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snying por mthong nas /
sems can de dag gi 'dod chags dang / zhe sdang dang / gti mug dang /
sred pa dang / ma rig pa 'j nyon mongs pa 'j sbubs dbye ba 'j phyir chos
ston te I (Q 262b8-263al)

In the same way, sons of good family, with the vision ofthe Buddha, also the
Tathagata perceives all sentient beings as containing a tathagata
(tathiigatagarbha), and [therefore] teaches the Dharma [to them] in order to
peel off the covering of those sentient beings [encased in such] defilements
(klesa) [as] passion, hatred, wrong orientation, longing and ignorance.

21 Cpo RGVV72.8f.: trividhabuddhakiiyotpattigotrasadbhiiviirtham adhi/q1ya
tathiigatadhiitur e~iim garbha~ sarvasattviiniim iti paridipitam /.
22 This is explicitly stated in Q 268b7f., where the Tathagata is said to eliminate all
outer defilements in order to entirely purify the precious tathagata-knowledge of the
bodhisattvas by using the "vajra[-like] hammer of the Dharma" (chos kyi rdo rje'i tho
ba).
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It goes without saying that this conception of purification of living beings'

buddha-nature by an almighty Tathagata does not grant much importance to the
individual striving of living beings. As a matter of fact, throughout the section of
the similes, passages pointing to the active participation ofliving beings are rare.
Such statements seem somehow sporadic and much more a lip service rather than
an organic part of the basic idea expressed by the nine similes. As one of these
passages we find:
@ EBri1:m~i!&~UlEMHJ NPi~1i~~o:3trl'lI*
[*m emended to II
according to the Jin Edition (&iZJJlB?1~*) to be found in the Zhonghua

dazangjing
and according to the Korean Edition ofthe
Chinese Canon (~.iZ)] (Ch2 : 461c18-19)23

Because [sentient beings] listen to the Dharma [they] accordingly practice in
the right way and then gain the pure real essence of a tathiigata.
The view of the composer(s) of the TGS on the role of living beings in their
own liberation is expressed in the following section C, where we find a long
description of the merit accumulated through the propagation of the TGS and its
joyful approval (anumodanii).
The rare mentioning of living beings' role in the liberation process in the
similes is paralleled by another aspect: throughout section B we find a great
number of statements stressing the fact that living beings who have manifested
their true nature, in other words, who are tathiigatas, will perform the tasks of a
tathiigata. With that the TGS once again proves the enormously important role
attributed to the Tathagata and future tathiigatas considering the benefit of all
sentient beings.

Possible motivations for the composition of the TGS

The employment of similes aims in general at the elucidation of an unfamiliar
point in terms of commonly known, more familiar situations. That the main

23 I am here citing Ch 2 as Tib does not show an intelligible wording. In ChI the
passage is abbreviated to the statement that the Tathagata manifests the buddhahood (of
living beings): i~fEJil~t':1(ChI457c7).
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section B of the TGS consists exclusively in similes indicates that the author(s)
considered their message of the hidden buddha-nature in all living beings as
something requiring concrete illustration. It is obvious that the triviality of the
chosen similes is directed towards an ordinary audience, an audience probably
not quite versed and interested in scholastic matters. We may not have any
problems to think about the nature of living beings, as we are used to express our
beliefs in abstract terms. The situation about 1700 years ago might have been
different and we should probably not take for granted the fact that abstract ideas
like the innateness of buddhahood or dharmatii were easily understandable for
the Buddhist believers of that time. As mentioned at the beginning, the TGS is
most likely the earliest text in the corpus of the tathiigatagarbha thought.
Without doubt, this rendered the author(s) task still more difficult.
However, as a matter of fact, we do not know what the Buddhist community of
that time really looked like. It was perhaps a less "pure" Buddhist environment
than we would expect today. Our (mis-)conception of Buddhism tends to
overlook the fact that the average Buddhist follower probably knew very little of
the doctrinal issues of his religion. We forget that the Indian believer lived in a
cultural environment which can only be called multireligious, making it
sometimes difficult to draw sharp borderlines between single beliefs and cults.
Speaking from a doctrinal point of view, the TGS certainly shall not be easily
subsumable under what we consider mainstream Mahayana tenets. It seems that
the composer(s) ofthe TGS were less guided by questions concerning what might
be doctrinally Buddhist or not, than rather by their concern for the well-being of
other sentient beings. Most probably the main motive to compose the sUtra was
the earnest wish to let people know that there is nobody excluded from
buddhahood, to strengthen their soteriological self-confidence, and to encourage
them to a Buddhist practice leading fmally to the manifestation of what was
believed to be their true nature.24
24 The RGV sems to confirm such an analysis at least partly by stating that one of the
motifs for the exposition (deianiiprayojana) of the buddha-nature doctrine is the
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That the TGS is operating with the powerful image of buddhahood invariably
innate in living beings is therefore not surprising. To simply set free something
that is already there, sounds definitely the easier task than the vague future
perspective of attaining buddhahood through a gradual transformation along a
difficult path of spiritual and ascetic practices. Not making use of such a precious
essence might evoke the feeling of wasting one's most fundamental potential. On
the contrary, a less definite formulation of buddhahood as something still to be
attained might easily lead believers to ignore that that possibility applies also for
them and thus remain without consequences for their soteriological striving.

The TUSN and the SaddharmapU/;uJarika - two predecessors of the TGS

As mentioned above, the tathiigatagarbha doctrine as revealed in the TGS can
hardly be considered to belong to the mainstream of Mahayana thought. Already
the first and only siistra dealing systematically with this teaching offers also a
different interpretation of the compound tathiigatagarbha, which relegates
buddhahood as the nature ofliving beings to a mere germ for future awakening. 25
J. Takasaki refers to a passage of the Tathiigatotpattisambhavanirdesa

Ct/o*'11€&,o) of the Avatamsakasiitra, which is

also quoted by the RGVV, as a

direct predecessor of the TGS?6 There, also in form of a simile, the idea that all
living beings carry the tathiigatajfiiina within themselves is expressed. It is
beyond any doubt that the passage of the TUSN had a crucial impact on the
doctrine and the composition of the similes of the TGS. 27 However, Takasaki

abandoning of a depressed mind (linam cittam) and of self-contempt (RGV 1. 156f.;
1.161). As I shall suggest below, to explain why all living beings can attain buddhahood
might have been felt as a theoretical need.
25 Cpo n. 21.
26 Cpo Takasaki (op. cit.), pp. 46ff.; also Matsumoto (op. cit.), pp. 478ff. The passage
is quoted in RGVV22.10-24.8
27 This holds true for the basic structure of the simile as well as for the emphasize of
the usefulness of the tathiigatajiiiina for the world after its manifestation. The term
tathiigatajiiiina appears also frequently in the TGS. Even the same verb bhinatti ("to
split, to break"; RGVV 23.12), in the TUSN used to describe the splitting of the atomic
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classified also the SaddharmapUlJf:jarikasiitra (SP) as one of the two mam
doctrinal sources for the formation of the tathiigatagarbha teaching. 28 In the
following I shall attempt to show that the influence the SP had on the
composer(s) of the TGS might have been even stronger than believed until now.
We can thus understand against this background that the doctrine of the TGS was
developed as a metaphysical foundation for the ekayiina concept, which is
characteristic for the SP.29

Structural and formal parallels between the TGS and the SP

I shall start with some observations concerning the general structure and line of
composition of the siitras.
It is common to TGS and SP that they both repeat in verses what appeared
immediately before in prose. The TGS follows rigidly this scheme throughout the
whole text while in the SP this pattern is less used especially in the chapters
towards the end.
Both settings are located on the Grdhrakiita mountain near Rajagrha. After the
enumeration of the names of the attending bodhisattvas, by means of his
supernatural power, the Tathiigata, withdrawn for meditation, produces myriads
of huge lotuses in the sky (TGS). In the SP such a supernatural manifestation is
particle containing the whole universe in painted form, occurs in the TGS ('byed; in Q
(262b7) it appears erroneously as 'phyed) in the first simile as part of the description of
the liberation of the petal-wrapped buddhas inside the disgusting lotuses.
2& Cpo Takasaki (op. cit), pp. 412-445; for the SP as a predecessor of the TGS see p.
441. Matsumoto (op. cit.) describes the relation of the sutras in terms of the common
imagery of the lotuses rising into the sky (pp. 447ff; 526£). I shall deal with this point
later. For a stimulating treatment of the relation between the SP and the TGS cpo
Sadahiko Kariya ;m~n:~, "Hokkekyo to nyoraizokyo - issaishujo kaishitsu bosatsu to
shitsuubussho" (*"The Lotus Sutra and the Tathagatagarbhasutra 'All Living Beings
are Bodhisattvas' and 'All Living Beings have Buddha-nature''') "~¥*i!U: ~!J*iU~
--W~~~?J~;fl'~"") t ~fn~t:!:
", in Mori Mikisaburo Hakase ShOju Kinen
Jigyokai, Toyogaku ronshu ~=W=~~j'\i}:± l.~f.Wc.~*~it, Jll[r¥: .fnB~, 1979: pp.
1127-1140.
29 It shall not be possible to take into consideration theories about the textual history of
the SP. Though the SP definitely consists in different textual strata, there are no
indications suggesting that the TGS might be influenced just by a certain part of the SP.
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fonned by a ray of light issuing from between the eyebrows of the Buddha
illuminating many buddha-fields. Also the tathagatas seated within the lotuses of
the TGS emit rays of light that shine on the buddha-fields. Finally, the
bodhisattvas Maitreya (SP) and Vajramati (TGS) respectively ask for
explanation. In both texts the supernatural manifestations are said to be signs
announcing an exposition of the Dharma.
The following disclosure by the Tathagata can be labeled the central doctrinal
part in both sUtras. 30 In the TGS it comprises the analogy between the tathagatas
in the lotus calyxes and living beings' buddha-nature culminating in the
statement cited in ®. As the central passage in the SP is too long to be quoted
completely I have to limit my quotation to the most relevant parts:
(j)

ekalqtyena siiriputraikakara1)iyena tathiigato 'rhan samyaksmhbuddho
loka utpadyate ... yad idam tathiigatajiiiinadarsanasamiidiipanahetunimittam sattviiniim tathiigato 'rhan samyaksambuddho loka utpadyate I
... ekam eviiham siiriputra yiinam iirabhya sattviiniim dharmam desayiimi
yad idam buddhayiinam / na kimcic chiiriputra dvitiyam vii trtiyam vii
yiinam samvidyate / sarvatrai$ii siiriputra -+dharmatii dasadigloke+- / .,,31

With a single duty, Sariputra, with a single task the Tathagata, Arhat and
Perfectly Awakened One appears in the world '" Namely, in order to inspire
living beings to the mental vision of a tathagata (tathiigatajiiiinadarSana),
the Tathagata, Arhat and Perfectly Awakened One appears in the world ...
With reference to only a single vehicle, Sariputra, I teach the Dharma for
living beings, namely, the vehicle of the buddhas. Sariputra, there is not any
second or third vehicle. This, Sariputra, is the True Law everywhere in the
worlds of the ten regions.
Let us recollect the corresponding central doctrine ® of the TGS as it is cited in
RGVV73.11-12:

30

TGS: Q 262b5-263a2; K 39.7-41.9.

31 (All citations of the SP are taken from K. Variants of DJ, D2 and 0 are only given if
they substantially affect the understanding of the passage or throw light on the
comparison with the TGS.)
K 39.13-40.15; the text between the arrows in 0: - dharm(1)am dharmata dasasu di~u
loke sarvabuddha~etre~u""; here the Tibetan translation in the Peking Kanjur (Otani
reprint) follows K (vol. 30, Chu 19b6).
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@

e$ii kulaputra dharmiilJiim dharmatii I utpiidiid vii tathiigatiiniim
anutpiidiid vii sadaivaite satlviis tathiigatagarbhii iti I

As a matter of fact @ represents a traditional Buddhist fonnula found in many
other texts, originally associated with the law of pratityasamutpiida. 32 The
authors of the SP must have had this fonnula in mind, too, when they first speak
about the Tathagata's appearance (utpadyate) and then declare the Dharma of a
single buddhayana to be the True Law (dharmata). The surprising fact now is not
that both sUtras operate with this common fonnula but rather their similarity in
structure: at the beginning of the Tathiigata's sennon we find a kind of a
summary of the main tenets, interwoven with the known fonnula. The following
similes in both texts just serve to illustrate these main tenets. 33
Besides the sections on the merit resulting from the propagation of the sUtra
and the joyful approval (anumodana), which are found in the TGS as well as in
the SP, the TGStells us also a story of the past (section D). In the story no reason
is given why four bodhisattvas did not awake and one is immediately reminded
of the narration in the first chapter of the SP in which one of eight sons is equally
said not to have attained aWakening. The SP, however, tells us why. He did not
attain awakening because of his desire for fame and his slothfulness.34 The TGS
identifies three of the figures who have not reached awakening with Mafijusrl,
Mahasthiimapdipta and Avalokitesvara, who all maintain an eminent position in
the SP. It then states that the fourth is now Vajramati, the main representative of
the bodhisattvas, acting as the questioner of the Tathagata. The same
circumstance, i.e., the identification of Maitreya, to whom the sennon of
Mafijusrl in this first chapter of the SP is directed, with the slothful son, is, again,
32 For the appearance of this formula in other Mahayana texts, cpo David Seyfort
Ruegg, La tMorie du tathagatagarbha et du gotra, Paris 1969 (Ecole Fran~aise
d'Extreme-Orient): pp. 330[
33 It is true that in the TGS this summary is found in the middle of the frrst simile of
the lotuses. However, the frrst simile functions also as the introductory scenery and basic
pattern for the tertium comparationis of all following similes. It can therefore duly be
considered the "guideline" for the whole siitra.
34

The story is expounded in K 18.2-22.13 (in particular 22.4-13) and 1.90-95.
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found also in the SP. Besides, it is striking that the name Mati of the bodhisattva
not yet awakened in the SP is also part of the name Vajramati in the TGS. This
could at least partly be the reason why the non-prestigious name Vajramati was
chosen for the main character in the bodhisattva congregation in the TGS.
However, the same story in the TGS has further particularities which show
certain affinities with the Sadaparibhiitaparivarta, chapter XIX of the SP. Again,
it is not the story as such but rather several formal elements that are worth our
attention. The bodhisattva Sadaparibhlita as the main character of the story
gained his name due to his habit of declaring to all monks and nuns as well as lay
devotees that they were not despised (aparibhiita) because they were all
following the course of conduct of a bodhisattva (bodhisattvacarya) and should
eventually become a buddha. 35 Apparently, this provoked unpleasant feelings in
the audience which sometimes escalated even into bodily attacks. Sadaparibhlita
endured this patiently. Towards the end of his life he hears the Lotus Slitra from a
tathagata. Whereupon he venerates myriads of tathagatas and expounds the slitra
for aeons. Sadaparibhlita is finally identified with the Buddha Sakyamuni
himself.
First of all, it is the name of one ofthe two heroes in the story of the TGS which
might have been influenced by the SP. He is named *SadapramuktaraSmP6. As
in the case of Vajramati and Mati, sada- as part of the name compound is also
found in Sadaparibhiita. 37
35 Niiham iiyu~manto yu~miikam paribhaviimi / aparibhutii yuyam I tat kasya heto~ I
sarve hi bhavanto bodhisattvacaryiim carantu* I bhavi$Yatha yuyam tathiigatii ... (K
378.1-3). *0: caratha; 0 so also in the parallel 378.7 against K, D/, D2: caradhvam. In
the corresponding verse XIX.3d DJ, D2, K and 0 all coincide in the form caratha. All
these forms, typical for Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, most probably represent the
imperative mood (cp. F. Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Grammar and Dictionary,
Vol. I: Grammar, §26.12f.).
36

Tib, Bth: rtag tu 'od zer gtong; ChI, Ch2:

m1&YtS)l

37 Another, though less probable reconstruction of the name, based on the Tibetan and
Chinese, could be Sadiirasmimukta (instead of SadiipramuktaraSmi). Bahuvrihi
compounds with perfect passive participles at the end are frequently attested in Plili and
Buddhist Sanskrit (cp. J. S. Speyer, "Uber den Bodhisattva als Elefant mit sechs
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Also the otherwise rare introductory fonnula of both stories agrees nearly
perfectly:
@

aneniipi tiivan 38 mahiisthiimapriipta paryiiyelJaivam veditavyam yathii ya
imam evamriipam dharmaparyiiyam ... (K 375.1-2)

The parallel of the story in the TGS:
rdo rje'i blo gros mam grangs 'dis kyang 'di ltar chos kyi mam grangs
'diji ltar ... rig par bya '0 II (Q 270b4-5)

Vajramati, also through this [following] kind [of exposition] (paryaya) thus
(evam) it is to be known that (yathaj this Dhanna discourse ...
The end of the prose section of the chapter in the SP agrees less literally but
carries the same thoughts as the final part of the corresponding section in the
TGS. The benefit of preserving, preaching, etc. the siitra is first expounded,

followed by an exhortation directed to the bodhisattvas:
(jj)

evam iyam mahiisthiimapriipta mahiirthasya dharmaparyiiyasya dhiiralJii
viicanii desanii bodhisattviiniim mahiisattviiniim anuttariiyiil;t samyak39
sambodher iihiirakii samvartate 1 tasmiit tarhi mahiisthiimapriiptiiyam
dhannaparyiiyo bodhisattvair mahiisattvais ... dhiirayitavyo viicayitavyo
ddayitavyal;t samprakiisayitavya iti II (K 383.3-6)

The end of the prose in the TGS:

Hauzahnen", in Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenliindischen Gesellschaft, Bd. 57, 1903,
pp. 305-310: pp. 309f.). The prefix pra- of pramukta may not be part of the name as the
reading rah (tu) gtong for *pramukta in Bth in other passages of the TGS is testified. If
we assume the name Sadiira,fmimukta as original, its similarity to the name in the SP is
even more striking because both names show a nearly identical sequence of vowels.
A similar slightly modified adoption of a name from the SP may be candanagarbha
from candanagandha, as pointed out by Matsumoto (op. cit., p. 413 n.5). The term
~candanagandha appears in the SP (239.5) as an attribute of the rising stiipa at the
beginning of chapter XI (cp. n. 44). Matsumoto discusses as one alternative that the
name of the kiitiigiira Candanagarbha (rib: (san dan gyi snying po; ChI: .fJtfl
(candana); Ch 2 : .fJtflai), which serves as the location where the Buddha teaches the
TGS, might have been inspired by that description in the SP.
38 Tiivat is missing in DJ, D2 , 0 and the Tibetan (Peking (Otani) vol. 30, Chu
159a8): mthu chen thob rnam grangs 'dis kyang 'di ltar rig par bya ste ...
39 The syntax of DJ and D2 differs as the subject is pUlJyaskandha (also in the
Tibetan) to which the compound dhiira7Jiiddaniisahagata is attributed. The term
mahiirtha(ka) appears in the nominative referring to pU7Jyaskandha. Instead of

iihiirakii: Db D2 : iiharalJatiiyai; 0: iihiira7Jatiiyai.
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rdo rje'i blo gros de ltar de bzhin gshegs pa 'j snying po 'j chos kyi roam
grangs 'di thos pa tsam gyis byang chub sems dpa' sems dpa' chen po
roams la I sangs rgyas kyi ye shes sgrub pas don che ba yin no II (Q
272b4-5)

Vajramati, thus this Dharma discourse (dharmaparyiiya) [called] Tathiigatagarbha is of great benefit (mahiirtha(ka)) since just listening [to it leads to]
the realization of buddha-knowledge (buddhajiiiina) for the bodhisattvas
mahiisattvas.
In the final piidas of the verse section the TGS adds:
de bas byang chub sems dpa ' mkhas roams kyis II
rtag tu mdo mchog 'di ni gzung bar bya II (Q 273a3)

Therefore wise bodhisattvas should always adopt (*udgrh1)iiti) this excellent
sutra!40
As another formal element common to both stories, the question why
SadaparibhutaiSadapramuktarasmi were called like this functions as the starting
point for the actual core of the stories. These cores, i.e., the description of the
somehow provoking activities of SadaparibhUta and of the beneficial radiation of
light of Sadapramuktarasmi are in a way isolated. The connection with the
following narration of the sUtra-teaching activities of the two is loose. In both
cases it is not at all evident, why these two core stories have been chosen. Also
surprising and sudden is the identification of one of the main characters with
persons being present at the time of narration (cp. above). It is obvious that the
authors of the sUtras somehow felt the necessity to weave a more interlocked tie
between the two main units: a core story, probably taken from a common pool of
more or less mahiiyanized narrations circulating among preachers and storytellers, and a second part serving as the authorization of the sUtra by locating it
into the historic context created by the first unit.
It goes without saying that also in the SP the similes play an important role and
have considerably contributed to the sUtra's popularity. Of the eleven similes in

40

ChI exhorts also to teach the

rGs: 1f::oxffi:g:lli ff!U~~!l:t*~ (460bl1).
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the SP,41 that of the man carrying a jewel in the hem of his garment without
knowing it, appears to originate in a compositional environment close to the TGS
similes.42 When later the man faces some serious difficulties in life, he has to
wait for his former friend to be told about the jewel in his garment and to be able
to exchange it for money in order to overcome the difficulties. The similarity to
the similes of the TGS is obvious: this simile operates with the top as of the
precious hidden in the soiled. The carrier of the jewel is completely unaware of

it. The simile shows about the same length as the ones of the TGS and perfectly
matches their worldly, simple and concrete character.43 It could easily be applied
41 The number of similes found in the SP gives rise to questions. Whereas the only
Indian commentary on the Lotus Sutra (T 1519, 1520), ascribed to a Vasubandhu,
mentions only seven similes, the impartial reader of the sutra counts eleven. The two
similes in the later half of chapter V, missing in Kumarajlva's translation, the simile of
the man digging for water on waste-land in chapter X and, finally, the simile of the
young man with hundreds of children older than himself (XlV), are not taken into
consideration by the commentator. There is thus no reason to speculate that the number
of similes in the SP had any influence on the total of nine similes in the TGS, a number
otherwise not very common.
42

SP 210.5-212.2 and VIII.36-45.

43 This easily understandable, concrete character of the similes is in opposition to, e.g.,
the simile of the TUSN, which can be called a forerunner of the tathiigatagarbha thought
in the TGS (see above). The similes of the TUSN as a whole show quite a different
compositional line. Their world consists of the nature with its elements, the sphere of
divinities, spirits, supernatural manifestations, fantasy and the universe. This might be
partly due to the fact that the TUSN is mainly dealing with the description of the
wonderful characteristics of the Buddha. However, it is hardly imaginable that the
author(s) of the TGS got their inspiration for their similes from the TUSN.
The close relation between the simile of the SP and the TGS becomes also evident in
some formulations. So for instance when the friend calls upon the man unaware of the
jewel in the hem of his garment to make use of it:
a. gaccha tvam bhob puru~aitan maIJiratnam grahiiya ... I tena ca dhanena sarvaIJi
dhanakaraIJiyiini kuru~eti II (K 211.6f.)
The parallel in the TGS is the direct speech of a divinity urging a man to take out a
nugget of gold which had fallen into a heap of excrement and remained hidden there for
many hundreds of years:
kye mi khyod song la 'di ni I rin po che'i mchog gser ... de byi dor gyis la gser gyis
gser gyi bya ba gyis shig ces ... (Q 264b8)
In its second simile, the TGS also speaks about the honey after the bees have been
expelled:
... bung ba de dag thabs mkhas pas bskrad nas I shrang rtsi des shrang rtsi'i hya ha
hyed do II (Q 263b3)
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as an illustration of the buddha-nature of living beings. In the SP, however, it
aims at elucidating the fact that arhats are not aware of their earnest wish

(pra1Jidhiina) for sarvajiiatii made a long time ago and erroneously contend to the
miserable life with only limited knowledge (parittenajiiiinena).
Finally, when speaking about non-doctrinal resemblance, we should not forget
that the imagery of the lotus bears a central role in both siitras. It is part of the
title of the SP. In the TGS it forms the central imagery of the introductory scene
which is also the first simile. The formation of the term tathiigatagarbha and thus
also the title of the TGS is probably due to this introductory description. The
imagery of the lotus with the buddhas sitting in their centers can therefore be
considered the departure point for all further similes of the TGS. It functions as
joint between the wondrous, fantastic world so typical for Mahayana sutras and
the more realistic terms ofthe following similes.44
When the friend realizes that the man has not made use of the jewel though he is badly
suffering, he remarks:
b. na ca niima tvam bholJ puru.ya pratyavelqase / kim mama baddham Irena vii

baddham ko hetulJ kimnidiinam vii baddham / etad biilajiitiyas tvam bholJ puru.ya
yas ... (K 211.4f)
In the simile of the depressed woman who carries a cakravartin embryo (sattva; sems
can) in her womb without knowing it, it is also described that she does not try to
understand what she carries inside her body:

bud med de mngal na 'dug pa 'i sems can de la bdag gi mngal du zhugs pa 'i sems
can 'di ci 'dra ba zhig snyam du yang yid la mi byed / bdag gi mngal du zhugs
sam I ma zhugs snyam du yang de de na yid fa mi byed Icyi / (Q 267b5f)
44 As I already mentioned in n. 28, Matsumoto (op. cit.) considers the lotuses rising
into the sky as the common link between the two siitras (pp. 447ff.; 526f). According to
him, the TGS followed the descriptions in the Stiipasamdarsanaparivarta of the SP.
There, in two passages, large lotuses rise into the sky with bodhisattvas seated inside
(pp. 446f.). He relates this scenery, which he claims to be evolved against the
background of the Pure Land Siitras (pp. 451; 526), to the main theme in the same
chapter, i.e., the rising stiipa with the tathiigata Prabhiitaratna seated within (pp. 448f.). It
is, in fact, interesting that the term padmagarbha does not appear in any of these
passages. On the other hand, it is probably an oversimplification to assign the
"discovery" (58 JiI,) of the padmagarbha "concept" (.~) to the TGS (p. 526) and to
base an important part of his argumentation for the chronology of the siitras involved in
the formation of the tathiigatagarbha teaching on this observation. Leaving aside the
frequent appearances of the compound padmagarbha in other early texts (e.g.
Riimiiyar.la 3.50.18d; Mahiibhiirata (crit. ed.) VI.61.44, XIII.17.103, XIII.l7.13l,
XIIL135.51), his padmagarbha-based chronology would compel him to assume that the
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I am aware of the problems involved when arguing that the TGS is related to
the SP based on non-doctrinal observations. Mahayana sUtras draw from a
common pool of patterns, imageries, stories, similes and other literal elements. It
is therefore difficult, if not impossible, to determine the degree of stylistic, formal
or structural similarities which allows us to suppose a relation going beyond the
general scope of similarities characteristic of a certain textual class. Yet it seems
that within this category of Mahayana sUtras the TGS, though much shorter and
plain in its structure, shows the same compositional line with some parts of the
SP. They both are sUtras within a sUtra and start with a doctrinal exposition in

which a traditional Buddhist formula is interwoven. The doctrine is illustrated
with similes. Both texts try to strengthen their authoritative status by embedding
the "core sutra" in a historical context, that is its history of transmission and

Sukhiivativyuha Sutra, which "most probably knew the concept of padmagarbha" (p.
445), must also be oflater origin than the TGS.
Nevertheless, I surely agree with Matsumoto that the descriptions in the StiipasamdarSanaparivarta of the SP might have been an important source of inspiration for the
main imagery of the rising lotuses in the TG8.
For a similar attempt to trace the introductory scenery of the TGS back to the SP,
Kariya (op. cit., cf. n. 28) refers to the Nidiinaparivarta and chapter XX, the Tathiigatarddhyabhisamskiiraparivarta. There it is described how from the rays of light issued
from the tongues of the tathiigatas Sakyamuni and Prabhfitaratna, myriads of
bodhisattvas come forth, seated on a "lion throne [consisting in a] lotus calyx(?)"
(padmagarbhe simhiisane). Even if the passage that contains the term padmagarbha
does not appear in Dharmar~a's and Kumarajlva's translations and is most likely a
later interpolation, it might well be the case that also this description had an inspirational
effect on the author(s) of the TGS. The fact that it follows immediately the story of
SadaparibhUta which, as I have tried to point out, probably had an impact on the TGS,
makes this assumption even more plausible. Furthermore, as a part of this possible
"inspirational block" consisting of chapters XIX and XX we find another element which
appears slightly modified in the TGS: at the end of chapter XX there is a number of
verses (XX.5, 6, 9, 10, 11) in which the qualities and benefits of those who preserve
(dhiirayati) the sutra are praised. In all these verses the preservers of the sutra are
referred to in a relative clause: ye dhiirayi$Yanti 'mam siitram agram (5c), ye sutra
dhiirenti idam subham sadii (6d), bhaveyu yo dhiirayi siitram etat (9d), yo dhiirayet sutr'
imu bhutadharmam (lOd), yo dhiirayet siitram idam viSi~!am (lId). In section F which
originally immediately followed the story of Sadapramuktarasmi, the TGS contains a
triplet verse with the same content. In all the three verses those who hold the sutra in
their hands are referred to by making use of a stereotyped relative clause: gang gi lag na
mdo sde 'di yod pa II (Q 273b5-6).
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propagation. Both rely on the practice of the propagation of the siitra and joyful
approval (anumodanii) as the main means for attainment of merit. The similes of
both siitras testify the same concrete and vivid character and their target is rather
the faithful believer than the scholastically versed specialist or mystic. Due to
these structural and formal similarities it seems plausible to assume that the SP
must have had a strong impact on the composition of the TGS and that,
consciously or unconsciously, various topics and features of the SP were
eclectically incorporated in a more or less modified form. First and foremost, the
common points are the imagery of the lotus, the simile of the jewel in the hem
and the story of Sadaparibhuta.

The TGS as a doctrinal successor of the SP
Doctrinally speaking, it is even more obvious that the TGS must be seen as
having close relations with the SP.45 In particular the enormously important role
of the Tathiigata, repeatedly represented as a father in the similes of the SP,46 and
the concept of buddhahood as the only valid soteriological goal for all the
children of the Tathiigata, i.e., all living beings, are clearly presupposed in the

TGS. The SP authors appear to have set as their main task the creative
formulation, establishing and eloquent defense of these doctrines in a religious
environment that most probably did not always heartily welcome them. The
composer(s) of the TGS, on the other hand, could build their idea of an inherent

45 For the question how far the SP can be seen as a doctrinal predecessor of the TGS
cpo Takasaki (op. cit.) pp. 412-445.
46 Cpo Takasaki (op. cit.) pp. 430f£ A similar important role of the Tathiigata in the
TGS is shown by the fact that only the Tathiigata himself can see the buddha-like
character of living beings with his supernatural vision. It is therefore accurate to speak
of the tathiigatagarbha teaching as a form of "downwards Buddhism that views living
beings from the enlightened position of a Buddha" (Ky6k6 Fujii Hi*~~, "Nyoraizo
kei no bukkyo" (*"Buddhism of the Tathiigatagarbha Line") ":tzD*.*(7){.b.~", in
Bukkyo no tozen - higashi ajia no bukkyo shiso I (*The Eastwards Transmission of
Buddhism - Buddhist Philosophy of East Asia 1) {.b.~(7)*?'$i - *7 ~7(7){.b.~,~m I
(~ 1) ~ 7:,' • *7 ~7 {.b.~ 2), eds. Jikid6 Takasaki (r'i'Il~lKJi) and Kiyotaka Kimura
(* t11~iJ:), Tokyo 1997 (Shunju-sha), pp. 153-202: p. 157).
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buddhahood on this already prepared ground. No mentioning is made anymore of
the insufficiency of other means of deliverance. Their categorization as mere

upiiya of the Tathagata becomes naturally unnecessary. The target group might
have been different from the one of the SP, rendering a contentious style
superfluous. However, it seems more reasonable to me that by the time the TGS
was composed, the idea ofbuddhahood as the general goal evoked less objections
and one was ready to think about the implications of this idea. In other words, the
TGS would be a typical case of a subsequent theory for a doctrine vehemently put

forward. The impetus of the TGS is thus rather to explain how buddha-nature
relates to all living beings than to maintain that all living beings can become a
buddha. It answers their doubts whether the ekayiina theory includes them too
and if it does, what is the main mechanism which accounts for it. It may not be
meaningless that the story of the bodhisattva Sadaparibhiita appears in the SP and
that the TGS seems to show common elements in particular with this chapter.
Sadaparibhiita had to face unpleasant reactions when confronting monks, nuns
and lay Buddhists with the statement that all· of them should become buddhas.
The fact that he could not justify his words with a convincing reason made his
message difficult to believe. As the narrative proves, his approach was widely
felt as a provocation and in some way he can be called a forerunner of his time.
The TGS clearly goes beyond the frame of the SP and elucidates the reason why
all living beings can realize buddhahood.47 It provides an explanatory mechanism
I cannot follow S. Kariya (op. cit, cf. n. 28) in the reasons for his evaluation of the
TGS as a text reflecting the "step towards a polished and intellectual, philosophical
thought" which he connects with a "process of increasing monastic features" (pp. 11361139). As for the "fundamental difference" (p. 1136) between SP and TGS, he claims it
to be the complete lack of any discussion regarding the elimination of klesas and
consequently the missing reference to a personal practice of deliverance in the TGS. I
cannot deal here in detail with the arguments why Kariya, on the contrary, tends to
consider the SP a typical proponent of texts proposing such a practice. However, none of
the similes of the SP puts weight on such a personal practice. They rather operate with
the almighty figure of the protecting father (burning house), the rich nobleman and
father (the prodigal son), the guide through a waste-land (VII), the man who put a jewel
in his friend's garment (VIII), the king and general of the army (XIII), the 25 years old
father of hundreds of grown up men (XIV) and the physician and father who lets his
47
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for the general allegation ofthe SP that tathiigatajiiiina is the ultimate goal for all
living beings.48 Of course, strictly speaking, the buddha-nature theory is not a
proof and it becomes nothing but another allegation of the Tathagata. A
supernatural vision is necessary in order to perceive it so that in the end, as in the
SP, the follower had no other way but to have faith in the authoritative words of

the Buddha. However, the representation of the matter by easily understandable,
this-worldly similes definitely invited to take the analogy in the metaphysical
realm for granted. In other words, to understand how buddha-nature relates to
living beings overshadowed the axiomatic question if such buddha-nature can
really be found in living beings.

children believe that he was dead (XV). All these figures are, as a matter of fact, then
compared to the Tathagata. For me it seems quite obvious that the SP as well as the TGS
in the first place prescribe the practice of faith in the Tathagata's teaching and the
propagation of the sutra as means leading to buddhahood, elements found abundantly in
both texts.
As I have pointed out above, the TGS does not treat the participation of living beings
in their own process of liberation at great length in the similes. The main goal there is
rather to provide living beings with an encouraging reason why their striving makes
sense at all. Of course this does not mean that living beings have to be passive and it is
therefore not adequate to impute to the TGS the idea that the klesas would "vanish
naturally" (p. 1136).
Finally, that the TGS is not a text with a "polished and intellectual, philosophical
thought" is clear from the fact that two of the similes could easily be interpreted in a
divergent way (cp. n. 18). Such a lack of distinctness would hardly occur if the TGS
were based on a well-grounded, doctrinally sophisticated background or scholastic
system. The similes are nearly all taken from daily life and easy to understand. There are
just a few technical terms. It is very unlikely that the similes are the product of an
indifferent intellectual as Kariya seems to believe. I further think that he can equally not
provide any evidence for his assertion that the step from the SP to the TGS reflects a
shift from laymen to monastic Buddhism.
48 It is symptomatic that among the similes of the SP in particular the one of the man
unaware of the jewel in the hem of his garment shows close resemblance to the TGS. For
it is this simile alone that not only postulates that all living beings should become
buddhas but it also gives the reason why this is possible. The earnest wish from a long
time ago (pra1J,idhiinapiirvakam, VlII.42), illustrated by the hidden jewel, is this reason.
However, within the SP this thought cannot be called mainstream and, at least for the
author(s) of the TGS, it was probably not believed to have enough persuasive power.
Metaphorically speaking, the jewel hidden somewhere in the hem of the garment had to
become a paramount tathagata filling up the center of a lotus.
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In this sense, the TGS establishes a kind of metaphysical aXlom for the
Mahayanist ideal of buddhahood open to all living beings, in general, and the
ekayiina theory of the SP, in particular.
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THE DOCTRINE OF THE BUDDHANATURE IN THE MAHAYANA
MAHAPARINIRVAJlfA -surRA
Ming-Wood Lill
Source: JounuJI of/he hrlernatiollui AS.lOciation of Buddhi~'1 Studies 5. 2 (1982): 63- 94.

I. I "troduction
In the Buddhist Canon, there are two main corpuses of texts which go by the
name MahiiparinirvafJa-.~iitra (henceforth abbrevi3lcd to MNS) and have as their
main concern the recounting of the events and dialogues of the last days of the
Buddha. The first, presumably of earlier origin, is a comprehensive compendium
of Hinayana ideas and precepts. It exists today in its Pali , Sanskrit and Chinese
versions, and for its attention to factual details has been resorted to as the principal source of reference in mOSI standard studies of the Buddha's life. As for
the second, only its Chinese and Tibetan translations are still exlant. 1 While il
also relates some of the well-known episodes of the final monlhs of the Buddha
Sakyamuni, notably his illness and the lasl meal offered by Cunda, such narrations are treated in the work merely as convcnienl spring-boards for the expression of such standard Mahayana ideas as Ihe eternal nature of Buddhahood and
expedience as method of instruction. Both in style and content, this corpus
exhibits the disregard ofhislorical particulars and the fasci nation with the supernatural and the ideal which characterize Mahayana writings in general. As a
Mahayana sutra, it is of rather late date, for it mentions such influential "middle
Mahayana" works as the SaddharmapuQq.arllwsiilra and the Siiral1lgamasamiidhi-nirdeiG in its text, and so could not have been compiled before the
second century A.D.2 It is this Mahayana version of the MNS which we are
going to examine in our present study.
At present, there are three extant Chinese translations of this Mahayama
version of thc MNS, the earliest being the one completed by the famous pilgrim
Fa-hsien ff:.!!ft and Buddhabhadra (359-429) in the southern capital of Ch ienk' ang it: lit in 418. The second translation, undertaken almost sim ultaneously by
Dhannak$cma (385-431) in the northern kingdom of Pei Liang ;It; i~, was finished in 421. Comparison of the two translations shows that Fa-hsien's version
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corresponds in the main with the fi rst fi ve chapters of Dhannaksema's version,
and since the MNS is known to have existed in separate parts, posterity often
calls Fa-hsien's translation and the first five chapters in Dhannaksema's translation the "first portion" (ch 'ien-fen Iii?}). The third Chinese version appeared in
the South around 436, and as a consequence is often referred to as the "Southern
edition," in contradisti nction to which Dhannaksema' s version is usually designated as the "Nonhern edition." Compiled by the monks Hui-yen ~M
(363-443) and Hui-kuan .~ U (?-453) and the poet Hsieh Ling-yun W It it.
(385-433), this Southern edition is not a new translation, but is a stylistic revision of the Northern edition. Since the Sanskrit original was not consulted in
making the changes. the Southern edition. despite its great populari ty. is a less
reliable source in the study of the MNS than the Northern edition. Thus, we shall
basc our discussion of the MNS on Dharmaksema's version of the texl. J
The MNS attracted immediate anention on its introduction into China. and it
was so widely discussed and commented on in the period of the Northern and
Southern Dynasties (fifth and sixth century) that historians speak of the ex istence at that time of a NirvaQa School. which had as its main concern the
exposition and the propagation of the teachings contained in the MNS.· Even
though study of the MNS rapidly decli ned with the advent of the T'ang Dynasty
(7th century), a number of ideas and sayings of the MNS had by that time
become so deep ly ingrained in the minds of Chinese Buddhists that thcy
remained permanent furniture of the Chinese Buddhist world, and continued to
exert enormous influence. A good example is the doctrine of the Buddha-nature.
Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say that the MNS has provided the historical
starting-point as well as the chie f scriptural basis for enquiry into the problem of
the Buddha-nature in China, and it would be difficult if not impossible to grasp
the signi fica nce of the concept and its subsequent evolution in Chinese Buddhism without a proper understanding of the teaching of the MNS on Ihe
subject. s
There are three questions which Chinese Buddhists most frequen tl y ask when
they approach the problem of the Buddha-nalure, and these queslions provide a
convenient framework for investigati ng the teaching on Buddha-nature in the
MNS:
I.
2.
3.

What is the Buddha-nature?
What does the sutra mean when it speaks of sentient beings "having"
Buddha-nature?
Do all sentient beings possess Buddha-narure?

Since answering the last question would require exhaustive inquiry into the position of the MNS on the problem of the icchtmtika, i.e., the problem of whether
there exist sentient beings who arc depri ved of the roolS of goodness and so will
never attain enl.ightenment, I pre fer to postpone discussion of it to another
article.~ Meanwhile, I take for granted the orthodox view that the M NS teaches
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that all sentient beings possess the Buddha-nature, and will exam ine the answers
of the M NS to the first two questions on that understanding.

II. What is the Buddha-nature?
I. Buddha-nature is one of the centra/themes of the MNS
Speaking of the advantages of having virtuous friends, the author of the M NS
explains what it means by "really listening 10 the Dhanna":
Really listening 10 Ihe Dharma means listening to and accepting [the
teaching of] the M NS. Since one learns from the MNS that [all sentient
beings) possess the Buddha-nature and the tathagata does not enter the
final nirval)a, one is said 10 he listening to the Dhanna with one mind
[when one listens to the M NSV
In this passage, the author claims the MNS to be the paragon of Buddhist
Dhanna, and the reason given for the claim is that the sutra teaches the eternal
nature of the tathagata and the presence of the Buddha-nature in all sentient
beings. Indeed, the two theses of "the eternal and immutable nature of the tathagata" and "the universal presence of the Buddha-nature" are repeatedly mentioned as the most fundamental tenets of the MNS. Thus, the MNS exhorts its
readers to "apprehend perfectly the meaning and flavour" of the MNS, which
consists in comprehending that "the tathagata is eternal , immutable and perfectly
blissful," and that "sentient beings all possess the Buddha-nature.'" One of the
benefits of fo llowing the instructions of the MNS, according to its author. is the
"hearing of wh.at one fonnerl y has not heard," among which arc the doctrines
that " All sentient beings possess the Buddha-nature" and "All Buddhas do nOI
enter the final nirviilJa and are eternal and immUlable.'">\l Finally, its preaching of
the idea of the Buddha-nature is given as the chief mark of excellence of the
MNS:

Again, good sons! Just as all rivers flow to the sea, all slitras and all
foons of meditation lead ultimately 10 the MNS Why? Beca use it
expounds in the most excellent manner lthe doctrine that all sentient
beings] possess the Buddha-nature. lo
Thus, it is abundantly clear that "Buddha-nature" is one of the central themes of
the MNS.
2, Buddha-nature means "the nature of/Ire Buddha"'J
We find the following definition of "Buddha-nature" in the MNS after an
exposition on the imponance of understanding the truth of dependent origination:
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Good sons! That is why I teach in various siitras that if a person perceives the twelve links of the chain of dcpendent origination, he sees
the Dharma. To see the Dharma is to see the Buddha. and [the term]
"Buddha" [alludes to] the same (thing] as [the term] " Buddha-nature."
Why? Becausc all Buddhas have [the Buddha-nature] as their nature .l l
When it is said that the term "Buddha" alludes to the same th ing as the term
" Buddha-nature" because al[ Buddhas become Buddhas in vinue of "Buddhanature," "Buddha-nature" is evidently taken to mean what constitutes a Buddha,
or the nature of a Buddha. That the MNS often uses the term " Buddha-nature"
Ihis way is attested by a number of concepts which are often cited in the sutra as
synonymous with "Buddha-nature," among which are "the realm of the talhagatas" and "the most perfect en lightenment":
Good sons! In case there are people who can comprehend and fathom
the meanings ofthe MNS, it should be understood that they perceive the
Buddha-nature. The Buddha-nature is inconceivable. It is the realm of
the Buddhas and tathagatas, and cannot be known by sravakas and
pratye-kabuddhas.\l
Those who really comprehend the meaning [of Dharma] know that
all sentient beings possess the Buddha-nature. By Buddha-nature, we
mean the most perfect enlightenment. 14
Since one cannot become a Buddha without attaining "the realm of the tathagatas" and "the most perfect enlightenment," both represent the essential conditions of being a Buddha, to which the term "Buddha-nature" refers.
Funhermore, since liberation from the realm of sarpsiira and readiness for
entrance into nirvaQa are also characteristic features of Buddhahood, the MNS
also regards thcm as pan of lhe significance of the term "Buddha-nature":
" Buddha-nature" is equivalent to "tathagata." "Tathagata" is equivalent
to "all the di stinctive characteri stics [of the Buddha] ." " Di stinctive
characteri stics [of the Buddha]" is equivalent to "l iberation." " Liberation" is equivalent to "nirvaQa."I)
Besides such general definitions, the MNS also associates the "Buddha-nature"
with a number of more specific attributes generally considcred to be the marks of a
Buddha. For example, it speaks ofthe six and seven aspects of "Buddha-nature":
How do bOOhisallvas know the Buddha-nature? The Buddha-nature has
six aspects. What are these six? [They are:} first, to be eternal, secondly, to be pure, thirdly, to be real, founhl y, to be vinuous, fifthl y, to
be discerned in the future [by everyone), and sixthly, to be true. It also
has seven aspects: the first is "being attainable [by everyone]," while
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the remaining six are the same as {the six aspects listed] above. [When
bodhisattvas recognize these aspects of the Buddha-nature,] we say that
they know the Buddha-nature."
Furthermore, the Buddha-nature is equated in the M NS wi th the ekayana (one
vehicle), "the state of supreme excellence," and the Siirafllgama-samiidhi, "the
mother of all Buddhas."17 In one passage, "Buddha-nature" is regarded as the
proper designation of a series of attributes, including "the great compassion and
the great piry ," "the great joy and the great abandonment," "the great fai th: ' "the
stage of [perfect love, in which one treats all beings like one 's] only son," "the
fourth of the ten powers," etc .. all of which are fea tures peculiar to the tathagata.
In a similar manner, the sutra associates the Buddha-nature with the ten
powers,18 the four form s of fearlessness, 19 and "mindful ness under all three conditions,"2o all being perfections of the Buddha,21
Besides relating to us what the Buddha-nature is, the M NS also informs us
what the Buddha-nature is not, and what it teaches in this respect also serves to
indicate that in the MNS, the Buddha-nature is often taken to mean the essence
of being a Buddha. Thus, we are told thai when the tathagala talks about the
Buddha-nature, he takes heed of what it has as well as what it does not have:
As for what [the Buddha-nature] has, [they incl ude] the so-called thirtytwo marks and eighty noble characteristics [of the BuddhaJ,22 the ten
powers, the four forms of fearlessness, mindfulness under all three conditions, the great compassion, the great pity, the infinite Siiraft/gamasamiidhi, the infinite Vajra-samiidhi, the infin ite Upiiya-sa-miidhi, and
the infinite Paiica-jiianani-samadhi, These are known as what [the
Buddha-nature] has. As for what [the Buddha-nature] docs not have,
{they include] the so-called good, bad, and neither good nor bad karmas
and their fruits, defilements, the fi ve skandhas and the twelve links in
the chain of dependent origination. These are known as what [the
Buddha-nature] does not have. n
In short, what the Buddha-narure has are the distinctive marks of a Buddha, and
what it does not have arc the features of the realm of sarpsara. In connection
with the non-sarp.saric character of Buddha-nature, thc MNS repeatedly notes
that the Buddha-narure is not "a kind of conditioned being" (sa'tlskrra
dharma),2. and that "Those who see the Buddha-narure are no longer sentient
beings. "2' Negative terms are frequently used in order to emphasize the transcendental nature of the Buddha-narure:
Good sons! The Buddha-nature is maner, non-maner, and neither
maner nor non-matter. It is with marks, without marks, and neither with
marks nor without marks. It is one, not one, and neither one nor not
one. It is neither permanent, nor impermanent, nor neither permanent
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nor impcnnanent. It is being, non-being, and neither being nor nonbeing. It is fin ite, infinite, and neither finit e nor infinite. It is cause,
effect, and nei ther cause nor effect .. .2b
In another instance, Buddha-nature is compared to space. which "neither is born
nor originates, is neither made nor created, and is not a conditioned being.'O n

III. Buddha-nature and sentienl beings
In the previous section, we have seen that the MNS takes " Buddha- nature"
chiefly to mean the nature of the Buddha. However, the MNS also frequently
applies the tenn " Buddha-nature" to sentient beings, and speaks of all sentient
beings having Buddha-nature. Since sentient beings arc by definiti on beings of
the rea lm of sarpsara, it is unlikely that the S1m a would maintain thai all sentient
beings are in actual possession of the essence of Buddhahood. Thus, in the MNS,
the term "Buddha-nature" must carry a peculiar connotation in relation to sentient beings, and it is the purpose of this section to uncover this special connotation as well as to explore its general significance.
/, With respect to sentient being!>', to hal'e the Buddha-nature
means to be able to attain the nature of the Buddha in the future

In explaining what it means by sentient beings having the Buddha-nature, the
MNS disti nguishes three different ways of understanding the term "to have."
namely, to have in the past, to have at present, and to have in the future:
Good sons! There are three ways of having: fi rst, to have in the future ,
secondly, to have at present, and thirdly, to have in the past. All sentient beings will have infurure ages the most perfect enlightenment, i.e.,
the Buddha-nature. Al l sentient beings have at present bonds of defilements, and so do not now possess the thirty-two marks and eighty noble
characteristics [of the Buddha]. All sentient beings had in past ages
[deeds leading to] the el imination of defi lements, and so can now perceive the Buddha-nature [as their future goal]. For such reasons, I
always proclaim that all sentient beings have the Buddha-natuTC ...
Good sons! It is just like a man who has coagulated milk at home. If
someone asks him, "Do you have butter?" he will reply, " I have."
Bulter strictly speaking is not milk . [Nevertheless,] si nce using the
proper method, one will defin itely obtain {butter from mi lk] , the man
answers that he has buner, [even though all he has is milk]. The same is
true of sentient beings, all of whom are endowed with a mind. Since
whoever is endowed with a mind will definitely attain the most perfect
enlightenment, I always proclaim that all semient beings have the
Buddha-nature. 21
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Since the above passage idenlifies sentient beings' ways of having Buddhanature with the third way of having, i.e" having in the future, it is apparcnt that
in preaching thc doctrinc that all sentient beings possess the Buddha-nature, the
MNS is not entertain ing the idea that senlient beings arc al present endowed wi th
all the features and excellences of the Buddha. Indeed , as given in the above
quotation, the doctrine is no more Ihan the Mahayana way of presenting an
insight which was already present in early Buddhi sm in thc form of the last two
of the four noble truths, i.e" there is cessation of suffcring and there is a way
leading to thi s cessation, so that all beings with life ("capable of thinking"), provided that they arc willing 10 follow the way, will sooncr or later achieve final
deliverance. That "to have the Buddha-nature" in Ihc case of sent ient beings
means "to have the nature of the Buddha in thc future" is a point the MNS
returns to again and again throughout its exposition, To cite another example:

Good sons! Since the tathagata is eternal, we describe it as the self.
Since the dharmakaya of the tathagata is boundless and all pervasive,
never comes into being nor passes away, and is endowed with the eight
powers (arising from the knowledge of the paramila of being
personal],l9 we describe it as the self. Sentient beings are actually not in
possession of such a self and its [attending) properties, Nevertheless,
since {all of them] will definitely al1ain the most supreme form of
emptiness [in the future], we designate them [with the term] "Buddhanature.,,;0
The Buddha uses the term "Buddha-nature" to describe sentient beings nOI
because he thinks that al1 of them have already achieved the characters and
powers of the tathagata, but because with their ability to learn and with his own
incessant effort to teach, every one of them eventually "will definitely attain the
most supreme form of emptiness," I.e., the true wisdom of the Buddha.
Another proof that the MNS has the hereafter rather than the present in mind
when it speaks of ali sentient beings having the Buddha-nature is the vehement
criticism it levies against those who interpret the doctrine of the presence of the
Buddha-nature in all sentient beings as the teaching that all sentient beings have
already achieved enlightenment, and think that, as a consequence, religious
practice is no longer necessary:
Suppose someone declares that he has already attained the most perfect
enlightenment. When asked for the reason, (he replies,) " It is because
[the tathagata teaches that all sentient beings] have the Buddha-narure .
Since whoever is in possession of the Buddha-nature should have
already attained the most perfect enlightenment, [I declare] that 1 have
attained enlightenment now," It should be understood that such a
person is guilty of the piinljikas. 1 1 Why? It is because even though [the
Buddha teaches that all sentient beingsJ have the Buddha-nature, they
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have nOI YCI cultivated various beneficial means, and so still have no
vision of [the Buddha-nature which they are going to have). Since thcy
still have no vision [of the Buddha-nature). they have not altained the
most perfect enlightenment.)Z
The practising of various beneficial means is necessary in order to bring the
Buddha-nature into view. bC(3use even though the Buddha, with his compassionate heart. profound wisdom and infinite powcr. is certain that he will sooner
or latcr bring all sen!ient beings into his rcalm. and attributes the Buddha-nature
to every one of them on that basis. the aclual possession of the Buddha-nature in
the case of senticnt beings is still a matter of the far-away future; and 10 assure
that thi s glorious future is not postponed forever. initiative on the part ofscntie nt
beings themselves is absolutely csscntial. That is why the sulra affirms that
"Even though all sentient beings have the Buddha-nature, they can perceive it
only if they keep the rules of diseipline."H The MNS abounds in illustrations
which tell of the need of exertion on the part of sentient beings despite the universal presence oftbe Buddha-nature. Typical are the following comparisons:
If you say that senticn! beings need not practise the holy paths (because
all of them have the Buddha-nature], that is not true. Good sons! It is
like a man travelling in the wilderness who approaches a well when
thirsty and tired. Even though the well is dark and deep and he cannot
catch sight of any water. he knows that there must be water (at the
bottom]. And if with various opportune means, he gets hold of a can
and a rope and draws the water up, he will see it. The same is true of
the Buddha-nature. Even though all sentient beings have the Buddhanature. they have to practise the non-defiled and holy paths before they
can perceive it.
Good sons! When we have hemp seeds, (we know that) we shall see
oil ; and yet without (applying] various opportune means [to the hemp
seeds), we shall never perceive oil. Thc same is true of sugar cane [and
sugar]. ... Just as sentient beings cannot sec the roots of grass and
underground water because they are hidden in the ground, the same is
true of the Buddha-nature, which sentient beings cannot perceive
because they do not practise the holy paths.~
One may wonder if the MNS is misleading its readers when it asscns that all
sentient beings have the Buddha-nature. although they are not yet in actual possession of it. The reply of the MNS is that in everyday conversation. we do frequently employ the term "to have" to indicate "to have in the future ," so that in
speaking of sentient beings having the Buddha-nature in the sense of having it in
the future , it has not actually departed from the common usage of the term. We
have already seen the cases of the coagulated milk and butter, the Ihirsty
trave ller and the water in the well, and the bemp seeds and oil, when people
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speak of "A having B" without B being actually at hand or even in existence.
Another example which the sutra cites is the way we use the (enns "beings of
hell" or "beings of hcaven" to call other people. When asked whether there is
furt her need for sentient beings to follow the rules of conduct. whcn it is understood that the Buddha-nature re fers to the realm of the Buddha and it is funhe r
understood that all sentient beings have Buddha-nature, the MNS explains thai
just as we sometimes do call a bad person " 8 being of hell" and 8 good person "a
being of heaven" considering Ihal they will fa ll into hell and ascend into heaven
respectively in tire f uture. we may also call sentient beings who have nOI yet got
the thirty-two marks and eighty noble characterist ics of the tathagata " beings
with the Buddha-nature," considering that all of them wil l attain Buddahood one
day.J' On the other hand, the MNS agrees that we may also maintain that sent ie nt
beings do not have the Buddha-nature, if we restrict the sense of "to have" to
mean "to have al present." Thus, in connection with sentient beings, we can
assert in one breath that the Buddha-naturc is both existent and non-existent. i.e.,
existent with respect to the fu ture. and non-existent with respect to now, This.
according to the author of the MNS, is an instance of the truth of the middle
way:
Thus, [we maintain that with respect to sentient beings,] the Buddhanature is neither existent nor non-exi stent, [or] is both ex istent and nonex istent. Why do we say that the Buddha-nature is cxistent? Because all
[sentient beings] will have it [in the future ]. Since sentient beings will
continue [to pass from one life to another) without interruption like the
Hame of a lamp until they achieve the most perfect enlightenment, we
say that [with respect to sentient beings, the Buddha-nature] is existent.
Why do we say that the Buddha-nature is non-exi stent? We say that
lthe Buddha- nature with respect to sentient beings] is non-ex istent,
because all sentient beings do " 0/ yel ha ve [the excellences of] being
eternal, blissful , personal and pure, characteristic of all Buddha
dhannas. The union of [the two aspects of] existence and nOnex istence
is the middleway.)6

2. The Buddha-nature qua CQllse and effect

As the Buddha-nature indicates the realm of the Buddha, it is not an entity of our
everyday world of conditioned existence. So, strictly speaking, the catcgory of
cause and effect is not applicable to it. Nevertheless, as the Buddha-nature is not
yet realizcd by sentient beings, and sentient btings are beings of the realm of
cause and effect, the MNS often resons to the tmllS "cause" and "effect" in discussing the fulfillment of the Buddha-nature in sentient beings. Thus, it talks of
two types of causes of Buddha-nature when the Buddha-nature is considered
with respect to sentient beings:
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Good sons! With respect to sentient beings, the Buddha-nature also
consists of two types of causes: first. direct cause (cheng-yin if. W), and
secondly, auxi liary cause (yiianyin d: ~) . The direct cause [of Buddhanature) is sentient beings, and the auxiliary cause is the six paramitasY
The MNS explains what it means by "di rect cause" and "auxi liary cause" with
an analogy:
Good sons! There are two types of causes: fi rst, direct cause, and secondly, auxiliary cause. Direct cause is like mi lk which produces cream,
and aux iliary cause is like wannlh and ycast {which arc added to milk
to fonn cream.] Since (cream] is fonned from mi lk. we say that there is
the nature of cream in milk.ll
Since we can never obtain cream without milk, it is said that milk is the direct
cause of cream. Howevcr, since milk will never tum to cream without being
processed with warmth and yeast, we call warmth and yeast the auxiliary causes
of cream. A similar relation exists between sentient beings, the six paramitas and
the Buddha-nature. Since nothing other than sentient beings who are "endowed
with a mind"19 can embody the Buddha-nature, we describe sentient beings as
the direct cause of the Buddha-nature. Yet, this possibility of all sentient beings'
becoming the Buddha wi ll never be realized unless every one of them follows
the holy paths, such as the six paramitas. Thus, we call the six paramitas the
awdliary causes of the Buddha-nature.
Also significant to the later development of the Buddha-nature doctrine in
China is the analysis in the MNS of the Buddha-nature into "cause," "cause visa-vis cause," "effect" and "effec t vis-a-vis effect" in connection with its anainment by sentient beings:
Good sons! the Buddha-nature has [the aspects of] cause, cause vis-a.vis cause, effect, and effect vis-a.-vis efTect. The cause is the twelvefold
chain of dependent origination, the cause vis-a-vis cause is wisdom, the
effect is the most perfect enlightenment, and the efTect vis-a.-vis effect
is the supreme nirviir;ta.oo
The reason for naming the twelvefold chain of dependent ongmation "the
cause" and wisdom "the cause vis-a-vis cause" of the Buddha-nature is hinted at
in an earlier passage, where it is pointed out that just as we sometimes refer to
cucumber as fever on the ground that consuming cucumber is conducive to
fever, we may also refer to the twelvefold chain of dependent origination as the
Buddha-nature, since the wisdom arising from meditation on the twelvefold
chain of dependent origination is "the seed of the most perfect enlightenment. '''I
Now, both the "twelvefold chain of dependent origination" and the " wisdom"
arising from the meditation on it are factors contributing to the realization ofth e
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Buddha-nature in scntienl beings. and so more exact analysis speaks of them as
the causes o/ Buddha-nature rather than generally as "Buddha-nature ." Furthermore. since "wisdom" only arises with "the twelvefold chain of dependent origination" as its object. wisdom is a cause (i.e .. cause of the Buddha-nature) which
itself stands in need of another cause (i.e .. the twelvefold chain of dependent
origination). That is why the sutra designates "wisdom" as "the cause vis-a.-vis
cause" of the Buddha-nature. while alluding to the twelvefold chai n of dependent origination simply as "the cause." The same principle can be applied to
explain why the MNS draws a distinction between "the most perfect enl ightenment" and "the supreme nirval)a" in rererring 10 the former as "the effect" and
the latter as "effect vis-a.-vis effect." As has been shown earlier, the MNS often
identifies "the most perfect enlightenmenl" and "nirval)a" with the Buddhanature, and when so understood. neither of them can be called "effect," as the
Buddha-nature in itself is not an effect. Nevertheless, when viewed with respect
to their fulfilment in sentient beings. both are the fruits resulting from meditating
on the twelvefold chain of dependcnI origination, and so both may be rcgarded
as "effect ." Furthermore, since it is common practice to consider "nirvalJa" as
the final consummation of "the most perfect enlightenment." the form er is given
the appellation of "effect vis-a-vis effect," as it is an effect derivi ng from
another effect (Le., the most perfect enlightenment), whereas the former is
simply presented as "the effect."
Despite its frequent association of the Buddha-nature with the concepts of
"cause" and "effect." the MNS is careful to observe that such analysis is only
applicable to "Buddha-nature with respect to sentient beings" (chung-sheng /0hsing *~ I*tt). whereas the Buddha-nature in itself, understood as the essence
of the Buddha, is not a mundane object susceptible of such categorization. The
following remarks are found right after the afore-quoted exposition of the
Buddha-nature as cause, cause vis-a-vis cause, effect and effect vis-a-vis effect:
Good sons! "To be cause and not effect" is like the Buddha-nature
[considered with respect to sentient beings]. "To be effect and not
cause" is like the supreme nirvalJa. "To be both cause and effect" is like
dhannas arising from the twelvefold chain of dependent originat ion. As
for "to be neither cause nor effect." it is what is known as the Buddhanature.4l
The Buddha-nature considered wilh respect to sentient beings is "cause and not
effect," for the Buddha-nature remains an abstract possibility yet to be realized
in the case of sentient beings. The supreme nirvalJa is "effect and not cause," for
nirvaQa indicates the complete annihilation of all defilements, when the bases of
future rebirths finally come to an end. Dharmas arising from the twelvefold
chain of dependent origination are "both cause and effect," for as entities in the
realm of sarpsara. they are conditioned by past events as well as serving as
the suppon for the fonnation of future events. Finally, the Buddha-nature,
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considered in itself, is " neither cause nor effect," for as the ultimate ideal, it is
ontologically d istinct from the sarnsaric world of interdependent ex istence, and
its perfection is not contingent upon its bei ng fulfilled by sentient beings.

3_ Why all sentient beings will eventually possess the Buddha
nature: an examination ofa number of simile.~
If the MNS teaches that all sentient bei ngs have the Buddha-nature because all of
them are capable of achieving Buddhahood in the fut ure, and moreover
descri bes them as "the di rect cause" of the Buddha-nature on that ground. it
appears relevent to inquire on what basis such thoughts arc entenained. Thus,
we may ask if this belief in the fu ture enlightenment of all sentient bei ngs in the
MNS is a conclusion drawn from a particular theol)' o f their onto logical structure, or if the doctri ne is primarily soteriological in intent, taught out of rdigious
rather than out of philosophical considerations.
In demonstrating how sentient beings come to realize the Buddha-nature, the
MNS often resorts to simi les; and so far as these similes are concerned, the sutra
seems to incorporate several diverse answers to the above question. One of the
best known of the similes in the MNS with respect to the problem of the
Buddha-nature is the pearl of the strong man:
Good sons! Just as there was in the royal family a very strong man who
had an extremely hard pearl between his eyebrows. When he was
wrestling with another strong man [one day], the other strong man
struck his brow with his head, and as a consequence, the pearl sank
under his skin and vanished. When a boil [began to] develop on the
spot, the strong man called for good doctors to cure it. At that time,
there was a clever doctor well ski lled in diagnosing diseases, and he
knew that the boil was caused by a pearl which had entered the body
and was concealed under the skin. So the doctor asked the strong man,
"Where has the pearl on your brow goneT'
In great a lann, the strong man replied to that king of doctors, " Is the
pearl on my brow lost? Where is the pearl now? Has it disappeared into
thin air?" And [so speaking, he began to] wail in anxiety and sorrow.
Then the good doctor consoled the strong man, "You need not be in
such great sorrow! The pearl had entered your body when you were
fighting, and is now dimly perceivable under the skin. Since you were
in an angry and malignant mood when fi ghting, you did not notice even
when the pearl had sunk into your body."
At that time, the strong man did not trust the doctor's words, [and he
demanded,] " If the pearl is [hiding] under the skin, why didn 't it come
out with the bloody pus and [other] impurities? If it is inside the
muscle, you would not be able to see it. Why do you tl)' to deceive
me?"
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Then the doctor took a mirror and showed the strong man his face;
and there. the pearl appeared distinctly in the mirror. When the strong
man saw it, he was greatl y surprised, and a thought of wonder arose in
his mind.
Good sons! The same is true of all sentient beings. Since they do nOI
cherish virtuous frie nds, they cannot pereeive the Buddha-nature even
though [all of them] possess it . . .
Good sons! Just as the good doctor showed the strong man the hard
pearl [under the skin], in the same manner the tathagata teaches that all
sentient beings possess the Buddha-nature. Sentient beings, due to the
superimposition of myriad defilements. fail to real ize the Buddhanature [which they have]. When all defil ements come to an end, they
will be able to disccrn it perfectly, j ust as the strong man recognized the
precious pearl distinctly in the bright mirror.4J
Since the precious pearl was initially part of the constitution of the strong man,
and was never lost, even though it had disappeared under the skin, the comparison of the Buddha-nature with the pearl seems to impl y that the Buddha-nature
is an inborn essence of sentient beings, even though sentient beings arc ignorant
of it at present due to the superimposition of myriad defilements. The simile
calls forth in our mind the doctrine of the intrinsically pure consciousness found
in the Ta-ch 'eng ch 'i-hsin fun j( ~,til. r.t iii and taught by masters of the Tilun
School itk ta:
and the She-Iun School II :a ~ in the Northern and Southern
Dynasties." According to that doctri ne, there is immanent in every sentient
being from the beginningless past a pure mind, or the tathagatagarbha, and so
everyone is destined for enlightenment- just as the strong man was born with a
precious pearl between his eyebrows, which remained his property forever.
However, due to the penneation of ignorance, sentient beings do not realize this
nature of enlighenment which they originally possess-just as the strong man
fought with another strong man in "an angry and malignant mood," and did not
notice that the precious pearl had sunk under his skin. Religious awakening,
when interpreted in the fram ework of this theory, would mean the coming into
awareness of the intrinsic pure essence inherent in all living beings, j ust as
the strong man, when given a mirror by the king of doctors, came to perceive the
precious pearl he had deemed lost. Indeed, there is no lack of indications in the
M NS that the attainment of the Buddha-nature by all sentient beings in the future
is understood as the rediscovery of something with which everyone is initiall y
endowed, and attainment is considered possible also on this ground. Besides the
simile of the precious pearl of the strong man, the comparisons in the M NS of
the Buddha-nature with the gold mine and the diamond buried underground also
appear to carry similar connotation.4 ' Repeatedly, we encounter in the sutra the
remark that all sentient beings are in actual possession of the Buddha-nature, but
they fa il to notice it because it is hidden by defilements. 06 And, if the Ta-ch 'eng
ch'ihsin fun says that the pure mind of scntient beings is "eternal and
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immutable." but "being defi led by ignorance, a defiled [state of mind] comes
into being:"17 we also find in the MNS the statement that the Buddha-nature is
"not a dhanna newly created, but is kept from view due to [the presence of]
adventitious defilcments.,,,,g
Nevertheless, if it is not difficult to cite passages which support the allying of
the concept of Buddha-nature in the MNS with the idea of the intrinsically pure
consciousness in the Ta-eh 'eng eh ';-ns;1I /1111 and in the teachings of the Ti-lun
and She-lun masters. it is also easy to produce excerpts from the sutra which
prove the contrary. For instance, right after the last quotation, we fi nd the sutra
companng the Buddha-nature with flowers blossoming on the tusks of
elephants:
All elephant tusks send fort h flowers when clouds and thunders gather
in the sky, and without [the quaking of] thunders, no flowe rs will
appear, not even their images. The same is true of the Buddha-nature
with respect to sentient beings (chung-sheng fo-hsing), which remains
always out of view due to the superimposition of all fonns of defilements. For this reason, I teach that sentient beings are without self.
[However,] if they have the chance to listen to the profound scripture
which is the MNS, they will perceive the Buddha-nature. just as flowers
[wi ll blossom] on elephant tusks [when roused by thundersj.49
In this passage, a paraliel is drawn between the relation of the Buddha-nature to
sentient beings, and the relation of fl owers to the elephant tusks on which they
blossom. Just as elephant tusks send out flowers when roused by thunders, sentient beings achieve the Buddha-nature when coming under the beneficial influence of the teaching of the MNS. However, unl ike the precious pearl , which is
originally the property of the strong man, flowers are clearly not part of the
intrinsic made-up of elephant tusks. At most, we can only say that elephant tusks
contain the potency to produce flowers. When this simile is applied to the interpretation of the relation of the Buddha-nature to sentient beings, the conclusion
would be that the Buddha-nature docs not pre-exist in sentient beings in the
manner in which the pure mind pre-ex ists in all men, as expounded in the Tach 'eng ch'i-hsin lun and the works of the Tilun and Shc-Iun masters. The most
we can infer from this comparison is that there is immanent in all sentient beings
the potential to develop the nature of the Buddha when the right occasions ari se,
That the MNS conceives of the possession of the Buddha-nature by all sentient
beings in the future as the actualization in the future of a latent faculty is
strongly suggested by its frequent use of the seed metaphor to illustrate the
Buddha-nature. Thus, the Buddha-nature is once referred to in the sutra as
"the seed of the middle-way, which is the most perfect enlightenment of all the
Buddhas.',5(1 On another occasion, the Buddha is reported to have claimed that he
had inside his body "the seed of the Buddha-nature.',sl
However, if we accept the above exposition as exemplifying the general
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position of the MNS, we should be greatly puzzled when we come across later in
the sutra the story of the king and the lute. the overt objective of which is to controvert any pretension to base the idea of the future enl ightenment of sentient
beings on a particular understanding of their metaphysical made-up:
Good sons! There was a king who on hearing the clear and melodious
sound of a lute was deep ly attracted; and he enjoyed and longed for it
so much that he could not get it off his mind. So he asked [one of his]
ministers, "Where does such melodious sound come from'?"
The minister replied. "Such melodious sound comes from a lute."
Thereupon, the king ordered [the minister], "Bri ng me the sound."
So, the minister brought a lute right away; and plac ing it beforc thc
king, he announced, "Your Majesty! Here is the sound you want."
Thereupon, the king addressed the lute, "Speak out! Speak out! "
However, the lute remained si lent. [In a fit of impatience,] the ki ng cut
the strings [of the lute], but still no sound was produced. And even
though the king [proceeded] to break the cover and frame of [of the
lute] in order to gel at the sound, he still could not obtain (what hc
wanted]. Then the king [stared] angrily at the minister [and demanded1,
" Why do you cheat me?"
The minister explai ned to the king, "Your majesty! This is not the
way to get the sound. The lute will only givc out sound when all
[needed] conditions [are ful fi lled] and when it is played in the proper
manner."
[Good sons! ] The same is true of the Buddha-nature with respect to
sentient beings. It abides nowhere. and is apprehended when one p ractices the opportune means. On apprehending it, one will allain the most
perfect enlightenment. S2
This story draws a parallel between the sound produced by a lute and the
Buddha-nature. The lesson it attempts to convey is Ihat just as it is foo lish to try
to get at the clear and melodious sound of a lute by breaking down its cover and
frame, it is also futile to analyse sentient beings in order to arrive at a metaphysical principle (be it in the fonn of a latent potentiality or in the fonn of
an intrinsically pure consciousness) with which thcir eventual attainment of
Buddhahood can be explained. The central theme of the story is summed up
in the concluding declaration that the Buddha-nature "abides nowhere;' i.c., is
not immanent in some fo rm in sentient beings, just as sound is not immanent
in any part of the lutc. In the same manner as sound is produced when all necessary conditions are satisfied, the Buddha-nature wi ll reveal itself to sentient
beings when they practice in earnest the way to enlightenment prescribed by the
tathagata.
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4. Why all sentient being!> will eventually pm;ses!; the Buddhanalure: Ihe purpose oflhe doctrine of the Buddha-nature

Our cursory examination of a number of simi les in the MNS relating to the
problem of the Buddha-nature has disclosed at least three possible responses to
the question of why all sentient beings will eventually possess the Buddha-nature:
a.

b.
c.

Because all of them arc endowed with an intrinsically purc essence. which
they wi ll become fu lly aware of when they have brought to an end the
working of ignorance.
Because all of them embody the potency or "the seed" of Buddhahood.
which wi ll send out fruit. when all necessary conditions are satisfied.
Because the way to enlightenment is open to all to fo llow. and one can be
certai n of achievi ng Buddhahood if one follows th is way.

Such metaphysical speculations as (a) and (b) arc irrelevant to the actual fu lfil ment of the Buddha-nature in sentient beings in the future.
Our next task wi ll be to determine which of the three replies is most
representative of the overal l standpoint of the MNS. While granting that all three
positions have some textual support in the MNS, (c) should be given prefe rence
for the following reasons:
i. It is more akin to the general anti-metaphysical tone of the MNS. The MNS
repeatedly enjoins its listeners to steer clear of metaphysical speculation and to
concentrate their minds on the search fo r fina l deliverance. Thus, it is said that
the Buddha-nature will not be perceived by bodhisattvas who harbour specific
views regarding dhannas. S1 The well-known indeterminate questions, such as
"whether the world is eternal or non-eternal," "whether the world is finite or infinite," "whether the tathagata ex ists or docs nOI exist after death," etc., appear
several times in the MNS, and are dismissed for being conducive to attachment
rather than to cessation ofi lls.S-4 Further, non-attachment to views is pictured in
the MNS as the distinctive mark of the sageSS and the tathagata56, and is further
equated with the "ultimate nirval)a," "the supreme fonn of emptiness" and "the
most perfect enlightenment."S7
ii. In the MNS, we find statements openly refu ting the idea that the Buddhanature is an entity immanent in sentient beings.
Good sons! If it is said that the Buddha-nature abides in sentient beings
[, it is wrong]. Good sons! Dharmas which are eternal abide nowhere. If
a dharma abides anywhere, it is not eternal [in nature P'
Again, it is observed:
Good sons! If someone maintains that all sentient beings defin itely
possess the Buddha-nature which is eternal, blissful , personal and pure,
[and further maintains that the Buddha-nature) is neither produced nor
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born, but is not perceived by sentient beings due to the presence of
defilements, it should be understood that he has slandered the Buddha,
the Dharma and the sangha. S~
ii i. Besides the story of the king and the lute, we find in the MNS miscellaneous remarks and similes indicating strong opposition to any attempt to
ground man's future enl ightenment on the existence in him at present of a
dormant principle. A well-known example is the comparison of the cream
obtained from milk and the Buddha-nature to be attained by sentient beings:
Good sons! Only the ignorant will speak as you have argued: that if
milk does not have the nature of cream, it cannot produce mi lk , just as
if banyan seeds do not have the nature of being five chang 3t from the
ground,60 it cannot produce concrete [trees] five chang tall . The wisc
wi ll never speak that way. Why? For [they understand that things] do
not have [defin ite) nature.
Good sons! If milk already has the nature of cream, it would not
need the support of various conditions [to produce cream].
Good sons! Milk will never turn into cream when mixed with water
even if we allow it to stand fo r one month, but if we add one drop of
the j uice of the p 'o-chiu 6.11
tree to it,61 cream wi ll be formed right
away. If milk already has [the nature of] cream, why is it dependent on
[such] conditions [as the juice of the p'o-chiu tree to produce cream]?
The same is true of the Buddha-nature with respect to sentient beings
(chung-shengfo-hsing). The Buddha-nature is apprehended [by sentient
beings] at the fu lfillment of various conditions ... Since [sentient
beings] attain the Buddha-nature dependent on various conditions, they
do not have any [definite] nature; and since [sentient beings] do not
have any [definite] nature, they can attain the most perfect cnlightenment. 62

*

Seeing that milk, when properly processed, turns into cream, common sense
usually infers that there must reside in milk the nature of cream, which explains
its tende ncy to be transformed into cream. It is this common-sense atti tude that
the MNS is attempting to challenge, when it declares that "things do not have
definite nature," and points out that if milk already possessed the nature of
cream, it would not require the support of external conditions before its transmutation into cream could take place. When this argument is applied to the
Buddha-nature with respect to sentient beings, it speaks against the tendency to
infer from the eventual attainment of Buddhahood by sentient beings to the
existence in them at present of an ontological disposition to assume the
characteristics of the Buddha. Just as the transformation of milk into cream
should not be understood as the actualization of the nature of cream in milk, the
realization of the Buddha-nature in sentient beings also should not be construed
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as the coming to frui tion of an inborn faculty in sentient beings. And if the
necessity of the agency of the juice of p 'o-eMu trees is a proof against the presence of the nature of cream in milk, the existence of such prerequisites of the
attainment of the Buddha-nature as the observance of monastic rules and the listening to the teaching of the MNS also militates against attributing to sentient
beings an innate essence to become a B u ddha. ~l
This comparison of the Buddha-nature with cream is supplemented by a
series of other similes, all of which convey the same lesson. What follow are
some of the most prominent examples, the sign ificance of which can easi ly be
inferred following the li ne of reasoning outlined above:
Good sons! If there is [the nature of] cream in milk as you ha ve maintained, why do milk-sellers ask for the price of mil k only, and not
the price of cream as well? Why do mare-sellers ask for the price of the
mares only and not the price of col ts [which will be born from the
mares] also'! A man of the worl d asks for the hand of a woman because
he is without offspring; and once a woman gets pregnant, she would no
longer be called a girl. Now, if it is said that a girl gets married with the
nature of a child in her, that would be wrong. Why? For if she had the
nature of a child, she would also have [the nature of] a grandchild; and
if she had [the nature of] a grandchild, [her child and her grandchi ld]
would be brothers. Why? Because both of them owe their existence to
the same belly. Therefore, I assert that girls do not possess the nature of
the children [to whom they will give birth}. If there is the nature of
cream in milk, why can' t we detect in it simultaneously the fi ve tastes
[of milk, cream, curd, butter and ghee]? If there is the substance of a
banyan tree five feet tall in the seed, why can' t we observe [in the seed]
at once the miscellaneous form s of sprout, stem, branches, leaves,
flowers and frui t? Good sons! Milk differs [from cream} in its colour,
taste and products, and the same is true of ghee. How can we say that
there is the nature of cream in milk? Good sons! Just as [it is absurd 10
maintain that] a person who will cat curd to-morrow gives out a bad
smell today, equally [absurd is it to maintain that] there exists definitely
the nature of cream in milk. Good sons! A person writes words with a
brush, paper and ink, when there was initially no word on the paper. It
is because there was at first [no word] on the paper that [we say that]
words are formed dependent on conditions [such as brush and ink). If
there were originally words on the paper, why would they need [the
presence of] various conditions to be formed? We mix the colours blue
and yellow together to form the colour green. It should be understood
that the two [colours blue and yellow] do not embody originally tbe
nature of greenness. If [the nature of greenencs1 already exists [in the
colours blue and yellow], why do we have to mix [the colours blue and
yellow] together to form [the colour green]? Good sons! Sentient
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beings are kept alive with food, but there is actually no life in food. If
there is life in food initiall y, food would be life even before it was con·
sumed. Good sons! AII dhannas are without [definit e] nature.t-4
iv. The MNS seldom alludes to the inherent ontological structure of sentient
beings when it gives its reason fo r believing in their eventual enli ghtenment.
Rather, it often satisfies itself with the general observation that as sentient beings
are different from non·sentient objects such as stones and walls, which are inca·
pable of the thought of enlightenment and so can never assume the character·
istics of a Buddha, the Buddha-nature is attributed to them by way of contrast.
So the MNS asserts:
Good sons! I speak of "nirviiI)a" due to [the existence of conditions]
contrary to nirvalJa. I speak of the "tathiigata" due to {the existence of
conditions] contrary to the talhiigata. I speak of the "Buddha·nature"
due to [the existence of things] contrary to the Buddha·nature.
What are [the conditions] described as contrary to nirviilJa'! They
include all dhannas which are defiled and conditioned. The destruction
of these defiled and conditioned [dhannas] is known as "nirvaQa." As
for [the conditions] contrary to the tathiigata, they range from [the state
of] the icchantika up to [the state of] the pratyekabuddha. The cessation
of [the state of] the icchantifw up to [the state of] the pratyekabuddha is
known as the "tathagata ." As for [things] contrary to the Buddha·
nature, they include walls, tiles, stones and all non·sentient objects.
Apart from such non·sentient objects, we can apply the name of
"Buddha·nature" [to the restJ.6s
Thus, when it is said that sentient beings have the Buddha·nature, our attention
is drawn to the fact that sentient beings, unlike non·sentient objects like walls
and tiles, can win Buddhahood by means of proper religious practices. This way
of thinking is perfectly illustrated by the familiar story of the blind men's
attempt to describe an elephant, found in the M NS.66 The blind men have no con·
ception of the fonn of an entire elephant. Nevertheless, they have some ideas of
the shapes of some of its parts; and if they recover their power of vision, they
can surely report in fullthc appearance of a complete elephant. In the same way,
sentient beings, due to their ignorance, are strangers to the Buddha·nature. That
does not, however, preclude them from having some vague inkling of what Ihe
Buddha-nature is like at present, and from gaining a pelfeci conception of the
Buddha-nature in the future , when their mind 's eye is opened. It is based on this
belief that sentient beings, unlike walls, tiles and stones, "are not by nature resistant to the Buddha·nature,>(j7 and so are forever susceptible to the influence of the
salvific work of Buddhas and bodhisattvas (rather than on speculation of their
ontological structure) that the MNS propounds the idea that all sentient beings
possess the Buddha· nature. 68
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v. The M NS stresses very much the practical implication of the teaching of
the presence of the Buddha-nature in all sentient beings. Thus, it explains why
bodhisattvas preach the concept of the Buddha-nature :
Even though bodhisaltvas perceive the evil deeds and errors of sentient
beings. they never dwell on them. Why? They are afraid that this wi ll
lead to the arising of[fun her] defi lements [in senlient bei ngs]. With the
arisi ng of [further] defilements, sentient beings wi ll fall into the evil
modes of exislenee.O'I
On the other hand, bodhisauvas, on perceiving the least sign of goodness in sentient beings, praise them. What do we mean by good? It is
the so called Buddha-nature. Bodhisattvas laud the Buddha-nature so
that sentient beings wi ll develop the thought of the most perfect
enlightenment. ro
Of similar import is the story of the Buddha's encounter with five hundred
brahmins, in which the Buddha declares explicitly that the Buddha-nature is in fact
not the self, but is called the self only for the sake of instructing sentient beings:
Good sons! Once, I was bathing in the Nairaiijana River ... At that
time, fi ve hundred brahmins also came to the riverside, and approaching where I was, they talked among themselves, "What has [Gautama]
done to achieve the diamond body? If Gautama has not taught that life
ends with death, we shall follow him and receive the rules of discipline
[of the Buddhist order]."
Good sons! At that time, I, with my power to discern olhers'
thought, knew what the bmhmins had in mind. So I spoke to these brahmins, "Why do you say that I teach that life ends with death?"
The brahmins repl ied, "Gautama, you have taught in various sutras
that all sentient beings are without self. If you preach [the idea of] noself, how can you maintain that [you have not taught that] life ends
with death? If there is no sel f, who keeps the rules of discipline, and
who trangresses them?"
The Buddha answered, "Surely, I have not preached that all sentient
beings are without self. [On the other hand,] 1 always proclaim that all
sentient beings possess the Buddha-nature. What else can the Buddhanature be if not the self! Thus, I have never taught that life ends with
death ... "
When the brahmins heard that the Buddha-nature is the self, there
immediately arose in their minds the thought of the most perfect
enlightenment; and soon, they left the household life to practise the
path of enlightenment. All birds of the air and animals of the land and
the sea [who were present at this discourse] also resolved to attain the
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supreme enlightenment, and with the arising of such thought. they soon
abandoned their (animal) fonn.
Good sons! The Bllddho-nature is in fact not the self For the sake of
{gu iding} sentient beings. / described it as the selF'
When so viewed, the tenct of the eventual Buddhahood of all sentient beings is
essentially a soteriological doctrine, the primary significance of which lies in its
efficacy in developing "the thought of the most perfect enlightenment" in man.
As the tenet is not the outcome of a systematic investigation of the nature of
reality, any wholesale attempt to interpret the Buddha-nature taught in the M NS
as entailing either (a) a pure essence or (b) II potency, should be looked upon
with some suspicion.
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63 The argument above would certainly appear inconclusive to those who are sympathetic with views tal and (b), for they also believe that the fulfilment of the Buddhanature in sentient beings in the future requ ires the satisfaction of various condi tions,
but that has not deterred them from investigating the metaphysical basis of sentient
beings' eventual deliverance. However it may be. this analogy between cream and the
Buddha- nature is significant for our present purpose, for it displays in the most
emphatic fashion the aversion to speculation on the ontological source of enl ighten·
ment, characteristic of the MNS. Several pages later, this simile of milk and cream is
again picked up for similar purpose:
The Buddha explained. " 1 have never maintained that there is (the nature
of] cream in mil k. When people say tha t there is [the nature of] cream in
milk. it is because [thcy see that] cream is produced from milk."
[The Bodhisattva Sil11hanada asked,) "World-honored one! Everything
produced surely must have its occasions."
[The Buddha replied,] "Good sons! When there is milk, there is no
cream, and there is also no curd, buller and ghee .... If there is [cream in
mi lk], why don't we give milk the double name [milk-cream]. just as we
call a person skillful in [ma king) both [articles of gold and iron) gold- and
black-smith? ... Good sons! There are two types of causes: first, direct
cause, and secondly, auxi liary cause. Direct cause is like milk which prod uces cream, and auxiliary cause is such as warmth and yeast [which arc
added to mil k to form cream]. Since [cream] is formed from milk, we say
that there is the nature of cream in milk."
The Bodhisattva Sil11hanada asked, "World-honored one! If there is not
the nature of cream in milk, there is also not the nature of cream in horns.
Why isn't cream formed from horns?"
(Thc Buddha replied,] "Good sons! Cream is also fonned from horns.
Why? I ha\'e mentioned two auxiliary causes of cream: first, yeast, and sec·
ondly, wann th. Since horns are wann in nature, they can produce cream."
[The Bodhisattva) Sil11hanada asked, "World-honored one! If horns can
produce cream, why do people who want cream look for mil k and not
horns?"
The Buddha replied, "Good sons! That is why I teach that there are [two
types of causes:) dircct cause and auxiliary cause.
(Ibid., pp. S30b, 1.2O-C. 1.6)
In this interesting dialogue, the bodhisatt va Sil11hanada represents the position of the
ordinary man, who sees the need of postulating "occasions" to account for the production of cream from milk. Thus. it is asked, if there is nothing in the composition of
milk which is especially conducive to the fonnation of cream. why do people who
wa nt cream look for milk, and not some other things such as horns? The Buddha, on
the other hand, consistently refuses to view thc matter this way. He declares that the
everyday assenion that there is cream in milk should not be taken literally as indicating the presence of the nature of cream in milk, but rather as a loose way of relating
the fact that cream is always fonned from milk, As for the question why peoplc look
for milk instead of horns when they need cream, the Buddha answered by classi fy ing
causes into two categories: direct and auxiliary. Milk is the first thing to come to our
mind in case we need cream because it is the direct cause. Furthermore, horns, being
warm in nature, can serve as the auxiliary cause of cream. So it is not totally wrongheaded if a person wanting cream asks for horns, because warmth, as the auxiliary
cause, is as necessary to the formation of cream as milk, This falli ng back on the
idea of two types of causes in the reply again will not satisfy questioners like the
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bodhisattva Sirphanida, for they can conti nuc to beg for the principle behind the division of causes into direct and aux iliary, as well as the ontological ground for regarding certa in causes as direct and other causes as auxil iary. It would take us too far
afield to follow the intricate and o ften quite unpromising discussion whic h follows the
above quotation, but if the two parties appear to be arguing at cross- purposes all
the time, that alone su ffices to demonstra te how strongly antipathe tic the M NS is to
the fonn of reductive reasoning exhibi ted in the interrogation of the bodhisattva
Sirphanada.
Ibid.. p. 53 1a, 1 1. 8~26.
Ibid., p. 58 13,1 1.1 7- 23.
Sec Ibid., p. 556a, 11 ,8- 2 1.
Thc story o f the bli nd man and thc elephant arc preceded by the following remarks:

Good sons! As sent ient beings are not [by nature) resistant to the Buddhana ture. we declare that they have [the Buddha-nature], As sentient beings
are heading strdight for [the Buddha-na ture], as they will some day possess
[the Buddha-nature l, as they will definitely attain [the Buddha-nature), and
as they will defini tely perceive {the Buddha-nature], wc thereby say that all
sentient beings ha\'e the Buddha·natu re.
(Ibid., p. 5500, 11.6- 8).
68 Of course, to those who are accustomed to look for an ellplanation for everythi ng, it
would seem nttessary to go on to inqui re for the metaphysical basis o f th is peculiar
propensity of the sentient to part icipate in the cssence of the Buddha, which is not
shared by the non-sentient. Furthennore, they WO\.lld question the M NS for repeali ng
the obvious, for is it not common knowledge that only beings wi th life and consciousness can be taught and so only they can apprehe nd the Buddha-nature? We have seen
that the MNS has inheri ted the anti-metaphysical attitude inherent in the doctrine o f
the middle way and the discuss ions on the in<ietenninale questions in earl y Buddhism, and so tends to view all searches fo r underlying ontological principles with
suspicion. As for the criticism o f repeati ng the obvious, the rep ly of the MNS wo ul d
be that what is obvious may still be of greal significance, especially in the realm of
practical religious life. See (v) below.
69 Of the fi ve modes o f existence in the realm of sarpsara, those o f animals, hungry
ghosts and beings in he ll are considered evil.
70 T. vol. 12, p. 517c, l.29-p. 5 18a, 1.4.
71 Ibid., p. 525a, 1.I2-b, 1.1.
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16.1. T he MahaparinirvaI:m-siitra and Others
After the Mahiiparinibbtlna-suttanta in Pali and its oorrt:sponding [OUf Chinese versions,
the six volume work of the MahaparinirviiT),aSUlra ( *.G:i1E~.t! ) , translated by Fa-bien (t.f:1m)
into Chinese, came into existence in the latest'period,l It must have been compiled in the
period 200-400 A. D. The postscript to the "Wandering Siilra" (Jrifi~ ) was added some
time between 300 and 400 A. D.2 Quile recen tly fragments of a Sanskrit version of the sutra
were discovered in Central Asia and published. 3 There arc two Chinese versions of a Mahayana
surra of the same title 4 and its Sanskrit fragments also were discove red.~ The sutra seems
to have been produced some time after Nagarjuna and before Vasubandhu,5 probably about
300-350 A. D.l An opinion has it that it saw light in the period 200-300 A. D. , the place of
production being K aSmir.8
In the Mahiiparinirvii'(/,a-sutra, ~ i . e. "flu Siitra of Great D(UMe (of the Buddha)", Siikya-muni is
quoted as havirlg said: "Seven Hundred years after my nirval,1a the devil Mara Papiyas will
gradually destroy my Truthful Law".!n In fact this sutra contains here and there passages
dt:Scribing the deterioration and persecution of Buddhism. As far as examination of existing
archaeological findings goes, inscriptions written in Khar<Y.?thi characters are confined to those
concerned with Buddhism. Most of those written in Brahmi characters before the Gupta
Dynasty are also related with Buddhbm. But, along with the founding of the Gupta Dynasty,
the stale of things so changed tha t nearly all the temples newly built were Hindu, those of
Ruddhism being e."{ceptions. ll I n fact, Buddhism was so ignored that BudJ.hist temples were
pulled down and
, building materials obtained thereby were used for the erection of Hindu
tcmples. This fact justifies one to conclude that the sutras in which references are made to the
downfa!l of Buddhism were written at the time of the Gupta Dynasty (320-500 A. D.) or some
lime after it . This is confirmed by the above-quoted prediction of Sakyamuni. With regard
1 K. Ishikawa: Vi Ccmm . V61., pp. 48, 66; Ohno, p. 227 f.
2 B. Ma tsurnoto: NihY"', p. 28.
3 E. Wa ldschmidt: Das lIfaMpariniTlJliTJ,osulro. Abhandlungen der Deu~en Akademic der Wi~nschaften
7;U Berlin, 1951,3 Tcile .
.. [A] *ti~n. 40 vob. Trarulated by Dharmaqema into Chinese. Taisho, No. 374. This is called
the N.o rthcrn Recension'. Translated into Japanese by Daijo T okiwa in XIK ., Nehanbu, vol5. I, 2.
[B] *.uj~.u 36 vols, revised by tl~ etc., Thh is called the 'Southern Recension'. Taisho, No. 375.
vol. X, p. 6051. This w.u edited in Chinese and trans lated into Japanese by Daito Shimaji in KDK., vob. 8,
9. Both recensions were explained in B. Shiio: KylJlm, pp. 276 f. The Southern R ecension was completely
translated from the Chinese into English by KOsM Ya mamoto---17u Mahayana MahaparinimIl'}4sUlTa, 3 vob.
Ubeshi: Karin Bunko, 1973, 1974, J975.
b One Sanskrit fragment was found in the K oyasan temple, the headquarten of J apanese Vajrayina.
(KogttJu, p. 570 r. Taifh6, vol. XII, p. 604.) Another fragment found in Central ruia, was pUblished in
Hoernle's ManUJ,ripl Remains p. 93 (H oemle', Ms., No. 143, SA. 4). This is another siit ra quite different
from the sutra of the same title published by Dr. Waldschmidt.
.
6 H . Kuno: SK., NS. X, No.4, p . 45; Shioda asserts that the former half of the Mahapariniroiil~'Nil/ra
was compiled before the BuddhaUia_jaJlra ({l..tUt) . (IBK., III, I, p. 349 f.).
7 H. Ui : K>Yilen, p. 82. (revised ed. pp. 130- 133)
a B. Matsumoto: Hih>Yi, p. 53.
9 H. K uno: SK., NS. X, No.4, 45.; Mochizuki (BuJdcfl. p. 255) IWCrts that the MaMparinir04TJ,a-sil/,a was
compiled early in the fifth century A. D.
320
10 "iXtij~JH::;akt~, Uilt1lJifj~.@: ~t'ft~j£i$;.Page
" T6ifho,
vol. XII, p. 643a.
II cr. Fle<':t: Gupta InSlriptjan.s.
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to the time of the death of Buddha, all legends conveyed in the Northern traditions agree
in saying that King ASoka appeared about one hundred yean. after the death of the Buddha. If
this is accepted as true, the time of the death of Buddha was, as Dr. Vi has surmised, 386 B.
C.n According to the estimation of the author, the death-year must be 383 B. G, because
of a slight modification in Dr. Vi's researches. IS As it is certain that the writer of the
Maluiparinirviir;ta-sUtra was cognizant of the legends, "700 years after my nirvaoa" corresponds
to the time of the beginning of the Gupta Dynasty.
The process of formation of the MaMparinirvd'rJ,a-siilra of Mahayana seems to have been as
follows-: u
1) First the Sanskrit original afthe six-volume recension was composed in India before
the formation of the tathdgatagarbha thought as in the Ratntlgotrauibluiga etc.
2) The formation of the Tathilgatagarbha thought.
3) The formation of the latter portion of the sutfa, corresponding to the latter thirty
volumes.
The consciousness of crisis of the Buddhist order was very strong in this sutra and in_other
sutras relevant to it,16 and was probably due to Hindu revival and the persecution of the
Buddhist order by the Hindus.
This sutra was once very influential in ancient China, and provoked controversy among
Buddhist thinkers. IG
The Mahii-jJdrinirv41JiNutra lT claims to be the last sermon before the passing away of the
Buddha, saying that it reveals the secret teaching which had not been preached before (i. e.,
in other sutras).18 Formerly, Buddhism, advocating the theory of Non-ego, was against the
theory of ahnan, but here in this scripture the Buddha teaches the theory of the Great Atman. 19
It was shocking to the Buddhists of that time, but the origin can be traced to ancient times. so
The Cosmic Body!J of the Buddha is eternal. Every human being is ·endowed with Buddhahood." A precursor of the concept of Buddhahood can be noticed even in the AbhidharmaMahiivibhd;d-silslra. n But here the concept was developed more extensivcly. It is likely that
the Mahaparinirvo7J,asUtra of Mahayana was greatly influenced by the Buddhdvata7[Jsakasiitra. tt
12 H. Vi: ITK. , vol. 2.
13 H. Nakamu~a: "On the Chronology of the Mauryan Dynasty", (JDMgakIJ, vol. 3, X, 1955, p. I fr.).
u K Osho Mi~utani in IBK. vol. II, No. 2, Ma~ch 1903, pp. 250--254.
16 KOshO Mizutani in IBX., voL 8, No.2, Macch, 1960, pp. 198-201. Mapp{> in Mahayana suttaa.
(Nikki Kimura in IBK. '101. II, No.1, Jan. 1963, pp. 130-131.)
1& i£lilJi's *~l!li:ii 2 'lob. translated into Japanese by S. NinomiYIl in KIX., KyOshobu, vol. 10.
I1The verse !mown as '~""'t1il*i{Z' in the MIIha/J<lritli~·siUra waa discU*d by Manto Cho, Buddhist
Seminar, No.4. (Xt. 1966. 60-68.
IS S. Miyamoto: Daij~, p. 77 f.
lQ Y. Kanakuia: Jiga dc., p. 195 f. H . Vi; 1nd4 Tttsugakwhi. There is a contradiction between the
thco~y of Non-<:go and that of the Great Atman, but they are teachings for expediency, and there is
DO contradiction. (Miyamoto; Daij~, p. 138 f.).
20 K. Tsulcinowa in BukkyD Kmkyii, '101. 3, No.3, p. 120 f.
21 Buddhaldya or dha~millya in the MaMparinirodtJ,4.Jiitra of Mahayana was discussed by K6sh(, Kawa_
mu~a, Shliky6 Kenkyil, Nr. 190, vol. 40, No. 3, Ma~ch 1967, 106--107; Tlftgahl KrnkyU, No.3, 1969, 15-39.
:2 R. Kambayashi in Kihuz SbiikyD KtnJ:.yu, vol. I, No.2, p. 2 f. The SaMuit original of 'Buddhahood' is in many cases 'buddha-dMlu' o~ '/flf{Ibuddho.-gotra.' (Mizutani in IBK., vol. 4, No.2, p. 550 f.).
Buddhahood is discussed by Tokugen Sakai in IBK., vol. 5, No. I, Jan. 1957, pp. 227-230; vol. 6, No.
2, March 1958, p. 130 f.
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This text is a synthesis of various thoughts. According to the teaching of this sutra, the
condemned men (lcchantikas) are evil by nature and yet their Buddhahood can be realized
by practice. 1o Its own Disciplines are ruled in this sutra." The D~iplines of the bodhisattva
are called 'the Five Kinds of Practice' (lin), i. c. I ) thc Noble practice (Wlfi), i. e. keeping
of precepts, practising meditation, and developing wisdom; 2) the Pure Practice (jitfi), i.
e. compassionate deeds for the sake of living beings; 3) the Practice by Heavenly Reason
(~fi), i. 'e. spontaneous superb acts for the sake of others; 4) the Compassionate Deeds
as if for Babi~ ( ~nfj), i. e. the practice of secular good deeds, and 5) the Practice of
Sickness (;Nfl), i. e. the deeds of sharing sufferings with those who need help. Having
practised these, one should enter into the Practice of Buddha ( TatMgata-caryd), which is
formless (1!!t;Jll) and actionlC$S (1!!tl:f¥). (The Southern Recension, vol. II.Taisho, vol. XII, p. 673 b.)
The MaMparinirvii1).a-siitra of Mahayana was critical of the disciplines of Hinayana. I7 In the
earlier part of the Mahi'iparinirvii'rJ,asiUra giving (dana) to the order of monks and nuns is
encouraged, whereas in the latter part giving to people in general also was exhorted. ' s
The Buddhist order represented in dIe fonner par:t of the Mahiiparinirva1JA.-rutra consisted
of homeless f'fionks and nuns as in Conservative Buddhism, whereas in the latter half of the
sutra the order included laymen also and the significance of faith was emphasized as a combining force of the order; punishment (including execution) of those who slander Mahayana is
enjoined, which was an exceptional case in the history of Buddhism.n
The concept of permanence of the Cosmic Body of Buddha was discussed in the MaJz4parinirvii1).a-siltra. In this connection the DluJrmaJarira-siltra (?fj;;A-i!)W explains the concepts
of dharmakaya and ninn41;Lakdya.
The Tang-Iai-pim--ching (MBR:~~¥;),'1 the FIl-mieh ..drin-ching (fj;;~fi~J,u the NtmdimilrarJaddnll Ta-i..lo-Jum ..nan-t'i-mi-t(}-lo-s(}-shu(}-ja..chu..chi (*~Il~.m~~lIm~?:ii:t£ta) ,U translated by Hsiian-tsang are excerpts from the MaJuiparinirv6:r).(J-Sutra of Mahayana.3"t
The Satra oj the Ttachings Left by 1M BuddluJ GA~il: alias ~;ti:i.lEJ!IIIa-~fic~)n
translated by Kumarajiva claims to be sermons at the death-bed of Lord Buddha. This sutra
24 K6$h6 Kawamura, T6y6gakll KenJ:yii, No. 5, 1971, 49-06.
26 l cchantika was di.$c~ by Kflshll Mu:utani in IBK .• vol. to, No.2, March 1962, p. 110 f.; ditto:
in detail in ~ullft Diligak .. K,nkyU K~, No. 40, Dec. 1961. DaijO Tokiwa in Shiikfl Kinen 1Wruhil, pp.
713f. Shiik6 Tsuchihashi: B~gaku Ken);y(J, vol. 7, 1952,pp. 60-75.
~ Tsuchihuhi in Ryukok" Daigaku Rlmsha, No. 345. p. 203 f.; B. Shiio: Ky6ttn, p. 308.

:n T.ugunari Kubo in IBK. vol. 11, No.2, March 1963, pp. 162-163.
Tsugunari Kubo in IBK. vol. XII, No.2, pp. 175-178.
Kubo in IBK. vol. XIII, No.2, March 1965, pp. 198-207.
so TaiJM, No. 766. Translated into Chinese by l'J;;Jt alias Dharmadeva. The Sanskrit title was tenta·
tively given by U. Wogiliara in Index to Nanjio Catakgue. p. 119. This version was translMed into Japanese by Tokuon TajiIna in KIK., KyOshiibu, vol. 15.
SI Taislw, vol. 12, p. 1118.
32 TlliJM, vol. 12, p. 1118. KOjWl Mino surmises that tbill sum came into existence in the fourth century
A. D. (G. Ono: Bwslw KaisdSTJ Daijiltn {l..Ml~.*!$A, vol. X, p. 121).
33 T aislw, vol. 49, p. 12.
S4 B. Ma tsumoto, op. cit., p. 106.
96 TIlUho, No. 389, vol. 12, p. iliO. {l.e~.1I!.~, tr. into Chinese by Kumirajiva. It was tr.
into Japanese by SOgen Yamagarni ill KDK., vol. 11; tr. into Japanese by Maaafumi Fukaura in KIK.,
Ky&bubu, vol. 3. Cf. Ohno, p. 244 f. The Siilra of llu Ttadljngs Lift by ~ Buddha, tr. intO Chinese
hy Kumirajiva. Tr. by P. K. Eidmann. Koyala
Yamamoto & Co., Ltd., 3-cl1ome, Fushimi·machi,
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was much esteemed among Zen Buddhists of China and Japan. Some scholars hold the opinion that it is mere excerpts from the Mahdparinirv4:r),a-sutra,SG whereas others hold the opinion
that it is excerpts from the chapter MaMparinirvi11)A of me BuddJuuarita. s7 In any case, it has a
close relation to the last scene of the Buddha in the above-mentioned works and f1,.*1imi!.58
It seems to have been composed after Mvagho~. Another sutta (~~~) ,89 being similar
to the Sutra of the Teachings uft by tJu Buddha in content, teaches the proper mental attitude of
monks (hhilqu.s).
.
Another well-known anthology of words of the Buddha is the " Forty-tw() &ction Siltra"
(1!9+2ijt:Q:).40 The contents of this sutra were taken mostly from the scriptures of early
Buddhism. This scripture was greatly elaborated on in China.4 l Finally, this sutta became
very popular in China and Japan.
The texts of the MaM-parinirvi11)A-.si1trQ can be used as a ~rt of chronological standard, by
which the dates of other suttas can be determined. 4 :! The Mahiikt1nl1J4-pWJ4ariJca-satra (::kiM'!
iI!~)43 came into existence before44 the appearance of the Mahapariniroi11)4-.sUtra of Mahayana,
as did the CaturMraka-samtldhi-siitra (:1J~~UU!)d and I!QjtT=~.46 In the Karu~Ld
pll'ryJariJca-siitra O riginal Vows of various Buddhas including Amiw.yus are set forth. These
Vows are advanced further along the line of Mahayana than those in other sutrasY
The Sanskrit text of the Chinese versions of the Saroa-J!U1),ya-samuccaya-samadhi-siitra (i. e.,
Tbzg-chi-chung-te-san-mti-ching ~m31Htt=::'.~48 in three volumes and the :m-WJ:m~~ 'i
in three volumes) also came out before the Malulparinirvil1)4-.si1tra of Mahayana. 60

!Ie B. Matsumoto: Bullen, p. 129 f.
S7 KDgrlsu, p. 599 f.
Obno, p. 241
38 Fukaw-a: op. cil., inuod.

a.

f.

3$ TaiJ"", No. 799. Tr. into Chinese by I-tsing. Translated into Japanese by H okei Icb;umi in XIK.,
KyOsh.ubu, vol. 12.
40 1!9+=..-H., Tau"", No. 784. Tr. into Chinese by KMyapa M1tailga and Dhannarakp. io 75 or 76
A. D. Th.is was tr. ioto Japanese by s.5gen Yamagami in KDK., vol. 1; translated by Fukaura in KIX.,
KyOshUbu, vol. 3. l IS Ming text (~Jl*) seems 10 have been composed in e::. 960-1019 and its Sui
text (j$$) in e::. 1019-1100. (5Oc:k.i Suctuki in Tttsugaku Zass/li, No. 271, Sept. 1909, p p. 1-26.) On the::
prototype of this sutra, d. H. Haclunann, A&/a OrimtaliD, vol. V, 1921, 197-237. [Enallsh translationJ
The Sutra of 42 5e<:tions and Two Other Scriptures of the MahAyAna &hool. Translated from the Chinese
by Chu Ch'an. London: The Buddhist Sodety, 1947. This book includes the English trallliatiolU of
The SUtra of the Doc::trine Bequeathed by the Buddha and The Siltra. on the Eight Awakenings of the
Gn:at Ones.
fl Fukaura: op. &it., introd.
42 The c::hronologic::al relation of the MflhO~-nitra to other IiItras is discussed by Enkbi Oc::h6,
Otani GaJ:uh~, vol. 51, No. I, July 1971, 1- 17.
43 KaI'llf)4Put).(/IU/h:. Edited with Inuodue::tion and Notes by t ubi Yamada, 7: vo\,. London: Sc::bool of
Oriental and Afrkan Studies, University of London, 1968. Reviewed by J . W. de: J ong, IIJ. vol. XIII,
No.4, 1971,301-313; by YQken. Ujitani, SIIv.J;i Nm~, NO$. 5-7, 1968-1970, 85-81. The Ollnesc version:
TaiJJuJ, vol. 12, p. 952.
Ohno, p. 245.
«B. Matsumoto: Hilry6, p. 96 f. The SaDlikrit title of this , utra is given in the Tibetan venion.
4Ii TaisM, vol. 12,9 11 .
f6 B. Matsumoto: H iAfl, p. 94 f.
47 Yuken Ujitani in IBK. vol. XIII, No. 1, Jan. 1965, pp. 221-226•
.a Cf. Wogihara: InJQ<, p. 98, Tau"", XII, p. 973. Thil is another venion of m~-tI~.
a G. Ono: Buss"" Kautlsu Daijiltn, vol. V, p. 216.
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Tathagata-garbha T exts

"The Perfect One's Matrix" (taJhagata·garbha) l is, according to some later Buddhist thinkers, the ultimate reality, from which the cycle of birth and death of all living beings arises.
In this principle, the mortal and the immortal coincide with each o ther. The term implies
the meaning that the Perfect One resides latently within the existence of living beings.' It is
also the source out of which the Buddha, the Law, and the. Brotherhood can come out. 3
•
TIle thou3ht of the Dependent Origination from tatMgatagarbha developed from the combination of the idea of tathdgata-garbha with that of dlaya-lJijildna 4
The idea of buddhadhiitu is admitted implicitly in the Lotus S iitra.~ The concept of ta/luIgata-garMa has something that can be compared to the philosophy of ScheUing. G Although
the origin of this concept can be traced to earlier periods, it developed in later days.? Scrip.
tures explaining the concept ofTa thaga tagarbha8 may be classified according to the following
three periods :0_
First period; No interchange with the thought of Alayavijiiana as yet took place. The
siltcas produced in this period are as follows: the first outcome of the tathagatagarbha thought
IS the Talhdgatagarbhasutra ( *n~:ru:.*~tl and *1Jrt:jn~~VO The Pu-tsing-pu-chi.enI David Seyfort R uegg: La tlJiqri. du TalMgawgarbhrl d du w,lTa. Etudn sur Ia soliri%gi' d /a ~
du Bauddl,ulRI . PEFEO , Vol. LXX. Pari.. : Ecole FraD~ d' Extr~me-OrieDt, 1969. Thi.. is a d etailed
study on some major concepts of the philosophical sys teou of Maha.yana. 11 consists of four parts. The
fun part deals with gotra, the second pan with M'!)'4na, the third part with ta th~gatagarbha, and the
fourth part with the natural luminosity (pab/uIsuara) of Mind. Probably thi.. is the fint attempt of elucidating important concepts of. Mahllyana p hilosophy. R eviewed by JincM Takasaki, II). vol. XV, No.4,
1973, pp. 292-299. CI David SeyfOft Ruegg: On the Dge Lugs Pa Theory of the IatluJgalagarbhrl. Prali_
diinam, 500-509. j ikidO T akasaki: NyoraizJJ ShiJ6 /10 K tis,i (:AIlU.m.lJO)W.Iit--i ;"- r*~v..(t,\!l.milt9{.
The formation of the Tathllgatagarbha thought ). Tokyo: Shunjilnsha, M arch 1974. xxii+779+106 pp.
2 H . Ui: Yuishin 110 J USin, p. 68 f. The problem of fai th (JraddM) in the TatMgatagarbha. theory was
d iscwsed by J. Takasaki, Ko1tll;lUfwa K iyd, \·01. 22, March 1964, 86-109. The history of the study on
tathiiga tagarbha. was traced by KOshO M i:r;utani, BukkyIJ Daigalcu Ktnkyii. Kiyd, Nos. 44 and 4S, 245--277.
S Zuiryli Nakamura in Osalci GakuM, No. 97, p . 135 f.
4 Shinkai h hibashi, IBK. vol. 16, No. I, M arch 1968, 363-366.
a IBK. vol. XX, No. I, Dec. 1971, 337-341.
5 K OshirO Tamaki in Shiiky6 Kmkyil, vol. 33, No. 2 (Nr. 161 ), F eb. 1960, p p. 12-34; No.4 (Nt.
163), March 1960, pp. 11 - 35.
7 S. Katsumata in K ika1/. Shiiky6 Kmkya, vol. 4, No. 4, p. 288 f.
8 The thought of lalh6gatagarbha IS precisely explained in H . Vi; Indo T t tsugakushi, pp. 406 ff.; 4241f. ;
S. Kauumata in Ui Comm. Vol., p. 143 ff.; Shoko Watana be in SeMi Tttsugaku-shi K~Uf (-tI!::,w.W"'~.
lK), vol. 7, T okyo, Hikari no ShoM, pp. 287 ff. The concept of talMgalagarbhrl is diKulSCd by M ochizuki in Bultan, p. 700 f.; T akao Kagawa in IBK., vol. 5, No. I, Jan. 1957, p. 140 f.; K OshO Mizulani
in IBK,. vol. 5, No. 2, March 19Si, p. 166 f. ; KOohir!) Tamaki in IBK., vol. 7, No.2, March 19S9,
pp. 260-270 ; diuo (in Eng!. ) IBK. vol. 9, No. I , Jan. 1961, pp. 386 f.; KOkan Ogawa in lBK. vol.
8, No. I, Jan. 1960, p p. 296--299, by M asashige Shim)Ofa in IBK., vo l. 10, No. I, Jan. 1962, pp. 128 f.
Such worcb as dMtu, buddlw -dMlu, kllhagata -dhiilu, gulra, lalhagata-gutra, and buddhagarbha are used as ,ynony_
IJU of /alhdgala..&arbha in philocophical lexts. (R ymai Ichikawa in lEK., vol. 8, No. I, Jan. 1960, p. )84
r.). The term ':AIl*S' in Paramartha's translations was examined by Yukio H aua in IBK. vol. 14,
No. I, Dec. 1965, pp. 193- 196.
~ S. Katsumata: Ui CCmm. Vol., p. 143 f.; K agawa asseru that the tathagatagarhhaw.tra is the ear_
liest among the scriplures $Cuing forth the conception
Page 324of tathiiga tagarbha. (IBK., IV, I, p. 196 f.).
lOTwo vob. Taislw. No. 666. Tr. into Chinese by Buddhabhadra. Tr. into J apanese by DaijO Tokiwa
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ching (:::Y'!t):;:fd)11 is a later development of the former. The AnutMrMraya-sutra (WItshang-i. .thing ~J:.1tdIJ u sets forth the theories of the Three Bodies, the Five Gotras and the
potential Duddhahood of the damned (lcchanti.ka.s). The Sri-miWJtkul-si'!lhanada-siltr4,U the
MaJr4-parin.j~-siitra, the Maltdbhni-Mroka-parivarla-siilr4 (*~IiQ). the A1igulit1UilwHulra
(~RU!) . etc. belong to this period. Of the above-mentioned siitras, as the Anuttardfrayamtra is considered to have been written around 350 or before 400 A. D.,16 the other siitras of
the first period were probably its contemporaries. It has been made clear that the Anu!tariUraya-siitra is a composition based. upon the RalnagQtTavibhdga, reshaping its contents into the
frame of sutra style and keeping stress on the bodhi aspect which is the ultimate basis (anuttardJraya) . I ~

The SMng-t'ien-wang-pan-jo-po-lo-mi--ching Cm~ :EiUii2tilHi~) incorporated and modified many passages of the Wu·s!wng·i.dung. The former must have been composed posterior
to the latter and also to the Uttara·tantra·JdsJra. 1'
The Candrottardddrikd-sfUra, whose principal figure is a girl named Candrottara, a daughter
of Vimala·kirti, the layman, a1so embraces the thought of tatlulgata.garhha.n
The San)(wuddJuuMaya-m'atdra-jnW[oka·alariMra-sii.lra, alias }n4n41oka-sillra is cited in the
RaJnagotrauihlulga and other texts. It exists in Tibetan, and fragmen ts of its Sanskrit original
and it! Chinese version were found in Central Asia.18
The Sthirddhy6Jaya-parivarland-sillra is a scripture of the same trend. It exists in Tibetan
alone. a
Second period: Although both tatlulgatagarhha and aJayavijniJrIIJ, are simultaneously explained, no clear explanation of their relations was made as yet. Scriptures produced in this period
were the Buddhatva-JiJslra ({ktE.), the MahliydnasUtTtJiaTiMra, and Commentaries upon the
Mah4y4n4-satpparigrw-JdstTa (ta*~.~) etc.
Third period: The doctrine of the Dependent Origination through tath4gatagarbluJ (:Ril*
ll:fj~) was completed by adopting the doctrine of 41ayauijn4na. Siltras produced in this
period were the l..aiiXdlJaJdrasfllra, the GluJrllJf!JiUuJ-sii.lra (WMiQ), and the MaM.ydM-Jraddlwtin }(JK., Ky6sho.bu, vol. 6. Ky&hun T&iO edited a collated edition of the Tibetan and two Chinese
YCniolU. ((AmpiJfaIUM Slud;! in ChiMu tmd Tibltan IMls of Tath4gatagarbM Sulra, compiled by Bully(! Bunka
Kcnlr.yilsho. Kyoto, Bukky6 Bunka KcnkyilIho. 1959. 6+ 13 1 pp.) Translated by Jikid6 Tabuki from the
Tibetan into Japallcsc. Dfliid B"tlm, vol. 12. Tokyo: Chii6k6rOl1.!ha, May 1975.
II TaiJM, No. 666. Tt. into CbiOCV' by Bodbiruci. Tr. into Japanese by OaijO Tokiwa in }(JX., K~
sAub'" vol. 6. Translated by Jikid6 T abu ki from the Chinese into Japanese. Dtlijd Brdlel, vol. 12.
8~ GilktUtIl Km_
T okyo: ChI16k6ronsba, May 1975. DiacuIIcd. by Jikid6 Takuaki in ~Z4l»/J
9U Xi.14, No. 23, March 1965, pp. ~107.
1) TNM, No. 669. Tr. into OJ.incae by Pan.trL1rtha. Tr. into Japancx by DaijO Tokiwa in XIK.,
Ky6shiibu, vol. 6. D. Tokiwa aaau that thia Ritr"a came intO cUslencc in the age of A&ailga and
Vambandhu. (G. ODO: BII.UM KllisdSll Daijitm, vol. X, p. 4(9).
u cr. tllJirll. The tathlgata-garbba thougbt of thia Ritra was discIuIcd by Nanta in 81Jl:k.J6 D/ligah
Gaki<M, vol. I, p. 36 f.
Ii H . Ui: K;16lm, p. 89. (revised ed. p. 10)
16 JikidO Takasaki (in Eng!.) in IBK., vol. B. No., 2 Match 1960.
Takuaki aueru that
did lIot exist prior to Param!rtha, but was composed by Pararnirtha
based upon the &lnIIJOtrauibh4Ja. JikidO Tah,aki in YUki Cmnm. VoJ. pp. 241-264-.
I'Muuhi,e Shinoda in IBK. vol. XIII, No.2, Matc.h 1965, pp. 19.>-197.
17 Tbil point was ,tressed by Ninkaku Tabda in 18K., vol. 5, No. I, Jan. 1957, pp. 83-$.
IS Kcnryil T...,Jcinowa and SbUki Yoshimura in Page
AI_III
SnindieD, vol. I, pp. 136-137.
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pddlJidstra etc.
The Lari.k4vatiira-siitratt claims that Sikyamuni went to the island of Lanka (Ceylon) and
taught this sutra. There are several versions of this siitra, onc fairly different in content
from another,n In view aftbe fact that it contains quotations from the Srimd14dtuisi'1llumMa,
Hastikalqya, Mahiimeglw, A1).gulimiilika-siilras t tc.,n it is impossible to consider that this sutra
existed before the time of Vasubandhu. Probably it was produced about 400,21 or in the
fourth ccntury,u Some scholan say that it is likely that the Lari,k4wt4ra-siitra was compiled
in 3~, and therein we find the theory of Eight VijiUnas in its incipient stage.1i
Another scholar holds the view that this sutra came into existence sometime between the
sixth and seventh centuries. le
This sulra clainu that the Buddha taught the two dhannas, i. e. praJy4tmadlwmatd
and paurifTJ,asthitidhannaI4. u In this sUlra all phenomena were regarded as the manifestation
of deluJ-bhoga-prati$/hdbluJT!, uijfilJ1uJm, i. e. the manifestation of the intelligent subject in the form
of tklw, blwga and prati$/h4. u The tathagatagarbha thought in this siitra seems to be hybrid
and inconsistent."
In the LarildvaJ4ra-sQtra De basis of the Four Noble Truths was thought to be Mind. so
This siitra represents similar thought to the Gt1lUjap4tiiya-/c4riJcds and the Yogao4si$Jha,Sl
and it had some contacts with the Sarpkhya school. II
:IOThe Sanskrit text was edited. BunyU Nanjio: The I.arik4ua14r" Slil,,,. Bibliotheea Otaniensia, vol. I,
K yoto, 1923. Reprinted with S. Yamaguchi's preface, Kyoto, Otani UniYCnity 1956. All 1/1du 111 tM
l.mik4Dat4r" Sui." ( NanjiD EdiliM). Sanamt-Chine:$e-Tibetan, Chinese-Sanakrit, &nd Tibetan.sanskrit. Compiled by D. T. Suxuki. Kyoto, The Sanskrit Buddhist Tots PublishiD&' Society, 1934. Reprint, Tokyo,
The Suzuki FOWldation, June 1965. The Saoakrit tOtt was translated into Japanese by Bun)'\1 Nanjio
and Hokei Ichumi <n~ADal, Kyoto: Nanjio Sensei Koki Kinen Shukupb.i (Mf;fd~!:ti!iM2:t;ti
.~) ++16+222 pp. Recenlly an improved Japanese translation was publlib.ed.--&ttb1l1l WII}'IIhI
Nf076,dk,16, ~I'RAStrJl~). Tranalated by KOaai Yasui. Kyoto: HOWun, July 1976. The I.mlU_
lItlt4riWl,,,, If, into Englim by Daiseu. TcitarO Suzuki. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1932; reprint
1956.
EW., vol. VIII, No. I, p. 110. D. T. Suxuki: Studiu in tJu ~t4rtuiUr" (Routledge, 1930).
Reviewed by G. Tucci, EW. vol. 8, 1957, 110. At'1JW 10 vob. TaiWI, No. 671. Tr. by Bodhiruci
into Chinese. 'I'hi5 text, which is difficult to read, was tr. into Japanese by DaijO Tokiwa in KlK.,
Ky6Ibilbu, vol. 7. There exisu an Old Khotanese tran.,Jation or the ~Iir". (MIIIIIIlIImI<l ~,
wi. 4, Appendjx, p. 3~). Some poillts in the euliot CUnese ven.iOIi of the ~jI wen: eu.mincd
by Jikid6 Tah..ki, 1m. }iI OkwlD. Ccmzm. 1'01. (Oct. 1976), pp. 959-972. Akin Suganuma: The Five
Dhannas ~,,) in the Laitklvatar.ul1ua, IBK. vol. 15, No.2, March 1967, 32-39 (in Engl.);
aho, ditto: ~g.m. Ktnk.JQ, No.5, 1971 , 203-22 1. Karnalaiila explains three vena of the ~MrIJ1Il/r" (vv. 256:-258). (Takethi i\l:uma, IBK. vol. 15, No.2, March 1967, 152-153.)
liD. T. Suzuki: SK., V, 6, p. 19 f.
12 Ed. by B. Nanjio and H . l<izumi, p. 222, l, 19, p . 233, l, 4; p. 258, l, 4.
ISH. Ui: KJdlm, p. 94. (revised ed. p. 149) ; Contrary to this opinion, Mr. Shioda thinb that the
L",U'_I4r, was compiled probably Won: the BuJdIuJtvtI-~I,,, (i/..Ol. (IBK., Ill, I, p. 249 f.).
I' WinlemilZ, p. 337.
I6Naoya Funahashi, BuddhiJ;1 Stminar, No. 13, May 19?1, 40-50.
_Tabi in IBK., vol. 2, p. 332. cr. Poussin, MeB. vol. I, 1932, +10-+12.
J'1 Akira Silganuma, ShiiJ;~ KtIIkyU, Nr. 189, vol. 40, No.2, Nov. 1966, 43-66. The term -,,"1.7611114AmnDU' in this slitra was di5C\I.SICCI by K. Kawada in IBK. vol. 14, No. I, Doc. 1965, pp. 1-9. (in
""""")
• JWd6 Takanki, ill the journal Brd:kyri:I,/Jh, the inaugural number, 1976, pp. 1-26.
• Kobn Ogawa in IBX., vol. 9, No. I, Jan. 1961. pp. 2 13-2 16.
10 Kwnataro Kawada in IBX. vol. XII, No. 2, Much 1964, pp. 35-88.
UABhOR I, XXXVI, 19~, p. 298 f.
Page 326
IIJ. W. Hauer: DU LmithMr--.n1lri3 rwJ d.tu S4~. Stuttgan: Koblhammer, date unknown.
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This sutra was very influential in Zen Buddhism. u
According to the Mahdydnddhisamaya-.rutra, (*~filltl:~), S4 Vjbhi~l,la , the RavaJ;1a king,
comes from Lanka, and the Buddha teaches the Mahayana d octrine.
The MahiighaaavyOha-sfllra36 sets forth a synthesis of the concepts of tathiigatagarbluz,
dlayauijndno. and Glzana-vyilha. One scholar holds the view that this sutra came into existence
sometime between the sixth and seventh centuries,&G whereas oth ers hold that trus sutra was
composed la ter than the Lankfivatlira. ti Another scholar clearly states that it was composed
in about 600-676 A. D.sS

The M ahiiyano.-iraddhotpiida-fiislra, ( **~ Ifi ) which was traditionally ascribed to
Asvagh~, and whose Sanskrit originaP9 was lost, has been used as a basic text of Buddhist
philosophy in China and Japan. One scholar supposes the date of the MahdytinaJraddMtpada~
§dstra to be prior to Asanga. 40
In this text, Nescience (auid)'d) is the source of all mundane existence. u Because of Nescience, the false assumption which ascribes existence to phenomena of the objective world
comes forth. False assumption is not mere non~being; being and non-being a t the same time.
It is without its own essence, and not apart from the fundamental Mind." The whole si t u~
a tion of human existence is called "suchness", which involves negation as its momentum
within." Mundane existence comes to an end by awakening to the truth. u Various kinds of
practices4~ are mentioned in this text, but Japanese thinkers explained that, viewed from the
basic thought of this text, practices are unnecessarytG for enlightenment.
33 The idea of tathii gatagarbha and Zen, discu.ssc:d by Giy(\ Nishi, Zen Btmkll KmkJWh~ Kiy6, . No.3,
o.:c. 1971, 1- 20.
8( T wo vols. T aiJ/w, No. 673. Tr. into Chinese by JMnayaSas (M~.~*) into Chinese in 570 \A. D.
Tr. into Japanese by H 6kei Idzumi in KIK., Ky&hubu, vol. II.
:IIi ~I1tU 3 vob. TllisIw, No. 682. T r. in to Chinese by Amoghavaj ra in 762-765. Tr. into Japanese
by Daij6 T oki wa in KIK., K y6shllbu, vol. 16. There il another Chinese version by Divikara (676-688 A. D.).
3G T a ka ; in IBK., II, p. 332.
37 H . Ui: KJ{J/m, p. 97. (revised ed. p. 153.)
$8 D. T olciwa: fIJI. tit, introti.
a~ There exist two chinese veniolU, one by Paramirtha, and the other by Silc#.nanda. The former
was tr. into English by D. T. Su~uki. Recently a new tranJlation was published. YO$hi to S. Hakeda: TIu
AWlIkming qf Faith, AllTiblltd 1(1 A!w.ghOfa. Translated with commentary. New York and London: Columbia
Univ. Press, 1967. Reviewed by K enneth K . l nada, PhEW voL XIX, No. 2, April 1969, 195-196; by Rudolf
W agner, ZDMG. Band 120, 1970, 426. The constituent elemenu of the MaJulydn4 Jraddlwlptida can be traced
to earlier Siil TaS and treatises. H iroo Kashiwagi in IBK. vol. II, No.2, March 1963, pp. 255-259. This
treatise was discussed. by 5higeo Kamata, T oryo Blmka KmkyWlw K jy<l, No. 49, March, 1969, 43-11 6 .
.rJMMSIlMmi OJU. EM.' 172- 189 .
41 Sw:uki in 18K., vol. I, No.2, p. 122 r.
42 Y. Uyeda in Vi Comm. Vol., pp. 99 f.
'3 Junsh6 Tanaka. in NBGN. , vot 8, p. 37_f.
"Ito in KikatJ Sh~ K~, vol. 5, No.2, p. 29 f.
.
~ Meditation in the MaJulylina1r(lddiwlp4da./dstro was d iscussed by S. MaUunarni. Mat.!\lIIl1mi Coli. EsJ. 190-200.
4a Ka~uo Ito in NBGN., vol. 14, p. I f.. D. T. 5w:uki: "AJooghOfa's DisuJrnse (nI III. Awakening qf Faith in
tJu MaJuly.frul ." Chicago: Open Court, 1900. In Japan there have h<:en pub1Wted many editiolU of Paramlrtba',
version. The best and most reliahle il H . Ui : Daij~ KishWon (*~~11.) , ed. and tr. in to Japanese
and anno tated by H . U i, lwanami Bunko, June 1936. T okyo, Iwanami Shoten. 148 pp. Before it the text
was tralUlated into Japanese by Shink6 Mochizuki in KlK. , ROlUhiibu, vol. 5. Formerly Sensh6 Murakami',
Daij6 KisMnron K6uIa, (~~-f!• •~ Ie<:: tures on the Mflh4ytin4JradJJwlp4liD_kUlTa, To~: Heigo Shuppansha,
1919. 3+ 289 pp.) was well known. The text wu
tr&lUlated into colloquial Japanese by ShOkO WataPage 327
nabe, in ~l Buld:y6, vol. I, Nos. 1-4. Recently a detailed exposi tion was publWted.- Sh6M Take-
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The Mahdytina-iTaddlwtpMa-Jdstra was very influential in the philosophy of the Fua-yen
sect of China. ~T
The Ratna-gotra-uibMga-rTuUlIlydna-uttaratantra-Jdslra will be discussed in the next Part.
In "the Bodhisattva Ornament SUtra"·8 Sakyamuni, who is called by the honorific name
"Bodhisattva Ornament," propounds the concept of uijniItuJ grounded on nothingness.
In the DaibutcM-slwry6gon-gyo ( Ta-Jo-ting-shou-Ung-yen-ching )49 aJso, the talhagaltJ-gaTbha
though t is found. 50
10 the tathagatagarbha-sutras our original Pure :Mind (citta-prakrtipariiuddha) was compared to gold (jatariJpa), and this metaphor can be tfaced hack to the scriptures of Early
Buddhism,u In these sutcas the four features of the Cosmic Body of the Tathagata are
acknowledged, i. e. nirya, dhnwa, /iva, and JMvata. n

The concept of tathdgatagarb/uJ gave r ise to the idea of parifJdmikl cyuti (transmigration in the
condition of not being defiled by affiictions).u
In Central Asia there has been preserved an Uigurian work elucidating the Tathagatagarbha thought. ~~

mura, Daijll Kishinroll K6wa (*~.iiH!IIa ~§i A lecture on the Mahiiyina-s'). Kyoto: H yaltlr.aen, Jan.
1959. 2+3+311 + 7 pp. The thought of this ta t waa philowphic.ally discussed by Shi nichi H i-iamatsu
in h is Ki.shin /10 Kadai (E1!o:>llfjJ Problems of the awakening of faith). Tokyo: K libundli, July 1947.
3+ 123 pp. All the trarulatioDl and commen taries were ment ioned in MauUIJl()to: Bultm, p. 49 f. Once
Shinkli Mochizuki published the theory that the M aJuiyiMJradJhqtpirio was not composed by an I ndian,
but by some Olinese (ShiikylJ Kenkfi, NS., vol. 3, No.5, p. 63 f. ). But this assumption was refuted by
many scholars (e. g., Matsumoto in S~ Kmkyii, NS., V(ll. 3, No.4, p. 81 f.; T. Hayashiya in Shii_
ky6 KmA:yii, NS., voL 3, No.6, p. 75 f.; ditto: Buk"", o/Obi Bukkydshi /10 .Kmk1ii, vol. I). SlicM Suzuki
h eld the opinion that this text ascribed to Paramlrtha was not virrually translated by him, No.2. p. 49 f.
but by Bodhiruci or someone among his followers (Shiikyd Ktnkyfi, vol. 5, No. I , p. 21 f.; vol. 5, No.2,
p. 49f.), but this opinion also was not adopted by othen. Hiroo Kashiwagi doubts the reliability of
the traditional ascription of the new Chinese version of the Awakening of Faith to $iqananda. (IBK.,
V(ll. 10, No.2, March 1962, p. 124 f. ). In any ease, it is certain that this text was composed ..rter
Nlg1rjWla (MatsumQto : BuJtm, p. 35 f.). A philosophical intctpn:tation of the teachings of the Sraadholp4aaJ43t7a was given by Sokli Okamoto in IBK., V(ll 6., No.2, 1958, March, pp. 146-149. The concept
of the mundane menw func tion (~Z:) was discussed by Y. Uyeda in Ui Comm. Vol., pp. 10 1
r. I n the Malt4,Jd'Mfraddhclpaia-ltfslra the Awakening of Aspiration (<<Iit~Ic.,r is .set forth a.s JCVenfold.
(Hiroo Kashiwagi, 1BK. vol. 16, No. I, March 1968, 58-63.)
Western scltolan are very doubtful about the name and nationality of the aut hor of the MaMydnairaddlwtpadaJ4st7a. Erich Frauwallner: Tul~ der i/ldise/ull Philwophu B. and 2. Di, PAiumphi . aU Budfihismus. Berlin: Akademie
Verlag, 1958.
J. Rabder in PhEW., vol. X, Nos. 3-4, 1960, p. 171. U. Wogihara suggests that the
Sanakrit title of *b181S is Mahdydna_prlUtIJia.prabhilltlJllJ, based upon the M~ljNllti. (~Ifi.:f:.1§1
U1E~1Jt , p. 73). In the Tibetan Tripi\aka there is a. work of the same title (Tlihoku Catalogue 144).
However, the content of this work has litt]e to do with ;;k!t.eH&Iilf, according to my invcsligadom.
47Jiuugen K obayashi in IBK. V(ll. XIII, No.2, March 1965, pp. 225-228.
48'§ftJ!Q 14 or 16 vots. Taislw, No. 656, tr. into Chinese by Buddhasmrti in 376 A. D. 'Fr. into
J a.panese by D. Tokiwa in XIK., KyOshubu, vol. 16.
4P ;;kiL.lJtaSU:. I ta full title i5 ;;kiL.lJI::@*'It~"IiETiltt~t«Jjfj1ta&. Taisho, V(ll. XIX, p.
105 f. , No. 945.
ro The tathigatagarbba thought in the ;;kiL.1JIttaU discwsed by Shu YU~, nytIgaku Kmkyfi, No.
7, 1973, 49--04.
61 Zuiryi'i Nakamura in IBK. vol. II , No.2, March 1963, pp. 116-119.
62 ZuiryU Nakamura, IBK. vol. XIV, No.2, March 1966, pp. 138-]39.
63 Shunei Hirai in IBK. vol. 11, No.2, March Page
1963,
pp. 16+-165.
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The Buddhavataquaka-sutra

IG.C.i.

Texts

The BuddhavatarrsakaLsutra has been a scr ipture of great importance in various cultural
areas of the world.' The entire body of the huge Buddha-ava/aT[lsaka-!litra,· whose Sanskrit
text has not wholly been preserved, has come down in two Chinese versions, the one
translated by Buddhabhadra 4 together with other monks in 4 18-420 A. D. in sixty volumes.
and the other by Sik~nanda in 695-699 in eighty volumes, and also in the Tibetan version.'
The original name of the HOUlJ:ym-thing (the BuddluwataT[lsaka-mah4Mipulya-siitra ~.IU:!)
seems to have been G41J.f/lJ~.' It is sometimes called "~ff or B-=fi"!V
The "Su t~ on the Original Action of Bodhisattva" (fi*~U!) ' is very often regarded
as the protOtype of the Buddlw.-avata7!lsaka-sOlra. H owever, the central figure in the former is
Siikyamuni with his progress to enlightenment, whereas that in the latter is Mahi-Vairocana
Buddha. g~

With regard to the problems of the date when, and the place whcre the sulra was composed, the foll owing is known. By about 350 A. D., the sutra had been made into one complete
book of 60 volumes. lo Some scholars hold the view that the sutra came into existence before
the Lime of Nigirjuna, i. e., before the second century.1I At any rate it preceded the
Larger SulclW.vaU-l!}'flha-siura; but, perhaps it can not be said to be older than the SaddlUJr~
mapU1J4arilca. The youth Sudhana (fUt:I:T) is recorded to have called on Bodhisattva Ava\o-.
kitdvara to be taught, but the githas of the 24th chapter (Avalokitdvara-vikurvaJ;1anirdda)
of the SaddluumaplnJ4arika is in a fonn older t.han t.hat of the Ca1J4avyaJw.11
It is generally admitted that the Sanskrit text now entitled "Ca1J4avyflha"lS and the
I With regard to the appellation BuddM-avaUJ'llsaka, d. Urlrai, pp. 848-849. The Chinese equivalent
Hua_yen (it1.) means "Adorned with Variou.5 Flowera", i. e., the Lotus-Stote-World Uf• •-t!!:3J.). (R.
KondO, NB., Vol. XIV, p. 38 f.)
I H. Nakamura; " The Significance of the Bu.ddJW,a~-siUrtl in the World History of Ideal" in
K'fim ~ Kt1Ik}'iJ, ed. by H. Nahmura.
, Shiio; Xy6Ic1. p. 315 r., TlIhoku No. 44. In the pan, however, the whole Sanskrit tc:;I;t of the
BuddJuNIVIIIIJIfUIJh-mlrtl wu transmitted 10 China (Hino in YlZmiJlVChi Omun. Vol., p. 254 fr.).
4 ;k1]Jt;;-u.IIiIU. Translated by Buddhabhadn intO Clincsc. This wu edited in O!.incsc and transhued intO J apancx, by Somi> Etl) in KDX., volt . .5, 6, 7.
'ji:1JJt;;-u..U ( TaWw, 219). 80 voll. Translated by Siqjin3nda. Translated into Japanese by SokuO
EtO in XIX .• Kcgonbu, vou. 1-4. Various venions of the Kcgon Sutra, diacw6cd by Zuici Ito, SI/mki
N~, No. 3, 1966, 197-200.
' Kogllsl/, p . 330 r.; Ntllljio, 87; Bagchi; 0'. Rt. , p. 344.
7 KondO; SK. , New Serio X, 3, p. 11 0 f.
8 Vo l. I, Ntllljio, 100; Taisho, vol. 10, p. 446 f.
QJiuug= Kobayuhi in lBX., vol. 7, No. I, Dec. 1958, pp. 168.
IOU i: Xy6Im, p. 71. (Revised cd. p. 118 f.)
II KondO; SK., New Serio X, 3, p. 108 f.
It H . lebumi; Stip KoUgu. I, p. 69 f.
344 publUhcd; 1M G~ SUUtl. critically edited,
13 Cf. Wintemitz; II, p.325 r. The Sanskrit tatPagewu
collating 6 Mu., by D. T. Suzul.i and Hokci l eburni. 4 pans. Kyoto; The Sanskrit Buddhist Tau Pub-
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" Dafabhilmika-siltro"14, both of which are now included in the bulky Buddhauatal'f'$w-mahdrmipulya-rulTa, came into existence before Nagarjuna.l~ The late Tatsuyama s u ppo~d that the
DtJiabhilmika-si1tro'J 1& was compiled in 50--150 A. D.l1 The Sanskrit (ext now entitled " Ga1,1~a
vyiiha"18 most likely belon~ to the same period. In the alphabetical list (Ampacana) in the
sutra, the character "ysa" is mentioned ;l~ this is not of Indian, but of Khotanese origin. Sylvain
Uvi believes that the character "ysa" was fixed between 100 B. C. and 100 A. D. in the
alphabetical order .111 The writer of the present article is brought to the following conclusion:The chapter of GaJ;lQ,avyiiha must have been first composed by the people of Southern India
who were in close contact with navigators or tra ders. However, the final form of the chapter
must have been fixed somewhere in North·West or Middle I ndia. The Carpjavyuha is likely
to have been composed in the early reign of the K U$aJ;la dynasty, i. e., 1- 100 A. D .t! Scenes
of the 'story or figures of the Cm:u!mtYiiha are represented in the reliefs at Barabw;l.ur in late 8th
luhing Society, 1934-1936. The fifth part which would contain wriil l«lw was not published beeaU$C
its MS. was destroyed in the war. New revised edition of photographic reprin t, I vol. 551 pp.
Tokyo: The Suzuki Foundation. Recently a critical edition was edited: The GmJ4auyfihasfjITa, ed. by
P. L. Vaidya. Buddhist Sanskrit Texts, No.5. Darbhanga: the M ithi!a Sam1uit Imtitute, 1960. The
latter was critically examined and corre<:ted by K.a:zuya Haseoka in fBK. vol. XIII, No. I, Jan. 1965,
pp. 392 If. Ta;tual variations of varioWl versiom of the G~~ were discussed by Ka-zuya H aseoka
in IBK. vol. It , No.1 , Jan. 1963, pp. 320 fr.
If The DlJiabhUmUvara-mlra was formedy published by J . Rahder and ShinryU Swa ~r.tfiii'O (d.
Winternitz, II, p. 327; 626 f.). The seventh stage of th e DaJahhUmikl_slilra was edited and examined by J.
Rahder, Act" Or. vol. 4 , 1926, 214-256. Afterwards, a more critical edition based upon eight MSS.
was published: DaJ"bhiimUIIGrfI n<inuJ MaJufydna-slilr(Z11Z . Ed. by Ryiik6 Kondo. Tokyo: The Daijo Bukkyo
KenyO-kai, Aug. 1936. vi+2 19 pp. It was translated into English. (Megumu Honda: Annotated translation of the Daiabhiimika-siitra. Satapi!a.ka, 1967, 115--276.) I t W3.'5 translated in to · J apanese with correc_
tions on the edition, and critical cornmenu by Shllsbin Tauuyama: BombIl7l WlJyaku Jujj·kft, ~JtfII~
+tll!&). Translated into Japanese by Yiisho Miyasaka, Buttm (Kawade, Jan. 1969), 111-202. Translated
into Japanese by Noritoshi Aramaki. DIJij6 Bwtm, vol. 8. T okyo: ChClo..Mronsha, Nov. 1974. The words
glorifying Bodhisattvas at the beginning of the Dakbhiimika with a commentary on them by Sakyamati
(8 th A. D.) exis t in the Tibetan Tripi!aka. (K . ·T3u.kinowa in Shm;:16 Kmkyfl, NS. vol. 12, No. 5, p.
76 f.). A concordance of the various veniotU of the DlJiabhiimWl-filtrlJ was made by Sh6hO T akem\ml. in
BWdy6gaku K,nkyfl, Nos. 16 and 17, pp. 71-83. Sanshit manwcripu and va,rioua veniom of the DaJo.6hamiM-sllll"a were collated by SMho Takem\ml. (in this article).
16 Once copies of the whole text of the BuJdhiivawf[ZUIM were brol,lght to China. (H ino in YlJmtJguchi
Comm . Vol., p . 254 f.).
1& The Sanskrit text of tbe Dak6hamiM was discussed by Sh&hin Tatsuyama in BrJrky6 KmkyIi., vol.
I , No.2, p . 120 f.
17 S. Tatsuyama: Bombrm WlJyMu Jo.jiky5 ~)('.fIlf!.+t:II!.W, Nagoya, Hajinkaku, Jan. \937. (2+20+2+
6+250+31 pp.) Introduction, p. 7.
18 The G"wlJl!JilM Slltra. Critically edited by Daiset: Teitaro Suzuki and H Okei Jdzumi. New revised
edition. Tokyo: The Socicty for the Publica tion of Sacred Books of the World, Feb. 1959. 551 pp.
Kazuya Haseoka, A Comparative Study of Samkrit, Tibetan and Chinese T exu of the GaJ;l9avyiiha,
nMgaku, No. 33, Jan. 1967, 102 fr. VariolU versiom of the G~ were examined by Kazuya Haseoka, Suzuki Nmp6, Nos. 5-7, 1968-1970, 20-32. In the Chinese venion of the G~ there is a misplacement of passages on Maitreya the 52nd kalya1,1amitra. (Kazuya Haseob, nMgMu, No. 37, Mareh
1969, 154-160.) Some passages of the ~ were tramlated into Japanese by Kuuya Haleoka, SuvJd
Nm~, N os. 5-1, 1968-f970, 19-32.
19 Ysakiralp. parikirtayata\1 n rvabuddhadharma-nirdciavip,yatp nama prajiU.paramitimukham avakri.ntam.
(Ga#a~, cd. by D. T . Suzuki, p. 450. cr. , ;:k1JJZv.!ilIU, vol. 58. TaisM, IX, p. 766 f.).
20 Uvi Mt"I1UJrinf, p. 355 f.
Page 345
21 KlgOnky6-Klnkyfl, ed. by Nakamura, pp. 90-93.
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century or early 9th century.u At the end of the G~, both in Sanskrit manuscripts and
in Chit1ese and T ibeta!\ translations, we find the BhadTacari·prtn;tidh4.na-gi1tM~, "the Prayer
Verses concerning the Pious Acts.""
There was an independent SUW'" in which the main speaker was SamtmJabJuuJrIJ.u Later,
it was incorporated into the Buddh4vata1(lsaJur. U The second chapter of;' TM SulTa on the Original
A,tions of the Bodhisattva" ('l§-Ki*_illye is another version of the D <davihara of the Buddhavatarpsaka-siitra. In the "Ornament of Enlightenment-Mind Surra" ( tEfS:lft~H,'il) 2f
the Enlightenment-Mind (bodhicitta) is explained with the teaching of the DaJahhiimika·siJtra.

The

BuddJrdvG I41[1sakalathdgaJa-guttajii4n4dnlya-msay4val4ra-ni,dIlfN1Ura

({J..!i!.liJ...:tm*_W;;f,W.

is a precursor to the Great BuddhavaJa1flsaka-si1tra. "The Chapter 0 11 the Wonderful
Object in tJu Great BuddMvata71uakasutra" (*/5,d;: {J..¥MiQ;;f~.~:n:$}P~ seems to be an
abridgement of the contents of the text of the Grtat Bu.ddJulvata7[lsaka-siitra. so A sutra that
exists in Tibetan alone, called the PraJ4ntaDinueaya-pratiMryasamMhi-siitra," sets forth a kind of
thought similar to that of the Avata'1uaka-siitra.
The thought of the Tathagatotpaltisa7[lbhava-nirdda-sOtra, which was composed before the
third century," seems to have derived from the GafJ4.twyf1ll4."
The portions which were at first compiled as independent sutras were finally put together.
.U~)18

2~

The scents wae identified by RyO.shO H ikata in IBK., vol. 8, No. I, Jan. 1960, p. 366. Abo R yiWlO
H iltata in NIJkIJI/f Cmnm. Vd., pp. 1-50 (in Engl.).
U Kaikyoku Watanabe: Di6 BhadrQ&(JTf, M. h ob. huJJ/tistisdl." tigi6sn Lyrik II1ItnsudtJ IINi hmulI,t"hm $m.it
dcuucha Obencuung von E. Leumann ), Dils. Strassburg, 1912. /{IJI'tsv, p. 299 r. St. Jiun left a muly
on Sanskrit manwo:::npu of this text (Torikoshi in NBCN., No.9, p. 164 r.). A critical text of the
Bhadrounyd-praf').id/I4ntJ-giltlr4l; w.- newly edited by Atruuji Mhikaga in /{yoUl U~. Comm. Vol. pp. 1- 16.
Ar,yabMdrtlUZrlpraf').it!MnariljIJ. Edited by Sunitikumar Pathak. Gangtolr:: Namgyal Institute of Tibetology,
1961 (Sanskrit and T ibetan). a. A~ LB. vol. XXVI , 1962, 288. The tnnsmiH;on and compositioo
0( the BIrJJdf(mtri;r~ were discussed by Shind6 Shiraishi in MtmDin ~f 1M FDCrJI.1 if LibtraJ Arts #Nl
EJ~tUna, No. 12, Dec. 196 1, Yamanaahi Univcnity, pp. I~ (in German). The Sanskrit lext ~
by SI. Jiun W3.1 critically edited by Shindo Shiraishi with a Gennan intrOduclion in M nnoirl ~f tM
Fwt;J of Libmll Arts aM EJr=tWtl, No. 13, Dec. 1962, pp. 1- 18. The Khotanesc text wu found. JtsPeter Asmussen : Tht KMl4trUt BWra"rylddl1l!4. Text, translation and glossary with the Buddhist Sanskrit
original. (HistorisJr:-filosofiske Mcddclebcr Kongclige Oarukc Vidmskabcmcs Sclskab Bind 39, nr. 2, Kobenhavn
1961. Reviewed by G. Tucci, EW. vol. 13, 1962, 396-397. The New Khotanesc tat of the Bhadr-rJd-tU1.m4
(••fiB80 wu translated into Japanese by Taiju n Inoguehi in B~gllku Xtnkfil, Nos. 16-17, 1959,
pp. 87-97. (cr. M~1W1tImlD $nWJi&a, vol. 4, Appendix, p. 356.) The BWrlUarfpr~id/uItI(I in Korea (10th
century) waa discussed by Peter H . Lee, JAOS. vol. 81, 196 1, 409-414. The conWlt of the Bhaib~
wu discussed by RyOshl1 T-kamjne in Ntmhl B~, vol. I, Nov. 1954, pp. 1"'26.
!4 :k1i.lt*Jtm'U, TaWto, vol. 10, p . 883a-884.
U JiUugen Kobayashi in 1BK., vol. 8, No. I, Jan. 1960, p. 136 f.
:IS I vol. Translated into Otinese by K 'Khien. Taimo, No. 281. Thi, was translated into Japanese by
Sokuo Et6 in KlX., Kcgonbu, vol. 4, pp. 197 r.
t7 Translated into 0UnCIC by KUrnlrajlva in 38+-417 A. D. ThiI waa tramlatcd into J apanese by
Soku6 EI6 in XIX., Kegonbu, vol. 4, p. 259 f.
28 2 vob. TtrisIta, . No. 303. Translated in to Otinese by JMnayabs in 618-907 A. D. This was tranalated into Japanese by Soku6 Et6 in KIX., Kegonbu, vol. 4, pp. 223 f.
211 Tr3.Il$lated ,into J apanCIC by SokuO EtO in lUX., Kcgonbu, vol. 4, p. 245 f.
IIO The 11th chapter of the .ADaID~-.s:IUTa can be regouded .. an epitome: of the whole sUtra. (HiDO
in IBX., vol. S, No. I, p. S05 r.).
SI Tramlated from Tibetan into Japanetc by T Nkinowa in B~IIIku Xmkfll, NS., vol. I, p. 19 f.
a2 Tr3.Il$latcd by J iXidO Tahuki from the Tibetan in to Japanese. Dllijd Bull"" vol. 12. Tokyo : Otli6k~
ronsha, May 1975.
Page 346
SS Takao Kagawa, lB/{. vol. 15, No. 2, March 1967, 198-201.
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The whole text of the BuddJulualaT[1saka~satr4 ai a bulky work was fixed some-.vhere in Central
Asia, fQ r it refers even to China and Kashgar. 1I This sutra. being introduced into China,
Korea and Japan, became very influcntial. U

54 H aj1mc Nakamura: Kip ShisI /CarJ:ya.
S5 U's I!"Uti!:i:ta 20 vols. was translated into Japanese by Y. Sakamoto m /UK., Ky6Ihobu, 6,
Page 347
7, 8, 9a.
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Introduction

THE FLOWER ORNAMENT SCRIPTURE, called Avatamsaka in Sanskrit and
Huayan in Chinese, is one of the major texts of Buddhism. Also referred
to as the major Scripture of Inconceivable Liberation, it is perhaps the
richest and most grandiose of all Buddhist scriptures, held in high esteem
by all schools of Buddhism that are concerned with universal liberation.
Its incredible wealth of sensual imagery staggers the imagination and
exercises an almost mesmeric effect on the mind as it conveys a wide
range of teachings through its complex structure, its colorful symbolism,
and its mnemonic concentration formulae.
It is not known when or by whom this scripture was composed. It is
thought to have issued from different hands in the Indian cultural sphere
during the first and second centuries AD, but it is written so as to
embrace a broad spectrum of materials and resists rigid systematization.
While standard figures and images from Indian mythology are certainly
in evidence here, as in other Buddhist scriptures, it might be more
appropriate to speak of its provenance in terms of Buddhist culture rather
than Indian culture per se. The Flower Ornament Scripture presents a
compendium of Buddhist teachings; it could variously be said with a
measure of truth in each case that these teachings are set forth in a
system, in a plurality of systems, and without a system. The integrity of
Buddhism as a whole, the specificity of application of its particular
elements, and the interpenetration of those elements are fundamental
points of orientation of the unfolding of the scripture.
Historicity as such is certainly of little account in The Flower Ornament
Scripture. This is generally true of the Mahayana Buddhist scriptures,
although they usually present their teachings as having been revealed or
occasioned by the meditations of the historical Buddha Shakyamuni. In
the case of The Flower Ornament Scripture, most of the discourse is done
by transhistorical, symbolic beings who represent aspects of universal
enlightenment. The Buddha shifts from an individual to a cosmic
principle and manifestations of that cosmic principle; the "Buddha" in
one line might be "the Buddhas" in the next, representing enlightenment
itself, the scope of enlightenment, or those who have realized enlightenment.
Certainly one of the most colorful and dramatic rehearsals of Buddhist
teachings, The Flower Ornament Scripture became one of the pillars of
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East Asian Buddhism. It was a source of some of the very first Buddhist
literature to be introduced to China, where there eventually developed a
major school of philosophy based on its teachings. This school spread tq
other parts of Asia, interacted with other major Buddhist schools,· and
continues to the present. The appreciation of The Flower Ornament
Scripture was not, however, by any means confined to the special Flower
Ornament school, and its influence is particularly noticeable in the
literature of the powerful Chan (Zen) schools.
The work of translating from The Flower Ornament Scripture into
Chinese apparently began in the second century AD, and continued for
the better part of a thousand years; During this time more than thirty
translations and retranslations of various books and selections from. the
scripture were produced. Numerous related scriptures were also translated. Many of these texts still exist in Chinese. Comprehensive renditions of the scripture were finally made in the early fifth and late seventh
centuries. The original texts for both of these monumental translations
were brought to China from Khotan in Central Asia, which was located
on the Silk Route and was a major center for the early spread of
Buddhism into China. Khotan, where an Indo-Iranian language was
spoken, is now a part of the Xinjiang (Sinkiang) Uighur autonomous
region in China, near Kashmir, another traditional center of Buddhist
activity. The first comprehensive translation of The Flower Ornament
Scripture was done under the direction of an Indian monk named Buddhabhadra (359-429); the second, under the direction of a Khotanese
monk named Shikshananda (652-710). The latter version, from which
the present English translation is made, was based on a more complete
text imported from Khotan at the request of the empress of China; it is
somewhat more than ten percent longer than Buddhabhadra's translation.
The Flewer Ornament Scripture, in Shikshananda's version, contains
thirty-nine books. By way of introduction to this long and complex text,
we will focus on a comparison of The Flower Ornament Scripture with
other major scriptures; as well as a brief glance at the main thrust of each
book.

A Comparison with Other Major Buddhist Scriptures
Due to the great variety in Buddhist scriptures, analysis of their.interrelation was an integral part of B~ddhist studies in East Asia, where
scriptures were introduced in great quantities irrespective of their time
or place of origin. In order to convey some idea of the Buddhism of The
Flower Ornament Scripture in respect to other major scriptures, as well as
to summarize some of the principal features of The Flower Ornament , we
will begin this Introduction with a comparison of The Flower Ornament
with other important scriptures. This discussion will be based on the
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"Discourse on the Flower Ornament," a famous commentary by an
eighth century Chinese lay Buddhist, Li Tongxuan. What follows is a
free rendering of Li's comparisons of The Flower Ornament Scripture to
the scriptures of the lesser vehicle (the Pali Canon) ,1 the Brahmajala
Scripture, the Prajnaparamita Scriptures,2 the Sandhinirmocana Scripture, the
Lankavatara Scripture, 3 the Vimalakirtinirdesa Scripture, 4 the Saddharmapundarika Scripture,5 and the Mahaparinirvana Scripture. 6
The scriptures containing the precepts of the lesser vehicle are based
on conceptual existence. The Buddha first told people what to do and
what not to do. In these teachings, relinquishment is considered good
and nonrelinquishment is considered not good. Doctrine set up this way
is not yet to be considered indicative of true existence. This teaching
based on existence is temporary, dealing with the delusions of ordinary
feelings and the arbitrary invention of ills; this teaching is designed to
stop these_ a~d enable people to live in truly human or celestial states.
That is why' the preface of the precepts says that if one wants to live in
heavenly ot human conditions one should always keep the precepts.
People's fabricated doings are unreal, and not true attainment, therefore their life in human and celestial states is impermanent, not truly
real. They have not yet attained the body of reality and the body of
knowledge. This teaching is not based on true existence; it is temporarily
based on conceptual existence. This is the model of the lesser vehicle. As
for keeping precepts in· The Flower Ornament Scripture, it is not this way:
as it says in the scripture, "Is the body religious practice? Are walking,
standing, sitting, or reclining religious practice?" and so on, examining
closely in search of "religious practice," ultimately finding it cannot be
apprehended-this ungraspability is why i~ is called pure religious practice. As the scripture says, those engaged in such pure practice are said
to ..uphold the discipline of the buddha-nature, and attain the Buddha's
reality body. Therefore they attain enlightenment at the first inspiration.
Because they keep the discipline of buddha-nature, they are equal to the
essence of Buddha, equal in terms of noumenon and phenomenon,
merging with the cosmos of reality. When they keep discipline this way,
they do not see themselves keeping precepts, they do not see others
breaking precepts. Their action is neither that of ordinary people nor
that of saints. They do not see themselves arousing the determination
for enlightenment, they do not see the Buddhas attaining enlightenment.
If there is anything at all that can be grasped or apprehended-whether
good or bad-this is not called enlightenment, not called pure practice.
One should see in this way. Such discipline based on the essence is itself
the body of reality; the body of reality is the knowledge of Buddhas; the
knowledge of Buddhas is true eDlightenment. Therefore this discipline
of The Flower Ornament Scripture is not the same as the teaching of the
lesser vehicle, which has choosing and rejection.
Next, the precepts for enlightening beings in the Brahmajala Scripture
are based on presentation of both conceptual existence and real existence.
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For people who have big hearts and like to practice kindness and
compassion and those who seek Buddhahood, the Buddha says Vairocana
is the fundamental body, with ten billion emanation bodies. To suddenly
cause us to recognize the branches and return to the root, the soripture
says these ten billion bodies bring innumerable beings to the Buddha. It
also says if people accept the precepts of Buddha, they then enter the
ranks of Buddhas: their rank is already the Same as great enlightenment
and they are true offspring of Buddha. This is therefore discipline based
on the essence, and is thus based on reality. This scripture abruptly
shows great-hearted people the discipline of the essence of the body of
reality, while lesser people get it gradually. Therefore one teaching
responds to two kinds of faculties, greater and lesser. The statement that
the ten billion emanation bodies each bring countless beings to the
Buddha illustrates giving up the provisional for the true. This is the
teaching of true existence. Because in this teaching the provisional and
true are shown at once, it is not the same as the lesser vehicle, which
begins with impermanence and has results that are also impermanent,
because the precepts of the lesser vehicle only lead to humanity and
heavenly life. However, the establishment of a school of true existence in
the Brahmajala Scripture is not the same as that expounded by Vairocana
in The Flower Ornament Scripture. In the Brahmajala Scripture, by following
the teaching of the emanation bodies of Buddha we arrive at the original
body: in the school of the complete teaching of the Flower Ornament, the
original body is shown all at once; the fundamental realm of reality, the
body of rewards of great knowledge; cause and effect, and noumenon
and phenomena are equally revealed. Also the description of the extent
of the cosmos of The Flower Ornament Scripture is not the same as the
description in the Brahmajala Scripture.
As for the Prajnaparamita Scriptures, they are based on explaining
emptiness in order to show the truth. When the Buddha first expounded
the teachings of the lesser vehicle to people, they stuck to principles and
phenomena as both real, and therefore could not get rid of obstruction.
Therefore Buddha explained emptiness to them, to break down their
attachments. That is why it explains eighteen kinds of emptiness in the
Prajnaparamita Scriptures-the world, the three treasures (the Buddha, the
Teaching, and the Community), the four truths (suffering, origin, extinction, the path), the three times (past, present, and future), and so on,
are all empty, and emptiness itself is empty too. This is extensively
explained in these scriptures, to nullify ignorance and obstructing actions. When ignorance is totally exhausted, obstructing actions have no
essenc~nirvana naturally appears. This is true existence; it is not called
a school of emptiness. However, though it is real true existence, many of
the teachings expounded have becoming and disintegration, therefore it
cannot yet be considered complete. As for The Flower Ornament Scripture,
in it are the arrays of characteristics and embellishments that are rewards
or consequences of enlightening practic~they can be empty and they
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can be actual. In this scripture the teachings of emptiness and existence
are not applied singly-noumenon and phenomena, emptiness and existence, interpenetrate, reflecting each other. All the books of the whole
Flower Ornament Scripture interpenetrate, all the statements intertwine.
All the sayings in the scripture point to the same thing-when one
becomes all become, when one disintegrates all disintegrate. In the
totality, because the essence is equal, the time is equal, and the practice
is equal, every part of the scripture is equal, and so the explanations of
the Teaching are equal. Therefore attainment of buddhahood in the
present means equality· with all Buddhas of past, present, and future:
consequently there is no past, present, or future--no time. In this it
differs from the Prajnaparamita Scriptures, in which formation and disintegrati~n take place at separate times and thus cause and effect are
succeSSIve.
Now as for the Sandhinirmocana Scriptyre, this is based on nonvoidness
and nonexistence. Buddha explained this teaching after having expounded teachings of existence and of emptiness, to harmonize the two
views of being and nothingness, making it neither emptiness nor existence. To this end he spoke of an unalloyed pure consciousness without
any defIlement. According to this teaching, just as a rapid flow of water
produces many· waves, all of which are equally based on the water,
similarly the sense consciousnesses, the conceptual consciousness, the
judgmental consciousness, and the cumulative repository consciousness
are all based on the pure consciousness. As the Sandhinirmocana Scripture
says, it is like the face of a good mirror: if one thing which casts a
reflection comes before it, just one image appears; if two or more things
come before it, two or more images appear-it is not that the surface of
the mirror changes into reflections, and there is no manipulation or
annihilation that can be grasped either. This illustrates the pure consciousness on which all aspects of consciousness are based.
The Sandhinirmocana Scripture also says that though the enlightening
being lives by the teaching, knowledge is the basis, because the teaching
is a construction. The intent of this scripture is to foster clear understand...,
ing of the essence of consciousness in the medium of consciousness.
Because fundamentally it is only real knowledge, it is like the stream of
water, which produces waves without leaving the body of the water. It
is also like a clear mirror, which due to its pure body contains many
images without discrimination, never actually having anything in it, yet
not impeding the existence of images. Likewise, the forms of consciousness manifested by one's own mind are not apart from essential uncontrived pure knowledge, in which there are no attachments such as self or
other, inside or outside, in regard to the images manifested. Letting
consciousness function freely, going along with knowledge, this breaks
up bondage to emptiness or existence, considering everything neither
empty nor existent. Therefore a verse of the Sandhinirmocana Scripture
says, "The pure consciousness is very deep and subtle; all impressions
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are like a torrent. I do not tell the ignorant about this, for fear they will
cling to the notion as 'self.' " The statement that the pure consciousness
is very deep and subtle is to draw ordinary people into realization of
knowledge in consciousness: it is not the same as the breaking down of
forms into emptiness, which is practiced by the two lesser vehicles and
the beginning enlightening beings learning the gradual method of enlightenment. It is also not the same as ordinary people who cling to
things as really existent. Because it is not the same as them, it is not
emptiness, not existence. What is not empty? It means that knowledge
can, in all circumstances, illumine the situation and help people. What is
not existent? It means that when knowledge accords with circumstances,
there is no distinction of essence and characteristics, and thus there is no
birth, subsistence, or extinction. Based on these meanings it is called
"not empty, not existent."
While the Sandhinirmocana Scripture in this way lets us know, in terms
of consciousness, that emptiness and existence are nondual, The Flower
Ornament Scripture is not like this: The Flower Ornament just reveals the
Buddha's essence and function of fundamental knowledge of the one
reality, the fundamental body, the fundamental cosmos. Therefore it
merges true essence and characteristics, the oceans of the reality body
and the body of consequences of deeds, the reward body. It directly
points out at once to people of the highest faculties the basic knowledge
of the unique cosmos of reality, the qualities of Buddhahood. This is its
way of teaching and enlightenment; it does not discuss such phenomena
as producing consciousness according to illusion.
According to the Saddharmapundarika Scripture, Buddha appears in the
world to enlighten people with Buddha-knowledge and purify them, not
for any other religious vehicle, no second or third vehicle. Also it says
that Buddha does not acknowledge the understanding of the essence and
characteristics of Buddha by people of the three vehicles. Therefore the
Saddharmapundarika Scripture says, "As for the various meanings of
essence and characteristics, only I and the other Buddhas of the ten
directions know them-my disciples, individual illuminates, and even
nonregressing enlightening beings cannot know them." Because the
Saddharmapundarika Scripture joins the temporary studies of the three
vehicles and brings them ultimately to the true realm of reality of the
Buddha-vehicle, its doctrine to some extent matches that of The Flower
Ornament Scripture.
The Flower Ornament Scripture directly reveals the door of consummate
buddhahood; the realm of reality, the fundamental essence and function
of the cosmos, communicating this to people of superior faculties so that
they may awaken to it: it does not set up the provisional didactic device
of five, six, seven, eight, and nine consciousnesses like the Sandhinirmocana Scripture does. As for the Sandhinirmocana Scripture's establishment
of a ninth, pure consciousness, there are two meanings. For one thing, it
is for the sake of those of the two lesser vehicles who have long sickened
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of birth and death and cultivate emptiness to annihilate consciousness,
aiming directly for empty quiescence. Also, in the next phase, the
Prajnaparamita Scriptures talk: a lot about emptiness and refute the notion
of existence, to turn around the minds· of the two vehicles as well as
enlightening beings engaged in gradual study. They also make the six
ways of transcendence the vehicle of pra'ctice. Although some of those in
the two vehicles are converted, they and the gradual-practice enlightening beings are predominantly inclined toward emptiness. This is because
the elementary curative teachings for the gradual-study enlightening
beings are similar to some extent to those for the lesser vehicles; they do
have, however, a bit more compassion than the latter. They have not yet
realized principles such as that of the body of reality, the buddha-nature, and fundamental knowledge. They only take the avenue of emptiness as
their vehicle of salvation and the six ways of transcendence as their form
of practice. Their elementary curative means are after all the same as the
two vehicles-only by contemplation of impermanence, impurity,
bleached bones, atoms, and so on, do they enter contemplation of
emptiness. But while the two vehicles head for extinction,. enlightening
beings stay in life. They subdue notions of self and phenomena by means
of contemplations of voidness, selflessness, and so on. Basically this is
not yet fundamental knowledge of the body of reality and the buddhanature; because their vision is not yet true, inclination toward emptiness
is dominant. For this reason the Sandhinirmocana Scripture expediently
sets up a pure consciousness distinct from the conceptual, judgemental,
and cumulative consciousnesses, saying that these consciousnesses rest
on the pure consciousness.
The Sandhinirmocana Scripture does not yet directly explain that the
impressions in the cumulative or repository consciousness are the matrix
of enlightenment. This is because the students are engaged in learning
out of fear of suffering; if they were told that the seeds of action are
eternally real, they would become afraid and wouldn't believe it, so the
scripture temporarily sets up a "pure consciousness" so that they won't
annihilate the conscious nature and will grow in enlightenment. For this
reason the Vimalakirtinirdesa Scripture says, "They have not yet fulfilled
buddhahood, but they don't annihilate sensation to get realization."
Since sensation is not annihilated, neither are conception and consciousness. As for the Lankavatara Scripture, it does directly tell those whose
faculties are mature that the seeds of action in the cumulative "storehouse" consciousness are the matrix of enlightenment. The Vimalakirtinirdesa Scripture says, "The passions which accompany us are the seeds
of buddhahood. "
People who practice the Way are different, on different paths, with
myriad different understandings and ways of acting. Beyond the two
vehicles that are called the lesser vehicles, the vehicle of enlightening
beings has four types that are not the same: one is that of enlightening
beings who cultivate emptiness and selflessness; second is that of enlight-
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ening beings who gradually see the buddha-nature; third is that of
enlightening beings who see buddha-nature all of a sudden; fourth is
those enlightening beings who, by means of the inherently pure knowledge of the enlightened, and by means of various levels of intensive
practice, develop differentiating knowledge, fulfill the practice ofUniversal Good and develop great benevolence and compassion.
As for the Lankavatara Scripture, its teaching is based on five elements,
three natures, eight consciousnesses, and twofold selflessness. The five
elements are forms, names, arbitrary conceptions, correct knowledge,
and thusness. The three natures are the nature of mere imagination, the
nature of relative existence, and the nature of absolute emptiness: the
imaginary nature means the characteristics of things as we conceive of
them are mere descriptions, projections of the imagination; the relative
nature means that things exist in terms of the relation of sense faculties,
sense data, and sense consciousness; the absolute nature means that the
imaginary and relative natures are not in themselves ultimately real. The
eight consciousnesses are the five sense-consciousness, the conceptual
consciousness, the discriminating judgemental consciousness, and the
cumulative or repository "storehouse" consciousness. The twofold selflessness is the selflessness of persons and of things.
According to this scripture, there is a mountain in the south seas called
Lanka, where the Buddha expounded this teaching. This mountain is
high and steep and looks out over the ocean; there is no way of access to
it, so only those with spiritual powers can go up there. This represents
the teaching of the mind-ground, to which only those beyond cultivation
and realization can ascend. "Looking out over the ocean" represents the
ocean of mind being inherently clear, while waves of consciousness are
drummed up by the wind of objects. The scripture wants to make it
clear that if you realize objects are inherently empty the mind-ocean will
be naturally peaceful; when mind and objects are both stilled, everything
is revealed, just as when there is no wind the sun and moon are clearly
reflected in the ocean.
The Lankavatara Scripture is intended for enlightening beings of mature
faculties, all at once telling them the active consciousness bearing seed
like impressions is the matrix of enlightenment. Because these enlightening beings are different from the practitioners of the two lesser vehicles
who annihilate consciousness and seek quiescence, and because they are
different from the enlightening beings of the Prajnaparamita Scriptures
who cultivate emptiness and in whom the inclination toward emptiness
is dominant, this scripture directly explains the total reality of the
fundamental nature of the substance of consciousness, which then becomes the function of knowledge. So just as when there is no wind on
the ocean the images of objects become clearer, likewise in this teaching
of the mind ocean if you comprehend that reality is consciousness it
becomes knowledge. This scripture is different from the idea of the
Sandhinirmocana Scripture, which specially sets up a ninth "pure" con-
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sciousness to guide beginners and gradually induce them to remain in
the realm of illusion to increase enlightenment, not letting their minds
plant seeds in voidness, and not letting their minds become like spoiled
fruitless seeds by onesidedly rejecting the world. So the Sandhinirmocana
Scripture is an elementary gateway to entry into illusion, while the
Lankavatara and Vimalakirtinirdesa Scriptures directly point to the fundamental reality of illusion. The Lankavatara explains the storehouse consciousness as the matrix of enlightenment, while the Vimalakirtinirdesa
examines the true character of the body, seeing it to be the same as
Buddha.
The Lankavatara and Vimalakirtinirdesa Scriptures are roughly similar,
while the Sandhinirmocana is a bit different. The Flower Ornament is not
like this: the body and sphere of the Buddha, the doors of teaching, and
the forms of practice are far different. It is an emanation body which
expounds the Lankavatara, and the realm explained is a defiled land; the
location is a mountain peak, and the teaching explains the realm of
consciousness as real; the interlocutor is an enlightening being called
Great Intellect, the teaching of the emanation Buddha is temporary, and
the discourse. of Great Intellect is selective. As for the teaching of The
Flower Ornament Scripture, the body of Buddha is the fundamental reality,
the realm of the teaching and its results is the Flower Treasury; the
teaching it rests on is the fruit ofbuddhahood, which is entered through
the realm of reality; the interlocutors are Manjushri and Universally
Good. The marvelous function of knowledge of noumenon and phenomena, the aspects .of practice of five sets of ten stages, and their causes and
effects, merge with each other; the substances of ten fields and ten bodies
of buddhahood interpenetrate. It would be impossible to tell fully of all
the generalities and specifics of The Flower Ornament.
Next, to deal with the Vimalakirtinirdesa Scripture, this is based on
inconceivability. The Vimalakirtinirdesa Scripture and The Flower Ornament
Scripture have ten kinds of difference and one kind of similarity. The
spheres of difference are: the. arrays of the pure lands; the features of the
body of Buddha as rewards of religious practice or emanated phantom
manifestations; the inconceivable spiritual powers; the avenues of teaching set up to deal with particular faculties; the congregations who come
to hear the teachings; the doctrines set up; the activity manifested by the
enlightening being Vimalakirti; the location of the teaching; the company of the Buddha; and the bequest of the teaching. The one similarity
is that the teachings of methods of entry into the Way are generally alike.
First, regarding the difference in the arrays of the pure lands, in the
case of the pure land spoken of in the Vimalakirtinirdesa Scripture Buddha
presses the ground with his toe, whereupon the billion-world universe is
adorned with myriad jewels, like the land of Jewel Array Buddha,
adorned with the jewels of innumerable virtues. All in the assembly
rejoice at this wonder and see themselves sitting on jewel lotus blossoms.
But this scripture still does not speak of endless arrays of buddha-lands
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being in one atom. The Flower Ornament Scripture fully tells of ten realms
of Vairocana Buddha, ten Flower Treasury oceans of worlds-each ocean
of worlds containing endless oceans of worlds, interpenetrating each
other again and again, there being endless oceans of worlds -within a
single atom. The complete sphere of the ten Buddha-bodies and the
sphere of sentient beings interpenetrate without mutual obstruction; the
arrays of myriad jewels are like lights and reflections. This is extensively
recounted in The Flower Ornament Scripture; it does not speak of the
purification and adornment of only one billion-world universe.
Second, regarding the difference in the features of the Buddhas'
bodies, being rewards or emanations, the Vimalakirti Scripture is expounded by an emanation Buddha with the thirty-two marks of greatness, whereas The Flower Ornament is expounded by the Buddha of true
reward, with ninety-seven marks of greatness and also as many marks as
atoms in ten Flower Treasury oceans of worlds.
Third, the difference in inconceivable spiritual powers: according to
the Vimalakirti Scripture's explanation of the spiritual powers of enlightening beings, they can fit a huge mountain into a mustard seed and put
the waters of four oceans into one pore; also Vimalakirti's little room is
able to admit thirty-two thousand lion thrones, each one eighty-four
thousand leagues high. Vimalakirti takes a group of eight thousand
enlightening beings, five hundred disciples, and a hundred thousand
. gods and humans in his hand and carries them to a garden; also he takes
the eastern buddha-land of Wonderful Joy in his hand and brings it here
to earth. to show the congregation, then returns it to its place. These
miraculous powers are just shown for the benefit of disciples and enlightening beings who are temporarily studying the three vehicles. Why?
Because disciples and enlightening beings studying the temporary teachings do not yet see the Way truly, and have not yet forgotten the
distinction of self and other. The miracles shown are based on the
perception of the sense faculties, and all have corning and going, boundaries and limits. Also they are a temporary device of a sage, intended to
arouse those of small faculties by producing miracles through spiritual
powers, to induce them to progress further. Therefore they are not
spontaneous powers. The Flower Ornament Scripture says it is by the power
of fundamental reality, because it is the natural order, the way things are
in truth, that it is possible to contain all lands of Buddhas and sentient
beings in one atom, without shrinking the worlds or expanding the
atom. Every atom in all worlds, like this, also contains all worlds.
As The Flower Ornament Scripture says, enlightening beings attain
enlightenment in the body of a small sentient being and extensively
liberate beings, while the small sentient being does not know it, is not
aware of it. You should know that it is because Buddha draws in those of
lesser faculties by temporary teachings that they see Buddha outside
themselves manifesting spiritual powers that come and go-in the true
teaching, by means of inherent fundamental awareness one becomes
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aware of the fundamental mind, and realizes that one's body and mind,
essence and form, are no different from Buddha, and so one has no
views of inside or outside, coming or going. Therefore Vairocana
Buddha's body sits at all sites of enlightenment without moving from
his original place; the congregations from the ten directions go there
following the teaching without moving from their original places. There
is no coming and going at all, nothing produced by miraculous powers.
This is why the scripture says it is this way in ptinciple, in accord. with
natural law. When the scripture says time and again that is by the
spiritual power of Buddha and also thus in principle or by natural law, it
says "by the spiritual power of Buddha" to put forward Buddha as what
is honorable, and says "it is thus in principle" or "by natural law" to put
forward the fundamental qualities of reality. There is no change at all,
because every single land, body, mind, essence, and form remain as they
originally are and do not follow delusion-all objects and realms, great
and small, are like lights, like images, mutually reflecting and interpenetrating, pervading the ten directions, without any coming or going,
without any bounds. Thus within the pores of each being is all of
space-it is not the same as the temporary teaching of miraculous powers
with divisions, coming and going, which cause illusory views differing
from the fundamental body of reality, blocking the knowledge of the
essence of fundamental awareness of true enlightenment. This is why the
enlightening being Vimalakirti set forth the true teaching after showing
miracles. The Vimalakirti Scripture says, "Seeing the Buddha is like seeing
the true character of one's own body; I see the Buddha doesn't come
from the past, doesn't go to the future, and doesn't remain in the
present. "
Because those of small views studying the temporary teaching crave
wonders, the enlightening being uses crude means according to their
faculties to induce them to learn, and only then gives them the true
teaching. One should not cling to phantoms as real and thus perpetually
delude the eye of knowledge. Recognizing the temporary and taking to
the true, one moves into the gate of the realm of reality.
That which is contrived can hardly accomplish adaptation to conditions, whereas the uncontrived has nothing to do. Those who strive
labor without accomplishment, while nonstriving, according with conditions, naturally succeeds. In 'effortless accomplishment, effort is not
wasted; in accomplishment by effort, all effort is impermanent, and
many eons of accumulated cultivation eventually decays. It is better to
instantly realize the birthlessness of interdependent origination, transcending the views of the temporary studies of the three vehicles.
Fourth is the difference in the teachings set up in relation to people of
particular faculties. The Vimalakirti Scripture is directed toward those of
faculties corresponding to the two lesser vehicles, to induce them to aim
for enlightenment and enter the great vehicle. It is also directed at
enlightening beings who linger in purity, whose compassion and knowl-
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edge is not yet fully developed, to cause· them to progress further.
Therefore, in the scripture when a group of enlightening beings from a
pure land who have come here are about to return to their own land and
so ask Buddha for a little teaching, the Buddha, seeing that those
enlightening beings are lingering in a pure land and their compassion
and knowledge are not yet fully developed, preaches to them to get them
to study finite and infinite gates of liberation, telling them not to
abandon benevolence and compassion and to set the mind on omniscience without ever forgetting it, to teach sentient beings tirelessly, to
always remember and practice giving, kind speech, beneficial action, and
cooperation, to think of being in mediative concentration as like being
in hell, to think of being in birth and death as like being in a garden
pavilion, and to think of seekers who come to them as like good teachers.
This is expounded at length in the Vimalakirti Scripture .
. This Vimalakirti Scripture addresses those of the two and three vehicles
whose compassion and knowledge are not fully developed, to cause them
to gradually cultivate and increase compassion and knowledge-it
doesn't immediately point out the door ofbuddhahood, and doesn't yet
say that beginners in the ten abodes realize true enlightenment, and
doesn't show great wonders, because its wonders all have bounds.
Fifth is the difference in the assemblies who gather to hear the
teaching. In the Vimalakirti Scripture, except for the great enlightening
beings such as Manjushri and Maitreya and the representative disciples
such as Shariputra, all the rest of the audience are students of the
temporary teachings of the three vehicles. Even if there are enlightening
beings therein who are born in various states of existence and bring those
of their kind along, they all want to develop the temporary studies of the
three vehicles, and gradually foster progress; the scripture does not yet
explain the complete fundamental vehicle of the Buddhas. In the case of
The Flower Ornament Scripture, all those who come are riding the vehicle
of the Buddhas-enlightened knowledge, the virtues of realization, the
inherent body of reality. They are imbued with Universally Good
practice, appear reflected in all scenes of enlightenment in all oceans of
lands, and attain the fundamental truth, which conveys enlightenment.
There is not a single one with the faculties and temperament of the three
vehicles; even if there are any with the faculties and potential of the three
vehicles, they are as though blind and death, unknowing, unaware, like
blind people facing the sun, like death people listening to celestial music.
Vessels of the three vehicles who have not yet consummated the power
of the Way and haven't turned their minds to the vehicle of complete
buddhahood are always in the sphere of Buddhas in the ocean of the
realm of reality, with the same qualities and same body as Buddha, but
they never are able to believe it, are unaware of it, do not know it, so
they seek vision of Buddha elsewhere. As The Flower Ornament Scripture
says, "Even if there are enlightening beings who practice the six ways of
transcendence and cultivate the various elements of enlightenment for
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countless billions of eons, if they have not heard this teaching of the
inconceivable quality of Buddha, or if they have heard it and don't believe
or understand it, don't follow it or penetrate it, they cannot be called
real enlightening beings, because they cannot beborn in the house of the
Buddhas." You should know the audiences are totally different-in the
Vimalakirti Scripture the earthlings are not yet rid of discrimination, while
the group from a pure land retain a notion of defilement and purity.
Such people's views and understanding are not yet true-sticking to a
pure land in one realm, though they be called enlightening beings, they
are not well rounded in the path of truth and they don't completely
understand the Buddha's meaning. Though they aspire to enlightenment, they want to remain in a pure land, and because they set their
minds on that, they are alienated from the body of reality and the body
of knowledge. For this reason the Saddharmapundarika Scripture says,
"Even countless nonregressing enlightening beings cannot know." As
for the audience of The Flower Ornament, their own bodies are the same
as the Buddha's body, their own knowledge is the same as the Buddha's
knowledge; there is no difference. Their essence and characteristics
contain unity and multiplicity, and sameness and distinction. Dwelling
in the water of knowledge of the realm of reality, they appear as dragons;
living in the mansion of nirvana, they manifest negativity and positivity,
to develop people. Principal and companions freely interreflect and
integrate, teacher and student merge with one another, cause and effect
interpenetrate. All of The Flower Ornament audience are such people.
Sixth, regarding the difference in doctrines set up, the Vimalakirti
Scripture uses the layman Vimalakirti manifesting a few inconceivable
occult displays to cause those of the two lesser vehicles to change their
minds. Also Vimalakirti, in the midst of birth and death, appears to be
physically ill to have people know defilement and purity are nondual.
Also the scripture represents the great compassion of the enlightening
being, the "enlightening being with sickness" accepting the pains of the
world, and extensively sets forth aspects of nonduality. It sets up concentration and wisdom, contemplation and knowledge, which it uses to
illustrate that the principle of nonseeking is most essential. Thus it says,
"Those who seek truth should not seek anything." Nevertheless, it is
not yet comparable to The Flower Ornament's full exposition of the
teachings of sameness and distinction and cause and effect of the forms
of practice of five and six levels-ten abodes, ten practices, ten concentrations, ten dedications, ten stages, and equalling enlightenment.
Seventh, regarding the difference of the activity manifested by the
enlightening being Vimalakirti, in order to represent great compassion
Vimalakirti appears to enter birth and death and shows the actions of its
ailments. In The Flower Ornament Scripture Vairocana, by great compa,ssion, appears to enter birth and death and accomplish the practice of true
enlightenment, illustrating great knowledge able to appear in the world.
Eighth, regarding the difference in the locations of the teachings, the
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expounding of the Vimalakirti Scripture takes place in a garden in the
Indian city of Vaish ali and in Vimalakirti's room; the expounding of The
Flower Ornament Scripture takes place at the site of enlightenment in the
Indian nation of Magadha, and in all worlds, and in all atoms. '
Ninth, regarding the difference in the company of the Buddha, at the
time of the preaching of the Vimalakirti Scripture, the Buddha's constant
company consisted of only five hundred disciples; at the time of the
preaching of The Flower Ornament, all the Buddha's company were great
enlightening beings of the one vehicle, and there were as many of them
as atoms in ten buddha..:fields, all imbued with the essence and action of
Universally Good and Manjushri.
Tenth, regarding the difference in the bequest of the teaching, in the
Vimalakirti Scripture's book on handing over the bequest it says that
Buddha said to the enlightenment being Maitreya, "Maitreya, I now
entrust to you this teaching of unexcelled complete perfect enlightenment, which I accumulated over countless billions of ages." Thus the
teaching of this scripture is bequeathed to those who have already
become enlightening beings and have been born in the family of Buddhas. In The Flower Ornament Scripture's book on manifestation of
Buddha, the bequest of the teaching of the scripture is made to ordinary
people who as beginners can see the Way and be born in the family of
Buddhas. Why? This scripture is difficult to penetrate-it can only be
explained to those who can realize it by their: own experience. This
represents the three vehicles as temporary, because the sage exhorts
cultivation and realization in the three vehicles, and anything attained is
not yet real, and because the doctrines preached are not yet real either.
Therefore The Flower Ornament Scripture says, "The treasure of this
scripture does not come into the hands of anybody except true offspring
of Buddha, who are born in the family of Buddhas and plant the roots
of goodness, which are seeds of enlightenment. If there are no such true
offspring of Buddha, this teaching will scatter and perish before long."
It may be asked, "True offspring of Buddha are numberless-why worry
that this scripture will perish in the absence of such people?" The answer
to this is that the intent of the scripture is to bequeath it to ordinary
people to awaken them and lead them into this avenue to truth, and
therefore cause them to be born in the family of Buddhas and have them
prevent the seed of buddhahood from dying out. Thus ordinary people
are caused to gain entry into reality. If it were bequeathed to great
enlightening beings, the ordinary people would have no part in it. The
sages made it clear that if there were no ordinary people who study and
practice, the seed of buddhahood would die out among ordinary people,
and this scripture would scatter and perish. This is why the scripture is
bequeathed to ordinary people, to get them to practice it; it is not
bequeathed to already established great enlightening beings who have
long seen the Way.
As for the similarity of means of entering the Way, the Vimalakirti
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Scripture says, "Those who seek the truth shouldn't seek anything," and
"Seeing Buddha is like seeing the true character of one's- own body; I see
the Buddha does not come from the past, go to the future, or remain in
the present, " and so on. These doors of knowledge of elementary
contemplations are about the same as The Flower Ornament Scripture, but
the forms of practice, means of access, order, and guidelines are different.
Next, to compare the Saddharmapundarika Scripture to The Flower
Ornament Scripture, the Saddharmapundarika is based on merging the
temporary in the true, because it leads people of lesser, middling, and
greater faculties into the true teaching of the one vehicle, draws myriad
streams back into the ocean, returns the ramifications of the three
vehicles to the source. Scholars of the past have called this the common
teaching one vehicle, because those of the three vehicles all hear it,
whereas they called The Flower Ornament the separate teaching one
vehicle, because it is not also heard by those of the three vehicles. The
Saddharmapundarika induces vessels of the temporary teaching to return
to the real; The Flower Ornament teaches those of great faculties all at
once so they may directly receive it. Though the name "one vehicle" is
the same, and the task of the teaching is generally the same, there are
many differences in the patterns. It would be impractical to try to deal
with them exhaustively, but in brief there are ten points of difference:
the teachers; the emanation of lights; the lands; the interlocutors who
request the teaching; the arrays of the assemblies, reality, and emanations; the congregations in the introduction; the physical transformation
and attainment of buddhahood by a girl; the land where the girl who
attains buddhahood lives; the inspirations of the audiences; and the
predictions of enlightenment of the hearers.
First, regarding the difference in the teachers, the exposition of the
Saddharmapundarika is done by an emanation or phantom-body Buddha;
a Buddha who passed away long ago comes to bear witness to the
scripture, and the Buddhas of past, present, and future alike expound it.
The Flower Ornament is otherwise; the main teacher is Vairocana, who is
the real body of principle and knowledge, truth and its reward, arrayed
with embodiments of virtues of infinite characteristics. The Buddhas of
past, present, and future are all in one and the same time; the characteristics realized in one time, one cosmos, reflect each other ad infinitum
without hindrance. Because past and present are one time, not past,
present, or future, therefore the Buddhas of old are not in the past and
the Buddhas of now have not newly emerged. This is because in
fundamental knowledge essence and characteristics are equal, noumenon
and phenomena are not different. Thus the fundamental Buddha expounds the fundamental truth. Because it is given to those of great
faculties all at once, and because it is not an emanation body, it is not
like the Saddharmapundarika, in which there is an ancient Buddha who
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has passed away and a present Buddha who comes into the world and
expounds the Saddharmapundarika.
Second, regarding the difference in emanation of lights, when expounding the Saddharmapundarika the Buddha emanates light of realization from between his eyebrows; the range of illumination is only said
to be eighteen thousand lands, which all turn golden-there is still
limitation, and it doesn't talk of boundless infinity. Therefore it only
illustrates the state of result, and not that of cause. The Flower Ornament
has in all ten kinds of emanation of light symbolizing the teaching, with
doctrine and practice, cause and effect; this is made clear in the scripture.
Third, regarding the difference in the lands, when he preached the
Saddharmapundarika, Buddha transformed the world three times, causing
it to become a pure land; he moved the gods and humans to other lands,
and then placed beings from other hands here, transforming this defiled
realm into a pure field. When The Flower Ornament was expounded, this
world itself was the Flower Treasury ocean of worlds, with each world
containing one another. The scripture says that each world fills the ten
directions, and the ten directions enter each world, while the worlds
neither expand nor shrink. It also says the Buddhas attain the Way in the
body of one small sentient being and edify countless beings, without this
small sentient being knowing or being aware of it. This is just because
the ordinary and the sage are the same substance-there is no shift.
Within a fine particle self and other are the same substance. This is not
the same as the Saddharmapundarika Scripture's moving gods and humans
before bringing the pure land to light, which is set up for those of the
faculties of the temporary teaching, who distinguish self and other and
linger in views.
Fourth, regarding the difference in the main interlocutors who request
the teaching, in the case of the Saddharmapundarika, the disciple Shariputra is the main petitioner. In The Flower Ornament, the Buddha has
Manjushri, Universally Good, and enlightening beings of every rank each
expound the teachings of their own status-these are the speakers. The
Buddha represents the state of result: bringing up the result as the cause,
initiating compassionate action, consummating fundamental knowledge,
the being of the result forms naturally, so nothing is said, because the
action of great compassion arises from uncreated fundamental knowledge. Manjushri and Universally Good represent the causal state, which
can be explained; Buddha is the state of result, enlightening sentient
beings. The vast numbers described in the book on the incalculable can·
only be plumbed by a Buddha-they are not within the scope of the
causes and effects of the five ranks of stages; hence this is a teaching
within the Buddha's own state, and so Buddhist himself expounds it.
The book on the qualities of Buddha's embellishments and lights is
Buddha's own explanation of the principles of Buddhahood after having
himself fulfilled cause and effect. The teachings in this book of the
perpetual power of natural suchness and the lights of virtue and knowl-
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edge also do not fall within the causes and effects of the forms of practice
in the five ranks of ten stages, and so the Buddha himself explains it,
making it· clear that buddhahood does not have ignorance of the subtle
and most extremely subtle knowledge. The rest of the books besides
these two are all teachings of the forms of practice of the five sets or
ranks of stages, So the Buddha does not explain them himself, but has
the enlightening beings in the ranks of the ten developments of faith, ten
abodes, ten practices, ten dedications, and ten stages explain them: the
Buddha just emanates lights to represent them. In the exposition of The
Flower Omamertt Scripture there is not a single disciple or lesser enlightening being who acts as an interlocutor-all are great enlightening beings
within the ranks of fruition of buddhahood, carrying out dialogues with
each other, setting up the forms of practice of the teaching of the
realization of buddhahood to enlighten those of great faculties. Thus it
takes the fruit of buddhahood all at once, directly taking it as the causal
basis; the cause has the result as its cause, while the result has the cause
as its result. It is like planting seeds: the seeds produce fruit, the fruit
produce seeds. If you ponder this by means of the power of concentration
and wisdom, you can see it.
Fifth, regarding the differences in the arrays of the assemblies, reality
and emanations, in the assembly of the Saddharmapundarika Scripture, the
billion-world universe is purified and adorned, with emanation beings
filling it, and the Buddhas therein also are said to be emanations. In the
assemblies of The Flower Ornament Scripture, however, the congregations
all fill the ten directions without moving from their original location,
filling the cosmos with each physical characteristic and land reflecting
each other. The enlightening beings and Buddhas interpenetrate, and
also freely pervade the various kinds of sentient beings. The bodies and
lands interpenetrate like reflections containing each other. Those who
come to the assemblies accord with the body of embellishment without
dissolving the body of reality-the body of reality and the body of
embellishment are one, without distinction; thus the forms are identical
to reality, none are emanations or phantoms. This is not the same as
other doctrines which speak of emanations and reality and have them
mix in congregations.
Sixth, regarding the difference of the congregations in the introductions, in the assembly of the Saddharmapundarika, first it mentions the
disciples of Buddha, who are twelve thousand in all, then the nun
Mahaprajapati and her company of six thousand-she was the aunt of
Buddha; then it mentions Yashodhara, who was one of the wives of
Buddha, then eighty thousand enlightening beings, and then the gods
and spirits and so on. The Flower Ornament Scripture is not like this: first
it mentions the leaders of the enlightening beings, who are as numerous
as atoms in ten buddha-worlds, and doesn't talk about their followers;
then it mentions the thunderbolt-bearing spirits, and after that the
various spirits and gods, fifty-five groups in all. Each group is different,
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and each has as many individuals as atoms in a buddha-world, or in
some cases it simply says they are innumerable. The overall meaning of
this is the boundless cosmos of the ocean of embodiments of Buddhaeach body includes all, ad infinitum, without bounds. One body thus
has the cosmos for its measure; the borders of self and other are entirely
gone. The cosmos, which is one's own body, is all-pervasive; mental
views of subject and object are obliterated.
Seventh, regarding the difference of physical transformation and attainment of buddhahood by a girl, in the Saddharmapundarika Scripture a
girl instantly transforms her female body, fulfills the conduct of enlightening beings, and attains buddhahood in the South. The Flower Ornament
Scripture is not like this; it just causes one to have no emotional views, so
great knowledge is clarified and myriad things are in essence real,
without any sign of transformation. According to the Vimalakirti Scripture, Shariputra says to a goddess, "Why don't you change your female
body?" The goddess says to Shariputra, "I have been looking for the
specific marks of 'woman' for twelve years but after all can't find anywhat should I change?" As another woman said to Shariputra, "Your
maleness makes my femaleness." You should know myriad things are
fundamentally "thus"-what can be changed? In The Flower Ornament
Scripture's book on entry into the realm of reality, the teachers of the
youth Sudhana-Manjushri and Samantabhadra (Universally Good),
monks, nuns, householders, boys, laywomen, girls, wizards, and Hindus-fifty-three people, each are imbued with the conduct of enlightening beings, each are replete with the qualities of buddhahood; while they
are seen to be physically dissimilar according to the people who perceive
them, it is not said that there is transformation. If you see with the eye
of truth, there is nothing mundane that is not true; if you look with the
mundane eye, there is no truth that is not mundane. Because the
.Saddharmapundarika addresses those with lesser, middling, and greater
faculties for the temporary teaching, whose views are not yet ended, to
cause them to develop the seed of faith, it temporarily uses the image of
a girl swiftly being transformed and becoming a Buddha, to cause them
to conceive wonder, at which only will they be inspired to aim for true
knowledge and vision. They are not ready for the fundamental truth,
yet they develop roots of goodness. This illustrates inducing those in the
three temporary vehicles back to the one true vehicle. Also it cuts
through the fixed idea of time, the notion that enlightenment takes three
eons, provoking instantaneous realization that past, present, and future
are in essence fundamentally one time, without beginning or end, in
accord with the equality of things. It rends the net of views of the three
vehicles, demolishes the straw hut of the enlightening being, and causes
them to wind up at the door of the realm of reality and enter the true
abode of Buddhas. This is why it has that girl become Buddha, showing
it is not a matter of long cultivation in the past; the fact that she is only
eight years old also illustrates the present is not past study-the time of
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her transformation is no more than an instant, and she fully carries out
the fruition of buddhahood without the slightest lack. Truth is fundamentally thus-there is no time in essence.
Those involved in temporary studies block themselves with views and
miss the truth by themselves-they call it a miracle that the girl attained
buddhahood, and do not know they themselves are originally thus;
completely in the world, how can they point to eons of practice outside?
If they don't get rid of this view, they will surely miss enlightenment
forever; if they change their minds and their views vanish, only then will
they realize their original abode. It would be best for them to stop the
compulsion of views right now. They uselessly suffer through eons of
pain and fatigue before they return.
As for The Flower Ornament Scripture's doctrine of the interdependent
origination of the cosmos, it makes it clear that the ordinary person and
the sage are one reality; if one still retains views, one is blocked from
this one reality. If one retains views one is an ordinary person; if one
forgets sentiments one is a Buddha. Looking downward and looking
upward, advancing and withdrawing, contracting and expanding, humility and respect, are all naturally interdependent, and are all practices
of enlightening beings-there is nothing at all with transformable characteristics having birth, subsistence, and extinction. Therefore this Flower
Ornament teaching is not the same as the Saddharmapundarika's girl being
physically transformed and attaining buddhahood.
Eighth, regarding the difference of the land in which the girl who
becomes a Buddha dwells, in the Saddharmapundarika Scripture it says this
is the world of non defilement in the South, not this earth. This is
interpreted to mean that nondefilement refers to the mind attaining
harmony with reality, and "the South" is associated with clarity, emptiness, and detachment. However, if one abides in "the South" as a
separate place, then self and other, "here" and "there" are still separate-this is still following the three vehicles to induce those with facility for
the temporary teachings to develop resolution and finally come to the
Buddha-vehicle. This is because the residual force of attachment to the
three vehicles is hard to break. Yet there is some change of mind, and
though the sense of self and other is not yet obliterated, the mind is
suddenly impressed by the body of the cosmos. This is not the same as
The Flower Ornament, in which self and other interpenetrate in each
atom, standing in a universal relationship of mutual interdependence and
interpenetration.
Ninth, regarding the difference in inspirations, the Saddharmapundarika
Scripture says that when the girl attained buddhahood, all the enlightening beings and disciples on earth, seeing her from afar becoming a
Buddha and preaching to the congregation of the time, were delighted
and paid respects to her from 'afar. Subsequently it says three thousand
people on earth dwelt in the stage of nonregression, and three thousand
people aroused the determination for enlightenment and received predic-
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tions of their future buddhahood. When these six thousand people paid
honor to the girl from afar and were inspired, their discrimination
between "there" and "here" was not gone--they just pursued the created
enlightenment of the temporary studies of the three vehicles, ,and had
not attained the enlightenment of fundamental awareness of the cosmos
in its universal aspect, in which self and other are one being.
The Flower Ornament is not like this: in terms of the cosmos of
universality, the teaching of universal vision, the realm of absorption in
the body of the matrix of enlightenment, and the teaching of the array
of the cosmic net of Indra, the subtle knowledge of the interpenetration
of the whirls of the oceans of worlds is all attained at once--because
realization of one is realization of all, detachment from one is detachment
from all. Therefore within one's own body are the arrays of oceans of
lands of the ten bodies of Buddha, and within the Buddha's bodies is the
realm of one's own body. They mutually conceal and reveal each other,
back and forth, over and over-all worlds everywhere are naturally this
way. It is like myriad streams returning to the ocean: even when they
have yet· entered the ocean, the nature of moisture is no different; and
once they enter the ocean, they all are of the same salty flavor. The same
is true of all sentient beings-though delusion and enlightenment differ,
the ocean of original buddhahood is basically not different.
Tenth, regarding the difference of giving the prediction of enlightenment to the hearers, in the Saddharmapundarika Scripture, though the girl .
who becomes a Buddha reflects all at once the timelessness of the
cosmos, completely revealing buddhahood, those in the temporary
studies of the three vehicles, although they have faith, have not yet gotten
rid of their residual tendencies and are not yet able to attain immediate
realizations; because they can only ascend to enlightenment over a long
period of time, they are given prediction of enlightenment in the distant
future. This is not the same as The Flower Ornament Scripture, which
teaches that when one is deluded one is in the realm of the ordinary, and
when one is enlightened one is then a Buddha-even if there are residual
habits, one uses the knowledge and insight of buddhahood to cure them.
Without the knowledge and insight of buddhahood, one can only
manage to analyze and subdue habits and cannot enter the rapids of
buddhahood, but can only enter buddhahood after a long time.
Because the faculty of faith of beginners in the three vehicles is inferior,
they are not able to get rid of their bondage; they are fully wrapped up
in their many ties and are obsessed with the vicissitudes of mundane life.
Though they seek to transcend the world, their capacities are inferior
and they get stuck and regress. This is why the Buddha has them
contemplate such points as birth, aging, sickness, death, impermanence,
impurity, instantaneous decay, and continual instability to cause them to
become disillusioned. When they develop rejection of the world, their
minds dwell on the distinction between purity and defilement; for the
benefit of this type of people, who, though they cultivate compassion
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and knowledge in quest of buddhahood, still think of a pure land as
elsewhere, and because they have not obliterated their partial views
characteristic of the three vehicles and so always see this world as impure,
the. Buddha explains cause and effect and settles their doubts, and
temporarily makes the world pure, and then withdraws his mystic power
so they will again see defIlement.
Due to the habit of those in the three vehicles of viewing everything in
terms of impermanence, selflessness, and emptiness, their minds are hard
to change; though the girl in the Sad4harmapundarika shows the Buddhavehicle all at once, and though they believe in it, yet they cannot yet
realize it immediately themselves. For this reason the predictions of full
enlightenment in the Saddharmapundarika assembly all refer to long
periods of time. The Saddharmapundarika gradually leads to The Flower
Ornament, whereupon they are directly taught that the determination for
enlightenment is itselfbuddhahood.
There are. two aspects of similarity between the Saddharmapundarika
and The Flower Ornament Scriptures. One is that of riding the vehicle of
buddhahood directly to the site of enlightenment. The vehicle of buddhahood is the one vehicle. As The Flower Ornament Scripture says, among
all people there are few who seek the vehicle of hearers, Buddhism
disciples, even fewer who seek the vehicle of individual illumination,
while those who seek the great vehicle are very few; yet it is easy to seek
the great vehicle compared to the great difficulty of believing in The
Flower Ornament teaching. The scripture also says that if there are any
people who are fed up and depressed or obsessed, they are taught the
path of disciples to enable them to escape from suffering; to those who
are somewhat clear and sharp in mind the principle of conditioning is
explained, to enable them to attain individual illumination; to those who
willingly practice benevolence and compassion for the benefIt of many,
the path of enlightening beings is explained; if there are any who are
intent on the matter of greatest importance, putting the teachings of
infInite enlightenment into operation, they are taught the path of the one
vehicle. This is the distinction of four vehicles in The Flower Ornament
Scripture; as for the Saddharmapundarika, it sets out three' temporary
vehicles and fInally reveals the true teaching, which is the Buddhavehicle-there is no real second or third vehicle. The four vehicles of
these two scriptures coincide in their defInitions, but the manner of
teaching is different.
Then :;lgain in the Saddharmapundarika it says that "Only this one thing
is true-the other two are not real." Going by this passage, it seems to
be setting up three vehicles, but actually it is four teachings: the one
thing which is true is the Buddha-vehicle, while the other two refers to
the great vehicle of enlightening beings and the lesser vehicles of individual illuminates and hearers, the latter being considered together because
they are alike in respect to their revulsion to suffering.
Also, the girl in the Saddharmapundarika reflecting the nature of past,
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present, and future in one instant, and the statement that there is not the
slightest shift from ordinary person to sage, are about the same as the
teaching of the understanding and practice and entry into the Way by the
youth Sudhana in the last book of The Flower Ornament Scripture,. As for
Sudhana's attainment of buddhahood in one life, within an instant he
realized the nature of past, present, and future is wholly equal. This and
the girl's instant transformation to buddhahood are both in accord with
fundamental truth, because this is the way things are.
As for the Nirvana Scripture, it is based on the buddha-nature. It has
ten points of difference with The Flower Ornament Scripture, and one
similarity. The differences are as follows: the location; the arrays of the
realms; the audiences; the interlocutors of the teachings; the audiences'
hearing of the teaching; the purity or defllement of the lands of reward;
the temporariness and reality of the Buddha-body; the patterns of birth
and extinction; the forms of practice of the teachings; and the models of
companionship. The one point of similarity is illustrated by the Nirvana
Scripture's image of an herb in the snowy mountains of such a nature that
cows who eat it produce pure ghee with no tinge of blue, yellow, red,
white, or black.
Regarding the first difference, that of location, the Nirvana Scripture is
preached between the twin trees on the bank of the Hiranyavati River in
Kushinagara, whereas The Flower Ornament is preached under a jewel
enlightenment tree at the sight of enlightenment in Magadha.
Second, regarding the difference in array of the realm, when the
Nirvana Scripture was expounded, the hallowed ground between the trees
was thirty-two leagues in length and breadth, completely filled by a
great congregation. At that time the places where the boundless hosts of
enlightening -beings and their companies sat were infInitesimal, like
points: all the great enlightening beings from all buddha-lands came and
assembled. Also it says that at that time, by the Buddha's power, in all
the worlds in that billion-world universe the ground was soft, level,
uncluttered, free from brambles, and arrayed with myriad jewels like the
western paradise of the Buddha of In£nite Life. Everyone in this great
assembly saw all the buddha-lands, numerous as atoms, as clearly as
seeing themselves in a mirror. Also it says that the trees suddenly turned
white. This is all extensively described in the scripture.
Now when The Flower Ornament Scripture was expounded, there were
ten flower-treasury oceans of worlds, each with twenty layers above and
below. On the bottom layer there are as many vast lands as atoms in one
buddha-field, each with as many satellite lands as atoms in ten buddhafields; this increases with each successive layer. All of the worlds in these
oceans of worlds have adamantine soil, with trees, pavilions, palaces,
mansions, lakes, seas, all adorned with precious substances. As the
scripture says, "One time the Buddha was in the land of Magadha, at the
site of enlightenment in a forest, having just realized true enlightenment:
the ground was made of adamantine diamond, adorned with discs of
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exquisite jewels, flowers of myriad jewels, and clear crystals," and so on,
going on to say how all the adornments of inconceivable eons of all
buddha-lands were included and revealed there. This is eulogizing the
adornments of the sphere of Buddha. This is also extensively described
in the book on the Flower Treasury universe: these are the adornments
of the Buddha's own body of true reward, not like in the Nirvana Scripture
where Buddha uses mystic power to temporarily purify the world for
the assembly. The reason for this is that in the Nirvana Scripture the
audience is a mixture of those with the faculties of the three vehicles, so
there would be no way for them to see this purity by themselves without
the support of the Buddha's spiritual power. In the case of The Flower
Ornament the audience is pure and unmixed, being only those with the
faculty for the one vehicle; the disciples of the lesser vehicle who are in
the crowd do not perceive these adornments of Buddha's realm, because
their faculties are different. Although the scripture says "by the spiritual
power of Buddha," afterwards it says, after all, that it is by the power of
natural law being so, or it is so in principle. Here, "spiritual" or "mystic"
means accord with reality; it doesn't mean that someone who is actually
an ordinary person is given a temporary vision. The Flower Ornament
basically shows the true reward, while the spiritual power of the Nirvana
Scripture is a temporary measure. Also, the Nirvana Scripture has Buddha's
pure land in the west, beyond as many buddha-lands as particles of sand
in thirty-two Ganges Rivers-it is not here. This obviously is a projection, and not real.
)
Third, regarding the difference in the audiences, all in the audience of
the Nirvana Scripture are human or celestial in nature, with those of the
three vehicles coming together: except for the great enlightening beings,
when they remember the Buddha they weep; bringing fragrant firewood
for the cremation, they grieve and lament, missing the days when they
attended the Buddha. All such people are suited to hearing that the
Buddha passes away; except for the enlightening beings of the one vehicle
who have penetrated Buddha-knowledge, all the others are like this. The
audience of The Flower Ornament Scripture consists of enlightening beings
in the ranks of fruition of buddhahood, in "the ocean of knowledge of
essence, all of whom are on the one vehicle. The humans, celestials,
spirits, etc. are all of the same faculties and enter the stream of Buddhaknowledge. In the first assembly it says that the enlightening beings, as
many of them as atoms in ten buddha-worlds, are all born from the
ocean of the roots of goodness of Buddha. The ocean of roots of
goodness is the ocean of knowledge of the reality body of Buddha, born
of great knowledge. All Buddhas have as their basis the fundamental
knowledge of the body of reality-if enlightening beings were not born
from this, all their practices would be fabricated. This congregation,
from the first inspiration to the entry into the ocean of Buddha-knowledge, go through six levels, cultivating ten developments of faith, ten
abodes, ten practices, ten dedications, ten stages, and equaling enlight-
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enment, from shallow to deep, the forms of practice diverse. TIlls is not
like the Nirvana Scripture, in which the three vehicles are alike included,
and the good types of humans and celestials come to the same assembly;
in The Flower Ornament Scripture, those of the thr,ee vehicles are not in
the congregation, or even if they are, they are as though deaf, not
hearing, So you should know the assembly of those of the three vehicles
in the Nirvana Scripture-enlightening beings, Buddha's disciples, humans, celestials, etc.-is not the same as that of The Flower Ornament
Scripture, which consists only of enlightening beings in the one vehicle,
whose rank when they first set their minds on enlightenment is the same
as the rank of Buddha, who enter the stream of knowledge of Buddha,
share the same insight and vision as Buddha, and are true offspring of
Buddha.
Fourth, regarding the difference in the interlocutors, in the Nirvana
Scripture the main petitioners for the teaching are the enlightening being
Kashyapa, the enlightening beings Manjushri and Sinhanada, and Shariputra, and so on, who are models of the teachings. The Devil, who is
also a principal petitioner, urges the Buddha to pass away. As for The
Flower Ornament Scripture, the leaders who set up the teachings are
Universally Good, Manjushri, Chief in Awareness, Truth Wisdom, Forest of Virtues, Diamond Banner, Diamond Matrix, and so on. In this
way there are ten "chiefs," ten "wisdoms," ten "forests," and ten
"matrices," great enlightening beings within the ranks of fruition of
buddhahood, who set up the teachings of forms of practice of fruition
of buddhahood in several ranks. Thus because these ranks are identical
to buddhahood and buddhahood is identical to these ranks, it shows that
in each rank there is fruition of buddhahood.
The enlightening beings who carryon dialogues setting up the teachings in The Flower 'Ornament are all enlightening beings from the ten
directions and from this world; all spiritually penetrate the source of
reality, their knowledge is equal to the cosmos: appearing as reflections
or responses in the ten directions, they arrive without coming or going.
Their devices, in accord with the nature of things, are not accomplished
by coming and going. Even in the minutest atomic particle there are
infinite clusters of bodies; in a fine hair an inconceivable ocean of forms
is manifest. All things in the cosmos are like this. In all places, the
enlightening beings are suddenly there, without having come from
anywhere; suddenly they are absent, without having gone anywhere. In
all places and times, in the physical forms of living beings, the mountains, rivers, seas, and space of the environment, they appear in physical
forms, freely being and not being, infinitely interpenetrating and interreflecting. These are all great enlightening beings, and therefore are not
like the enlightening being Kashyapa or the disciple Shariputra in the
Nirvana Scripture, who were born in human homes and appeared in the
same state as ordinary people to lead the people in the three vehicles,
who felt sad and wept on the passing of the Buddha.
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Fifth, regarding the difference in the audiences' hearing of the teaching, the Nirvana Scripture is for those of the lesser vehicles and enlightening beings involved in the temporary teaching, who carry out various
contemplative practices without having yet gotten rid of the obstruction
of clinging, and so are obsessed with the practice and cling fast to the
forms of practice; thus missing, in these forms of practice, the fundamental essence of the un created body of reality, which has no proof or
practice; by means of practice, cultivation develops arid becomes· manifest, constructing realizations of the subject and object, enlightenment
and nirvana: for these people the Buddha explains in this Nirvana Scripture
that all practices are impermanent, being things that are born and perish,
and that when birth and destruction die out, extinction is bliss. This is
because the good conduct practiced and the realizing enlightenment are
born phenomena, and the realized nirvana is the phenomenon of extinction: since the mind retains subject and object, birth and extinction do
not cease, and while birth and extinction do not cease one fails to
penetrate the truth. Now this Nirvana Scripture therefore explains that
when the practices, the realizing enlightenment, and the realized nirvana
all become extinct, only then does one accord with truth: so it says, "All
practices are impermanent-they are born and perish. When birth and
decay have passed away, silent extinction is bliss." This is why the
Buddha disappeared. When the sense of subject and object is ended, that
is called great nirvana.
The nirvana of the two lesser vehicles can have subject and object, and
has cultivation and realization-therefore it is called created noncontamination. The nirvana of the Buddha has no subject or object: for this
reason, in the Nirvana Scripture Cunda says to the enlightening being
Manjushri, "Don't say the Buddha is the same as practices .... If you
say the Buddha is the same as practices, then you cannot say Buddha is
free." Therefore great ultimate nirvana informs those of the three
vehicles that all practices, the enlightenment which realizes, and the
nirvana which is realized, are all impermanent. Since that which is born
is originally nonexistent, extinction is not experienced. No practice, no
cultivation, is called great nirvana, and it is called complete tranquility.
Therefore the Nirvana Scripture has those in the three vehicles who are
attached to practices detach from practice and cultivation, and has those
with an object of realization carry out no-realization and no-cultivation.
As for The Flower Ornament Scripture, the congregations from other
regions and the people of this world, in the ranks of the assembly, from
their very first determination for enlightenment immediately arrive at
noumenal and phenomenal freedom, the merging of principle and action. Principle and action are reflected at once, without before, after, or
in between. All of this is naturally so, based on the fundamental truth. If
you keep thinking of beginning and end, cause and effect, before and
after, this is all mundane feelings, all birth and death, having becoming
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and disintegration, all a matter of breaking bonds according to faculties,
not a matter of the true source of fulfillment of buddhahood.
The various teachings' methods of guiding people all lead into The
Flower Ornament's ocean of fruition of knowledge, of truth-this is their
true goal. The avenues of the teaching are clear, the guiding mirror is
evident; you should read through the whole scripture, with contemplative knowledge illuminating it as you go along: the mind opening up to
understanding, the clouds will disperse from the sun of knowledge.
Suddenly you will ascend the peak of wonder, surveying the ocean of
knowledge; the two views of ordinary and holy will be washed away by
the water of concentration, and the two gates of compassion and wisdom
will appear through the spiritual body. This Flower Ornament Scripture is
expounded directly to those of supremely great hearts; it is like directly
bestowing monarchy on a commoner. It is like dreaming of a thousand
years, all to vanish upon awakening. This is like the saying of the Nirvana
Scripture that there is a certain herb in the snowy mountains; the cows
that eat this produce pure ghee, with no tinge of blue, yellow, red,
white, or black. Like this, people with the broadest minds immediately
see the buddha-nature and thereupon attain true enlightenment, not
coming to it gradually from lesser states. This is why we say the hearing
of the audiences is different-the Nirvana Scripture unifies the branches
and proceeds from the essence, but does not yet talk about the simultaneous operation without interference of knowledge and compassion, the
real and the conventional.
Sixth, regarding the difference in purity and defilement of the lands of
reward, in the Nirvana Scripture the Buddha's land of reward is placed in
the West, past as many buddha-lands as grains of sand in thirty-two
Ganges Rivers-this is said to be the land of spiritual reward of Shakyamuni Buddha. This is because those involved in the temporary studies of
the three vehicles have not transcended defilement and purity and see this
world as polluted, evil, and impure; the Buddha therefore temporarily
points out a land of reward in the West. In the doctrine of true teaching
of The Flower Ornament, this very world itself is pure, without defilement, and the worlds .of the ten directions are pure and flawless. This is
because for enlightening beings of the true teaching defilement and
purity are ended, so the world is thoroughly pure; enlightening beings
of the temporary teaching see defIlement by themselves where there
is no defilement, and therefore Buddha points out a land of reward in
the West.
Seventh, regarding the difference in the temporariness and reality of
the embodiment of Buddha, the Buddha in the Nirvana Scripture with
thirty-two marks of greatness is temporary, while the true principle of
complete tranquility is real. Since the measureless arrays of all marks of
spiritual reward exist dependent upon the real, therefore according to
The Flower Ornament Scripture the thirty-two marks of Vairocana Buddha
enter the Buddha of nirvana-both are realm noumenon and phenomena
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are nondual; without destroying the body of reality, Buddha accords
with the ocean of forms, measureless, endless. Forms, essence, reward,
and ~rinciple interidentify; they are like lights and reflections, freely
mergmg.
Eighth, regarding the difference in manifestations of birth and extinction, in the Nirvana Scripture there is set up, for the people of the vehicles
of discipleship and individual awakening, Buddha's spiritual descent
from Tushita heaven, birth on earth, and so on, till his entry into final
nirvana. For enlightening beings of the great vehicle it says Buddha does
not descend from heaven into the mother's womb; it says Buddha is
eternal, blissful, self, and pure, beginningless and endless, unborn and
unperishing, yet temporarily disappears. Then it posits a land of reward,
which it calls Shakyamuni Buddha's land of reward, far away in the West.
It makes this earth out to be a phantom land, a realm of defilement. The
Nirvana Scripture contains these things that are different from The Flower
Ornament, to lead those with facility for the temporary teaching. The
Flower Ornament is otherwise: it directly points out the teaching of the
fundamental body, the fundamental reality, going beyond emotional
and intellectual views, without beginning or end, void of any sign of
past, present, or future, one complete real reward, unborn, unperishing,
not eternal, not fmite, the ocean of realization in which essence and form
interpenetrate freely. The emptiness ofa single atom has no difference
throughout the cosmos; different types of people create hindrance and
bondage, their faculties and capacities are not equal, and the temporary
and the true are not the same, so as a result there are myriad differences
in ways of teaching. One should know the temporary and the true, one
should recognize the provisional and practice the real, and not miss the
true teaching by sticking to a temporary school.
Ninth, regarding the difference in the forms of practice of the teachings, according to the Nirvana Scripture even enlightening beings in the
tenth stage do not clearly know or see the buddha-nature. So it proceeds
from the ten outgrowths of faith of the ordinary person and later comes
to the ten abodes, where the enlightening beings see the buddha-nature
a little bit: the Nirvana Scripture sets up the process of ten abodes, ten
practices, ten dedications, and ten stages, to be cultivated graduallyonly in the stage of equally enlightenment does it clarify the fulfillment
of practice producing fruition, and only the state of ineffable enlightenment is finally buddhahood. Then again, it also says there is an herb in
the snowy mountains; the cows that eat this produce pure ghee with no
tint of blue, yellow, red, white, or black-so it also expounds the
teachings of immediate realization.
In the Nirvana Scripture there are after all types of teachings of five
vehicles, six vehicles, seven, eight, nine, and ten vehicles. There are three
kinds of vehicles of enlightening beings beyond the two vehicles of
hearers and individual illuminates-altogether these make five vehicles.
If we include the five precepts and ten virtues, .that makes a sixth and
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seventh vehicle. Also, those of the three vehicles, hearing the same thing,
each apprehend their own principles therein-therefore they make three
times three or nine vehicles. As for the practices of the three vehicles of
enlightening beings, they are: cultivating selfless9-ess; proceeding from
the ten abodes to the ten stages, gradually seeing buddha-nature; and
attaining sudden realization without going through various stages.
In the Nirvana Scripture's book on the buddha-nature it says that once
the great enlightening beings saw the buddha-nature they all said, "We
revolved in measureless births and deaths, always confused by selflessness." This is like the saying in The Flower Ornament Scripture that there
are enlightening beings who practice the six ways of transcendence for
countless eons, attain the six spiritual powers, and read, write, and
master the canon of eighty-four thousand teachings, yet still do not
believe in this deep scripture. This is an example of such enlightening
beings; the spiritual powers they attain are not based on natural origination, but are consequences of practicing virtues and contemplations such
as selflessness. It is also like the case of people living in earthly paradise:
they too are born there as a result of having practiced contemplations of
the nonexistence of self or possession; their material livelihood is naturally abundant, but they have no teaching of enlightenment and do not
realize liberation. The problem with all of these is that in the past their
action and understanding were mistaken, so they could never forget what
they had gained. The Nirvana Scripture, after having unified humans,
celestials, heretics, and those of the three vehicles, returns them all to the
buddha-nature, the complete tranquility of nirvana, the true principle of
naturelessness: it does not yet point out that the characteristics of reward,
the consequences of enlightenment, have no self or other, but include
both noumenon and phenomena, with knowledge and function interpenetrating. So it still sets up distinctions such as self-other, purity-defilement, and so on, and therefore says the land of reward of Shakyamuni
Buddha is far away in the West. This is because the faculties of the people
it addresses cannot yet bear the whole truth; the teaching is set up
according to the faculties, to lead those of the three vehicles who have
obstructions in connection to reality. The complete quiescence of the
buddha-nature, the noumenal aspect of thusness, cannot show the interplay of forms; blocking perception of existents, thus producing doubts,
it screens the body of reality.
Thus the Nirvana Scripture's teaching of the fruition of buddhahood
after the ten stages is what is seen by beginners in the ten abodes in The
Flower Ornament Scripture. The herb in the mountains from which cows
produce pure ghee is like the beginners in the ten abodes in The Flower
Ornament seeing the Way and immediately seeing that self and other,
beginningless and endless, not old or new, are originally Buddha.
Because body and mind, essence and forms, are originally Buddha, this
door of buddhahood is considered liberation, riding the vehicle of
buddhahood directly to the site of enlightenment. In the various stations
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and stages of enlightening beings, in each rank there is fruition of
buddhahood, just as the ocean is in each drop. They carry out their
practices within the buddha-nature, so there is progressive practice
because of their buddha-nature. In The Flower Ornament, enlightening
beings at the outset, in the beginning of the ten abodes, suddenly see the
Buddha's body of reality, the buddha-nature, the uncreated fruit of
knowledge, and carry out all the myriad practices of Universal Good,
according with conditions without lingering, all of them uncontrived.
The Nirvana Scripture says that the buddha-nature is not a created
phenomenon; but because it is covered by passions for outside objects,
starting from the first of the ten abodes one uses uncontrived concentration so that one's essence accords with reality, where passions and objects
have no inherent nature-there is only the essence and function of reality,
which has no greed, hatred, or delusion, and is spontaneously Buddha.
Therefore if you unite with it for a moment, you become Buddha in a
moment; if you unite with it in a day, you become Buddha in a daywhat's the need for gradual step-by-step accumulation of practice over
eons to arrive at the fruit? When the mind is hooked onto quantification
of ages, the vision is blocked-what end would there be to this? The
teaching of the Buddhas is basically not contained in time-counting
time and setting up ages or eons is not the buddha-vehicle.
Tenth, regarding the difference in patterns of companionship, in the
Nirvana Scripture it says a youth of the snowy mountains met a demigod
and was inspired by a half verse spoken by the demigod; valuing the half
verse, he forfeited his life to hear the rest-"All actions are impermanent-this is the phenomenon of birth and death. When birth and death
are extinguished, tranquil extinction is bliss." This is saying that the
nirvana of buddha-nature cannot be cultivated by practices, because
practices are fabricated and impermanent, and it cannot be realized by
mind, because mind has subject and object. Thus its essence cannot be
cultivated, its principle cannot be witnessed by the mind. Mind itself is
the essence-there is no further subject or object. This is why Cunda
said, "Don't say the Buddha is the same as practices."
As for The Flower Ornament Scripture, the pattern set by the youth
Sudhana, from his first inspiration for enlightenment with Manjushri,
till his final meeting with the Universally Good enlightening being, to
each of the fifty-three teachers he met, he said, "I have aroused the
determination for unexcelled complete perfect enlightenment-how
would you have me learn the path of enlightening beings and carry out
the practices of enlightening beings?" It does not say all practices are
impermanent. Why? Because The Flower Ornament elucidates the teaching of the cosmos of interdependent origination, in which noumenon
and phenomena are nondual. No condition is not quiescent, no phenomenon is not real. All worlds are one ocean of the essence of reality; the
complete pervasion of great knowledge is the realm. The totality of
everything is the ocean of essence, th,~
one real cosmos. It is not explained
rq]
.
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according to action as sentient and insentient. Therefore, since the realm
of unalloyed reality in the Flower Ornament is all knowledge, the land
of the enlightening beings of the ten abodes is wisdom, the land of the
enlightening beings of the ten practices is kno?,ledge, the land of the
enlightening beings of the ten dedications is wonder-it doesn't express
two different views of animate and inanimate.
The Nirvana Scripture addresses those of the temperaments of the three
vehicles; because their characters and behavior are inferior, the Buddha
has then harmonized by practices, to overcome their gross ills-only
then can they enter the Way. But then they conceive of the practices they
are taught as absolute truths, and this screens the uncreated essence and
they miss out on the truth. For this reason Buddha explains that all
practices are impermanent, and the realizer and the realized are also
phenomena that are born and perish. This is not the same as Sudhana's
instant awakening in which there is no subject or object, intuitively
becoming aware that one's own mind is fundamentally Buddha. Not
attaining buddhahood, not experiencing enlightenment, the body and
mind, essence and form, having no realization or cultivation, not becoming or decaying, are originally thus, active or still according to conditions,
without destroying existence or nonexistence--the practices carried out
are only products of knowledge. Therefore it doesn't say that all practices
are impermanent in The Flower Ornament Scripture.
As for the similarity between the Nirvana Scripture and The Flower
Ornament Scripture, an example of this is what is illustrated by the simile
of the special herb in the snowy mountains; also the Nirvana Scripture
says that all sentient beings have buddha-nature, and that the Buddhas
have no final entry into extinction. The Flower Ornament says, "The
Buddhas do not come forth into the world, and they have no extinction. "
Also, the Nirvana Scripture criticizes those of the two lesser vehicles for
the discriminating view of Buddha as descending from heaven into the
womb, living as a prince, leaving home, becoming enlightened, and
passing away: this is like the notion of The Flower Ornament that knowledge enters past, present, and future without coming or going, and all
Buddhas attain great enlightenment by the timeless essence. Instantly
seeing the Way, views of past and present end, "new" and "old" do not
exist at all-one attains the same enlightenment as countless Buddhas of
the past, and also becomes Buddha at the same time as the Buddhas
of countless ages of the future, by personally witnessing the timelessness
of past, present, and future. Because there is no time, there is no coming
or going.
Even if people don't see or know themselves that their own body and
mind are fundamentally truly enlightened, the complete qualities of the
true enlightenment of one's own body and mind fundamentally have no
annihilation. And if they do themselves see and know the fundamental
true enlightenment of their own body and mind, their own true enlightenment has no birth, because it is originally thus; and basically there is
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no one who awakens and nothing awakened to. If any awake, they after
all awaken to this nonexistence of an awakening subject or an object of
awakening. Thus the realm of the Buddha of fundamental awareness has
no ordinary person, no sage, no concentration, no distraction; it is not
cultivated, not proved, not knowledge, not ignorance, not born, not
destroyed.
This outline of the perspective of The Flower Ornament Scripture in
comparison with other important Buddhist scriptures generally follows
the work of the earlier specialists in Flower Ornament doctrine. Li Tongxuan's work, with its emphasis on totality and immediate realization
of the essential unity of being, was highly appreciated especially by
students of the Chan school of Buddhism. The emphasis on the one
vehicle and its totalistic perspective presented in Li's introduction to The
Flower Ornament Scripture is particularly useful in view of the great variety
and complexity of the contents of the scripture, which make it easy to
get lost in detail and miss the overall meaning. While in a sense the
specific principles and practices presented in the scripture are all contained in the one vehicle, they are also at once introductions into the one
vehicle as well as outgrowths of the one vehicle. Once the fundamental
premises and basic vocabulary of The Flower Ornament Scripture have been
established, no further generalization is adequate to convey its contents.

A Thematic Summary of Each Book
The first book of the scripture, entitled The Wonderful Adornments of
the Leaders of the Worlds, describes a symbolic assembly of various
groups of beings at the site of Buddha's enlightenment. The title of this
book refers to the representatives of various realms of being who appear
on the scene, but it can also be read Wonderful Adornments of the Leader
of the Worlds, referring specifically to the Buddha, the various states of
being seen as adornments of the Buddha, their realizations representing
aspects of Buddha's total enlightenment. Buddhabhadra's translation
entitles this book Pure Eyes of the World, which likewise may also be
read Pure Eye of the Worlds, representing the total universal awareness
of the Buddha.
In this opening book a general picture of the nature of buddhahood
and the general principles and scope of the teaching is built up through
the various beings' eulogies and descriptions of the liberations they have
realized. What is stressed is the universality and comprehensiveness of
buddhahood, which is described as both physically and metaphysically
coextensive with the cosmos itself. It emphasizes that Buddha expounds
the truth by various means and teaches innumerable practi;es for the
benefit of all beings: here "Buddha" refers to reality itself, and to people
who are awake to reality. The various kinds of beings that appear in this
book do not in this case represent their mundane aspects as such, but
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rather depict various facets of the Buddha's enlightenment, while also
representing the potential for enlightenment inherent in all conscious
beings, a fundamental theme of universalist Buddhism.
The second book, entitled Appearance of th,e Buddha, tells about
characteristics of buddhahood, stressing the infinity and eternity of
Buddha in the cosmic sense of being reality itself. The epithet of Buddha
used in the title is Tathagata, which is understood in Chinese Buddhism
to mean "one who comes from thusness," the term "thusness" referring
to being-as-it-is, unpredicated reality. The human Buddha is considered
in one sense as someone who is aware of fundamental continuity and
identity with reality. In this scripture the term "Buddha" is commonly
used for thusness or reality itself; in this book it is pointed out that
Buddha, as reality, appears everywhere to all beings, but it is seen in
accord with their perceptive capacities. It conveys the parallel messages
that all experience reality according to their faculties and predilections,
and that correlative to this, enlightened guides present various teachings
to people in accord with their needs, potentials, and conditions. This
accounts for the wide variety of doctrines in Buddhism, some of which
may on the surface seem so different as to be even mutually opposed;
underlying this variety is the fact that diverse aspects of a situation or
levels of truth may be discussed separately, and that different ways of
seeing, thinking, and acting may be recommended to different people,
depending on the time and circumstances. This principle of adaptation
and specific prescription is known as "skill in means" and is so basic and
pervasive that it is impossible to understand Buddhism without a thorough appreciation of its premises, its purpose and implications.
The third book, called The Meditation of the Enlightening Being
Universally Good, exposes the metaphysic of the bodhisattva or "enlightening being," the worker for universal enlightenment. The practical
aspect of the enlightening being is here and throughout the· scripture
typified by a symbolic being called Universally Good, or Universal Good
(Samantabhadra). The interrelatedness of all beings and the awareness of
that interrelatedness on the part of enlightening beings is graphically
represented in this book. By being in direct contact without "thusness"
or "suchness" without the distorting influence of preconceptions and
partiality, enlightening beings are, according to this book, aware of each
other through being equally focused on reality. The unity of their
purpose-universal liberation and enlightenment-which underlies diversity of method is emphasized strongly here. Again, it is made clear
that enlightening beings may appear in virtually any form and employ a
wide variety of means, according to what is useful for the liberation of
people in given conditions. Universally Good, representing the enlightening work as a whole, extending throughout all places and times,
therefore symbolizes a central concept of this scripture.
The fourth book, The Formation of the Worlds, presents visionary
descriptions of worlds as representing the consequences of aspirations
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and actions. Emphasized here is the relativity of world and mind, how
the features of the world depend on the states of mind and corresponding
deeds of the inhabitants. A considerable portion of the contents of this
and the following book consists of a series of litanies of concentration
formulae, intended to convey certain impressions to the mind and to
encapsulate certain aspects of the teaching to focus attention on them. It
is through transformation of the vision of the world as well as the
attitudes and actions connected with that vision that the world itself is
transformed. This point also is an important part of the message of the
scripture.
The fifth book is entitled The Flower Bank World. The so-called
Flower Bank World is also referred to as the Flower Bank Array ocean of
worlds, and may be translated as the world adorned by treasuries of.
flowers. This "world" is in the scripture represented as an "ocean of
worlds," and is said to be our universe. In this scripture "flowers"
generally represent practices or deeds, which produce fruits and seeds of
consequent states. This book presents a visionary cosmology describing
this world system or universe as purified by the vows and deeds of
Vairocana Buddha, the glorified or cosmic aspect of the historical Buddha. It represents the world system as resting on an ocean of fragrant
water, which symb~lizes what is called the "repository consciousness,"
which is the mental repository or "storehouse" in which all experiential
impressions are stored. It is from these impressions that images of the
world develop. These images of the world are represented in the scripture
as features of the world system. The land masses in the world system
also contain seas of fragrant water, which symbolize virtuous qualities
or wholesome factors in the mind. Many varieties of adornment are
described, symbolizing not only virtues but also purely aesthetic views
of the world without the contamination of emotional judgements. As a
further dimension, the description of unthinkably many worlds over
immensely vast reaches is calculated to foster a perspective in which any
world is, as it were, reduced in size, like a pebble taken from the eye and
returned to a mountain, no longer commanding the obsessive sense of
unique significance that a narrow focus of attention invests in it. These
elaborate descriptions allude also to the complexity of any realm, and
try thereby to draw the consciousness into a broader awareness and
detach it from restrictive preoccupations.
Book six, Vairocana, recounts illustrative tales of the development of
the Buddha Vairocana in remote antiquity. The name "Vairocana" is
interpreted in two senses, universal illuminator and specific illuminator,
embodying both holistic and differentiating awareness. As noted, Vairocana is understood as another name for Shakyamuni in the cosmic,
metaphysical sense, and also in the sense of the qualities or verities of
buddhahood that are common to all Buddhas. This book describes a
variety of realizations and attainments of Vairocana in the causal state,
using mnemonic meditation formulae representing basic principles and
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praxes of Buddhist teachings. These are suggested in terms of various
spells, trances, psychic powers, knowledges, lights, activities, perspectives, and so on.
The seventh book, called Names of the Buddha, ,again emphasizes that
Buddhas, enlightened people, develop profound insight into mentalities
and potentials, and teach people in accord with their capacities and
needs. Thus it is that all see Buddhas differently, according to their
faculties and to the teachings which have been adapted to their situations.
This book recites names and epithets of Buddhas to represent different
perceptions or different facets of the qualities of enlightenment. Sometimes these are given from the point of view of cause, sometimes from
the point of view of effect; sometimes they are explicit, sometimes they
are veiled in metaphor.
The eighth book, The Four Holy Truths, is based on the same principle
as the foregoing book, presenting Buddhist teaching in myriad different
ways to accommodate various mentalities and understandings. Following
the lead of the seventh book, The Four Holy Truths gives various names
and capsule descriptions of four points that are believed to have been one
of the original teaching frames of the historical Buddha. Basically, these
four truths refer to the fact of suffering, the origin of suffering, the
extinction of suffering, and ways to the extinction of suffering. Here
again the representations of these points may be put in terms of cause or
of effect. Sometimes the mundane truths-suffering and its origin-are
put in terms not of conventional reality but of ultimate reality-inherent
emptiness-to show a path of transition to the world-transcending truths
within the mundane itself.
Book nine, entitled Awakening by Light, is an expanding vision
unfolding within light issuing from Buddha's feet: the light progressively
illumines greater and greater numbers of worlds as it travels further and
further into space, radiating in all directions, revealing similar structures
and parallel events in each world. In every world are immense numbers
of Buddhas who each attract ten great enlightening beings, one from
each of the ten directions, who in turn are each accompanied by countless
enlightening beings. When the assemblies have all been arrayed, one of
each group of ten great enlightening beings chants descriptive eulogies
of the Buddha, alluding to the acts and realities of buddhahood. Here
again is emphasized the identity of Buddha with truth and ultimate
reality, the transcendental nature of the essence of Buddha.
The tenth book, called An Enlightening Being Asks for Clarification,
follows up on the ninth, with the same interlocutors. This book goes
explicitly into metaphysics, explaining the principle of the naturelessness
or essenceless of all phenomena. This means that things have no individual nature, no inherent identity or essence of their own, because they are
interdependent and only exist due to causes and conditions. For this
reason it is repeatedly stated that the nature of things is natureless, that
they have no being of their own. It points out that the seeming existence
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of things as discrete independent entities is in fact conceptual, a description projected by the mind on the flux of sense data; the real nature of
things, it maintains, is insubstantial, and they die out instant to instant.
In this book it is restated that realms or conditions of being are consequences of action, but it goes on to say that action is fundamentally
baseless, or lacking in ultimate reality-it is the mind's attachment to its
own constructs that provides the sense of continuity.
Also stressed in this book is the point that the teachings of Buddhas
may be manifold and different according to specific circumstances, but
the essential truth is one and the various teachings and practices are all
part of a total effort. To clarify this point further, the different mental
conditions for which particular aspects of the teaching are recommended
are noted, to give some idea of the purposes of the diverse doctrines and
approaches of Buddhism. This book also emphasizes the critical importance of actual application of the teachings, without which the mere
description of techniques is useless. A number ~ classic metaphors used
in Chan Buddhism to stress the need for application are taken from this
particular book of The Flower Ornament Scripture.
Book eleven, called Purifying Practice, was translated several times, as
early as the third century. It is a litany of prayers concentrating on the
development of outlook and mentality of the enlightening being. It
particularly focuses on the interconnectedness of all beings and the
training of this awareness. It details an elaborate scheme of thoughtcultivation in which consciousness of daily activities is directed to specific
wishes for universal well-being and liberation. In terms of format, much
of it is based on entry into monastic life, and some of the specific actions
and events on which the contemplations are based are of monastic
life, but many others make no necessary distinction between lay and monastic life.
The twelfth book is called Chief in Goodness, being named after the
enlightening being who expounds it. This book eulogizes the aspiration
or will for enlightenment, the monumental spiritual conversion by·
which an ordinary person becomes an enlightening being whose life and
action is based on and guided by the determination for the enlightenment
and liberation of all beings. The inspiration of the genuine will for
enlightenment is in a sense itself transcendence of the world, as universal
enlightenment becomes the reason for being, and life itself is transformed
into a vehicle of enlightenment. Following this, faith is praised for its
instrumental value as a means of directing the mind and focusing
endeavor. Then the book goes on to describe practices and their results,
in terms of both self-cultivation and assistance to others. Again versatility
is emphasized, and enlightening beings are symbolically described as
presenting all sorts of displays and teachings to exert edifying and
liberating influences on people.
Book thirteen is entitled Ascent to the Peak of Mount Sumeru. Mount
Sumeru, the polar mountain of a world, is pictured as the abode ofIndra
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(or Shakra), the mythical king of the gods of the thirty-threefold heaven,
pictured as thirty-three celestial mansions on the peaks surrounding the
summit of Sumeru. This book is a brief visionary welcome of the
Buddha into the palace oflndra.
Book fourteen, Eulogies on Mount Sumeru, emphasizes the metaphysical aspect of Buddha, as being absolute truth. The thrust of this
approach is to counter preoccupation with forms. Buddha is said to be
the very absence of inherent existence or intrinsic nature of all conditioned things. Conventional reality is called a description consisting of
habitual conceptions and views. DefIning the world through verbal and
conceptual representations is by its very nature limiting, restricting
awareness, so this chapter stresses the need to see through, see beyond
conventional reality in order to become enlightened. When the nature of
perceptual and conceptual organization of experience as a mere tool is
forgotten or unknown, and a particular organization hardens into an
exclusive view, the mind has lost its freedom. The dependence of views
on social, cultural, and psychological factors attests to their nonabsoluteness; the concern of Buddhist philosophy and meditation is to see
through such conditioning and restore the mind to· openness and flexibility. This book states that the basis of delusion and falsehood is reality,
meaning that delusion and falsehood, being themselves conditioned, do
not have any inherent reality or inevitability-this very emptiness of
inherent reality is what is called absolute reality or truth. What is
intended by this insight is not nihilistic extinction, but seeing delusion
for what it is: the term "extinction" used in this connection essentially
means the extinction of conditioned views. Here the scripture says that
having no views is true seeing, which sees everything because it is seeing
without the restriction of predispositions of ingrained mental habits.
This philosophy of the relativity of mind and world is provided as a
rational basis for dissolving clinging to views and freeing the mind from
the enclosure of inflexible, set ways of seeing and thinking about things.
The fIfteenth book, called Ten Abodes, is a brief description of ten
stations of enlightening beings. The fIrst abode is that of initial determination, setting the mind on omniscience, to broaden its horizons. Second
is preparing the ground, or cultivation; here the development of universal
compassion is emphasized. Also involved is learning, from people and
situations as well as from formal study. Third is the abode of practice,
to clarify knowledge; here various aspects of emptiness (indefIniteness,
nonabsoluteness) are emphasized. Fourth is the abode of "noble birth,"
which means rebirth from the enlightening teachings; here knowledgeof beings, phenomena, causality, and so on-is emphasized, as well as
the knowledge, practice, and realization of the teachings of Buddhas of
all times, with awareness of the essence of buddhahood, which is equal
in all times. Fifth, the abode of skill in means, involves further development of knowledge and means of conveying knowledge, and working
for universal salvation without attachments. Sixth, the abode of the
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correct state of mind, involves developing a mind that does not waver in
face of apparently contradictory aspects of things; here again the inherent
emptiness of things is emphasized. Seventh, the abode of nonregression,
means not regressing regardless of what one may hear in regard to
different aspects of things, and learning the principles of reconciliation
of oppositions through relativity. Eighth, the abode of youthful nature,
involves development of impeccability, of psychic freedom, and vast
extension of the range of study and application of the teachings .. Ninth,
the abode of prince of the tead~ing, is a stage of development of
discursive knowledge and the particular sciences of teacherhood. Tenth
is the stage of coronation or anointment, referring to the accomplishment of knowledge of all sciences and means of liberation and the
development of a sphere of buddhahood.
Book sixteen, entitled Religious Practice, describes detailed analytic
investigations which eventually arrive at ungraspability, systematically
removing the mind from fixations, dismantling the structure of a formal
religious world in order to embrace formless truth. After this the book
goes on to bring up the special powers of knowledge of Buddhas as
realms of deep study, and concludes with exhortations to integrate
compassion with the understanding of illusoriness.
The seventeenth book is called The Merit of the Initial Determination
for Enlightenment. This book describes in grandiose terms the virtues
of the aspiration for enlightenment. It stresses the sense of this determination transcending all limited aspirations, being directed toward omniscience and universal liberation and enlightenment. Many points or fields
of knowledge are specifically mentioned in this connection, including
the "mutual containment" or mutual immanence of different quanta of
being and time, alluding to the interdependence of definitions, and the
interrelation of elements and structural sets. Other prominent spheres of
knowledge are those involved in the study of mentalities and mental
phenomena, this kind of knowledge being essential to the science of
liberation. The tremendous emphasis on genuine and boundless determination for complete universal enlightenment reflects its importance as
the essence of the whole enterprise of enlightening beings, who do not
seek enlightenment for their own personal ends. The correct orientation
at the outset is deemed essential to truly transcend the limitation of self;
without this transcendent resolve, the power of spiritual exercises exaggerates and bolsters the affiictions of self-seeking and can lead to harmful
aberrations.
Book eighteen, entitled Clarifying Method, presents a series of lists of
elements of the path of enlightening beings. First it stresses the development of the determination for omniscience, which means knowledge of
all things pertinent to liberation. Then it goes on to work on nonindulgence or heedfulness, in terms of ten items; these lead to ten kinds of
purity. Following this it brings up twenty things which are congenial to
enlightenment, ten things whereby enlightening beings can rapidly enter
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the stages of enlightenment, ten things which purify their practices, ten
results of purity of practice, ten vows, ten ways of fulfilling vows, and
ten spiritual "treasuries" attained as a result of fulfilling vows. This book
also talks about means of purifying the ten essentjal ways of transcendence, or perfections of enlightening beings, and about specific cures of
spiritual ills.
Book nineteen, Ascent .to the Palace of the Suyama Heaven, is much
like book thirteen; here the Buddha is welcomed into the heaven called
Suyama, without, however, leaving the foot of the enlightenment tree
and the peak of the popular mountain Sumeru. This introduces the
following book, in which the all.,.pervasiveness of Buddha is stressed.
The twentieth book is called Eulogies in the Palace of the Suyama
Heaven. This book emphasizes the universality of Buddha in terms of
metaphysical essence and in terms of practice. The spiritual body of
Buddha is seen here as the cultivation of enlightenment potential inherent
in all conscious beings in all times. The nature of Buddha, beings, and
phenomena is spoken of in these terms: "Sentient and nonsentient beings
both have no true reality. Such is the nature of all things-in reality they
are not existent." Also, "Analyzing matter and mind, their nature is
fundamentally void; because they are void they cannot be destroyedthis is the meaning of 'birthlessness.' Since sentient beings are thus, so
are Buddhas-Buddhas and Buddhas' teachings in essence have no existence." And "The body is not Buddha, Buddha is not the body-only
reality is Buddha's body, comprehending all things. Those who can see
the Buddha-body pure as the essence of things will have no doubt about
Buddha's teaching. If you see that the fundamental nature of all things is
like nirvana, this is seeing Buddha, ultimately without abode." This
book is also the source of the famous line often quoted in Chan
Buddhism: "Mind is like an artist, depicting the worlds . . . . If one
knows that the action of mind makes all worlds, one sees Buddha and
realizes the true nature of Buddha. "
Book twenty-one is entided Ten Practices. These ten practices, though
under different names, correspond to the ten perfections, or ways of
transcendence, upon which the path of enlightening beings is based:
giving, ethical conduct, forbearance, energy, concentration, wisdom,
expedient methodology, power, commitment, and knowledge. The
accomplishment of these is based on the relativity = emptiness equation;
the first six are especially based on emptiness within relative existence,
while the last four are based on relative existence within emptiness.
The twenty-second book, Ten Inexhaustible Treasuries, deals with ten
sources of the development and activity of enlightening beings: faith,
ethics, shame, conscience, leaming, giving, wisdom, recollection, preservation of enlightening teachings, and elocution. Various items from
these "treasuries" are explained in detail. The section on faith deals with
the object of faith, mosdy expressed in terms of absolute truth, as well
as states of mind engendered by faith. The section on ethics deals with
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general ethical principles and orientation as well as specific articles of
ethical conduct. Shame refers to being ashamed of past wrongs; conscience refers to resolve not to continue to act unwisely. The section on
learning deals with specifics of interdependent origination of conditioned
states, and with analytic knowledge. Giving involves "giving up" in the
sense of intellecfual and emotional relinquishment, such as nonattachment to past and future, as well as the act of giving itself and the frame
of mind of generosity. Giving is often put in hyperbolic or symbolic
terms, and has the general sense of contributing one's resourcesincluding one's very being-to the common weal rather than to purely
private aims. The section on wisdom deals with both phenomena and
principles, with discursive knowledge being described as leading to.
insight into emptiness and independent understanding. The treasury of
recollection involves recollection of every moment of awareness-represented as countless ages due to the density of experience-including
changes undergone as well as contents of what has been learned. Preservation means preservation of Buddha-teachings and the sciences involved
therein. Elocution refers to exposition and teaching.
Book twenty-three, entitled Ascent to the Palace of the Tushita Heaven,
describes in great detail the arrays of ornaments set out to welcome
Buddha to this heaven. This is on a vaster scale than the other heavens
which Buddha visits in this scripture, because the Tushita heaven, the
heaven of happiness or satisfaction, represents the abode of a buddha-tobe just before manifesting complete enlightenment in the world. The
assembly of enlightening beings there is also depicted in terms of the
practices and qualities that developed them. After this is an elaborate
description of the spiritual qualities of Buddha.
Book twenty-four, Eulogies in the Tushita Palace, resembles the other
comparable books of the scripture, eulogizing the universality of the
awareness and metaphysical reality of Buddha, reconciling multiplicity
and unity, emphasizing the relativity of the manifestation of Buddha to
the minds of the perceivers.
The twenty-fifth book, called Ten Dedications, is one of the longest
books of the scripture, indicative of the great importance of dedication
in the life of enlightening beings. Dedication particularly reflects two
essential principles of enlightening beings' practice: giving, or relinquishment; and vowing, or commitment. The basic orientation of dedication
is the full development, liberation, and enlightenment of all beings. The
scope of the ten dedications is beyond the capacity of an individual to
fulfill personally; it is through dedication that the individual enlightening
being merges with the total effort of all enlightening beings. Forms of
giving which are not literally possible, for example, are presented at
great length; these represent nonattachment, both material and spiritual,
particularly in the sense of dedication to the service of all life. This book
recites extensive correspondences between specific contributions and the
results to which they are dedicated, representing the adaptation of
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enlightening beings' activity to particular developmental needs. This is
often presented in spiritual or psychological terms, but also it is presented in material or formal terms of glorified images of Buddha
symbolizing the perfection of the human being. T~s book again emphasizes the integration of wisdom and compassion, acting purposefully
even while knowing the ultimately unreal nature of conditional existence.
This skill of acting without attachment, without compulsion, without
grasping or rejecting existence or emptiness, is presented -as the essence
of dedication and fundamental to the path of enlightening beings.
Book twenty-six is the famous book on the ten stages of enlightenment. The teaching of the ten stages is presented as the foundation of all
Buddhist teachings, just as .an alphabet is the foundation of all writings
in its language. This book is of such significance that it was translated
into Chinese no fewer than five times, three times as an individual
scripture, over a period of five hundred years; it also exists in Sanskrit as
an individual scripture.
The Flower Ornament Scripture is said to contain, in one form or
another, all phases of Buddhist teaching; true to the scripture's basic
structural principle of the parts reflecting the whole, this comprehensiveness is also to be seen clearly within the book on the ten stages. Of the
various modes of teaching-sudden and gradual, explicit and implicitit is the gradual and explicit that overtly dominate in the ten stages, thus
making it one of the clearest and most straightforward of the books of
the scripture.
Pursuing a theme of developmental progression, the ten stages encompass the course of the enlightening being from the first ecstasies of
disentanglement and spiritual attraction to the fmal rain of teaching
pouring from enlightened knowledge, thus completing and restarting
the cycle of self- and other- enlightenment. Within this overall cycle are
parallel cycles of elevation of self and others; as the enlightening beings
progress from stage to higher stage, there is ongoing expansion not only
of extent, depth, and precision of awareness and perception, but also of
corresponding versatility and power in communicative outreach.
Throughout this progress, the development of awakening is prevented
from halting at each stage by the overriding aspiration for complete,
perfect enlightenment, the thoughts of the enlightening beings set ultimately on the attributes of buddhahood. The practitioner aspires to be
the best of beings, not by comparison with others, but in terms of
potential fulfillment, not limiting horizons or coveting personal satisfaction by acceptance oflesser goals.
The ten stages include phases of practice such as are usually associated
with the so-called lesser vehicles of individual salvation, but the enlightening being does not take the annihilation or liberation from worldly
concerns made available by these methods as the fmal realization. In the
high stage wherein effortlessness and cessation of mental and physical
action take place, it is external inspiration that motivates the practitioner
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to rise even beyond this stage of personal peace. In the highest stage the
cosmic awareness whose perspective pervades the whole scripture ultimately opens up explicitly, showing the "all in one, one in all" vision of
the realm of reality.
An important theme in the ten stages, one that appears here and there
throughout the scripture in various guises, is the cultivation of both
mundane and trans mundane welfare. This is presented in concrete terms
in this book, as the practitioner in a certain stage engages in the
development and exercise of skills in worldly occupations. The choice of
activities-whether in the arts and sciences, business, crafts, literary and
cultural pursuits, entertainment, or other fields-is guided not by the
personal desires of the practitioners but by the current needs of the
society that they are serving, according to what will be beneficial.
The development of such occupational skills is undertaken in the same
stage at which meditation is the main practice among the ten transcendent ways. The balancing of work in the world and world-transcending
practices, characteristic of the ideal of comprehensive Buddhist activity,
functions to promote the simultaneous benefit of self and others, preventing what is called "intoxication by the wine of meditation concentration," an obstacle in the path and an indulgence forbidden by the
precepts of enlightening beings. In a later stage, these worldly occupations become effortless and can be carried on spontaneously without
obstruction.
A most important concept mentioned early on in the book on the ten
stages is that of the "six characteristics," as it was known in the Huayan
school of Buddhism in East Asia. Not explicitly developed in the
scripture but rather illustrated throughout, this idea was singled out by
the founders of the Huayan school in China as a major element of their
philosophy. The six characteristics are totality, distinction, sameness,
difference, formation, and disintegration. In the context of stages of
enlightenment, or practices, this means that all together form a single
totality, while each are distinct elements of that totality; all are the same
insofar as they complement each other and work together to produce the
total effect, while individually they have different functions within the
whole work; as elements in the same one totality, they form the whole
and in it reach their individual consummation, while separately they not
only do not form a whole but also are not individually perfected without
the others.
The philosophy of the Huayan school, based on The Flower Ornament
Scripture, also sees the six characteristics as aspects of all phenomena.
According to this philosophy, the six characteristics are a comprehensive
way of viewing things so as to overcome the tendency to lapse into
partial or one-sided perceptions. Considering the phenomena and principles of Buddhism in this light, for example, produces an understanding
quite different from that fostered by the notion of the multiplicity of
Buddhistic teachings as representing rival schools and conflicting ideol-
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ogies. In this sense the six characteristics provide a useful diagnostic aid
for assessing movements that have actually hardened into exclusive
schools or ideologies: seen in the Flower Ornament context, such movements become inwardly sterile by stabilization around temporary and
partial teachings, yet outwardly contain a portion of nutrient in that they
demonstrate this process. It is in this sense that the Scripture on the
Ultimate Extinction states that even in the time of the extinction of the
Teaching, the Teaching is not extinct, for its very demise is its demonstration of the causes thereof, for the edification of the perceptive.
Using the six characteristics, it is quite easy to get an overall perspective on the message of The Flower Ornament Scripture, on the activity
known as the practice of the vow of Samantabhadra, the embodiment of
Universal Good. Here, all workers for enlightenment are one totality,
the whole effort is one totality. Within this single overall effort, different
workers fulfill different functions; these may be represented, for example, as different schools, different cycles of teaching, different modes of
practice. In essence, all of these workers are the same, based on the vow
of Universal Good and the aspiration for universal enlightenment. All
ultimately have the same essence, which is referred to as the buddhanature, but they are different in characteristics, in the formulations and
methods that they employ. The work of all the workers forms the
"body" of Samantabhadra, the multitude forms the one. No individual
worker completes the entire task alone; the enlightening being "enlightens all sentient beings" and "purifies all worlds" as an operative in the
whole work, the vows of the enlightening being representing attunement
with this totality. If different formulae, practices, or phases of the
Teaching are separately held on to as dogma, absolute and complete in
themselves, the total dynamic of the Universally Good work disintegrates. The characteristics of "formation" and "disintegration" could
also be seen in terms of the supersession of teachings and the spatial
dispersal of schools such as illustrated by the classical Chan schools in
China, with formation and dispersal part of an ongoing process. The
relation to the whole work is not necessarily organizational in the
conventional institutional sense, but rather is organic and functional.
The twenty-seventh book, The Ten Concentrations, speaks of the
enlightening being breaking through the barriers of the familiar relative
world-barriers of space, time, multiplicity, solidity-by mental concentration. One aspect of this practice is the entry and exit of concentration
in different domains. "Entry" is interpreted as concentration, or absorption, and "exit" as insight, or knowledge; through concentration in one
domain, insight into another is awakened. This is done through numerous different mediums of concentration and is connected with the
development of the Flower Ornament vision of the interpretation of
principles and phenomena and the interpenetration of phenomena.
Other exercises are also presented, embedded within the imagery and
descriptive narrative of the book, structuq:d to foster the fundamental
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perspectives of the teaching and to guide the mental focus of development
of the general and specific aspects of comprehensive knowledge for
which the enlightening being strives. One characteristic of such exercises
is their telescopic quality, visualizing simultaneous extension and immanence.
The Flower Ornament Scripture is like a hologram, the whole concentrated in all the. parts, this very structure reflecting a fundamental
doctrine· of the scripture, that this is what the cosmos itself is. like,
everything interreflecting, the one and the many interpenetrating. In the
book on the ten stages this is illustrated with the gradual mode of
teaching predominant; in the book on the ten concentrations this is
shown with the sudden or all-at-once mode coming strongly to the fore,
paralleling the step-by-step format. WeIe its method unlocked, ancient
research into the mental cosmos, such as reflected in The Flower Ornament
Scripture, might have something to offer to modem investigations into
the holographic nature of the brain and its linear and simultaneous
modes.
An essential theme of the ten concentrations is the purpose of knowledge in the context of the life of enlightening beings; specifically,
understanding the processes of development of civilizations and mentalities, and how the cycles of teaching operate in the context of these
processes and their various elements.
Book twenty-eight, on the ten superknowledges, describes higher
faculties, functions developed through the concentrations, said to be
inconceivable to any minds except those of the fully awakened and the
awakening who have attained them.
The twenty-ninth book, on the ten acceptances, deals with entry into
nonconventional aspects of reality. The boundaries of conventional mental construction are penetrated but not destroyed because their ultimately
illusory nature is realized. Transcendental and mundane levels of truth
are both accepted: the immanence of the absolute in the relative is
experienced as all-pervasive, spiritual phenomena and mundane phenomena being found to have the same phantasmagorical nature; thus the
ultimate tolerance is attained whereby the mind is freed.
Book thirty, called "The Incalculable," develops the immense numb.ers used in the scripture. The higher numbers far exceed present
estimations of the number of atoms in the universe; they are more closely
approached by the numbers of potential brain operations. The Flower
Ornament method of calculation includes the dimension of time as well
as space, and follows the principles expounded in the scripture-for
example, since everything is a series of moments, continually passing
away and being renewed, each moment therefore is a new universe; also,
the content of each passing moment of awareness is a universe. Furthermore, all existents are what they are in relation to all other existents;
thus, in terms of the "Indra's Net" view of the Flower Ornament, the
facets of existence are incalculable, interreflecting ad infinitum. This is
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illustrated by the progression of squares by which the incalculable
numbers are developed in this book. The book concludes with a verse
declaring that the cosmos is unutterably infmite, and hence so is the total
scope and detail of knowledge and activity of enlightenment.
"Life Span," the thirty-first book, presents a similar progressive
generation of time frames in different "worlds," culminating in the
frame of reference of the prototype of enlightening beings, in which "a
day and a night" is an inconceivably immense span of time in ordinary
terrestrial terms, yet is still within time. Here again is illustrated the
interpenetration of cosmic and mundane planes in the perspective of the
enlightening being.
Book thirty-two, called "Dwelling Places of Enlightening Beings,"
names centers of spiritual activity, some of which can be located in
India, Kashmir, Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Central and East Asian
China. Whatever the historical facts behind this book may be, commentary takes it to represent the manifestations of the timeless and placeless
"reality body" within time and place.
Whereas book thirty-two represents buddhas in the causal state as
enlightening beings in specific domains, the thirty-third book, "Inconceivable Qualities of Buddhas," deals with buddhas in the state of effect
or realization, the universal attributes of buddhas. Here the "buddhas"
represent attunement to the cosmic buddha, the "reality-body." The
former chapter alluded to the causal state, which is there to promote
effect; the present book shows how the state of effect then extends
forward into cause. Thus the Flower Ornament doctrine of interpenetration of cause and effect-cause producing effect, effect producing
cause-is illustrated; this is one meaning of representing the Teaching as
a wheel that continually moves forward.
Book thirty-five contains a long series of visualizations. Called "The
Ocean of Physical Marks of the Ten Bodies of Buddha," it also presents
the state of effect or realization, in terms of comprehensive awareness,
represented by multitudes of pervasive lights revealing the phenomena
of the material and spiritual worlds. "The Qualities of the Buddha's
Embellishments and Lights," the thirty-fifth book, presented as spoken
by Shakyamuni-Vairocana Buddha in person, refers to the causal state,
that is, to the Buddha as an enlightening being, illustrating the light of
~wakening penetrating, breaking through, the veils of the realm of
Ignorance.
These expositions of the qualities of buddhahood, generally showing
the emanation of the universal principles of buddhahood from the state
of effect into the state of cause, are followed by the thirty-sixth book
called "The Practice of Universal Good," again taking up the cycle of
cause to effect. Narrated by Samantabhadra, the Universally Good
enlightening being, the prototype and representation of the whole body
of the practical acts of enlightening beings, this book is followed by "the
appearance of Buddha," in which Samantabhadra goes on at length
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describing the myriad facets of the manifestation of Buddha and how it
is to be perceived.
The final two books of The Flower Ornament Scripture, "Detachment
from the World" and "Entry into the Realm. of Reality," deal with the
development of the enlightening being. "Detachment from the World,"
which commentary points out has the meaning of transcendence while
in the very midst of the world, is a series of two thousand answers to
two hundred questions about various aspects of the evolution of enlightening beings into buddhas.
"Entering the realm of reality," the final book of The Flower Ornament
Scripture, is perhaps the grandest drama of the Buddhist canon. Known
in Sanskrit as an individual scripture called Gandavyuha, this book
describes the development of enlightenment through tales of a pilgrimage. The central character, a seeker of truth named Sudhana, is sent on a
journey by Manjushri, the personification of wisdom. Initially directed
by Manjushri, Sudhana calls on a number of spiritual guides, each of
whom sends him on to another for further enlightenment. Eventually
Sudhana comes to the abode of Maitreya, the imminent Buddha, and
finally integrates with the total being of Samantabhadra, the representation of Universal Good, the activity of enlightenment.
The guides Sudhana encounters, referred to as spiritual benefactors or
friends, are young and old, female and male, Buddhist and nonBuddhist,
renunciates and householders, members of various classes, and experts
in various professions, arts, and sciences. They are not organized in a
perceptible formal hierarchy or institution and are not always known to
the public for what they are. The spiritual friends are known to each
other according to their own attainments, and it is through the successive
direction of the guides themselves that Sudhana finds out who and where
they are. None of them claims to hold the whole truth, and none tries to
bind Sudhana to a given system of dogma or keep him as a follower.
Many of them teach in surroundings and formats that are not overtly
associated with what is conventionally thought of as religion.
The book begins with a symbolic description of manifestations of
enlightened awareness, explaining that those who are within a fixed
system have not the slightest inkling of the scope of consciousness that
lies beyond the bounds of their perceptions as conditioned by their
training and development. It suggests that all views that are conditioned
by cultural and personal history are by definition limiting, and there is a
potential awareness that cuts through the boundaries imposed by conven- .
tional description based on accumulated mental habit. According to the
scripture, it is the perennial task of certain people, by virtue of their own
development, to assist others in overcoming arbitrary restrictions of
consciousness so as to awaken to the full potential of mind.
In order to carry out this task, it is necessary to operate partly within
the field of these very restrictions. Those whose specific charge it was to
write scriptures like this one, therefore, were working within the bounds
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of language and thought to hint at realities beyond language and
thought. As has been seen in earlier books of the scripture, included in
the commitments of such specially dedicated people, known here as
enlightening beings, is the task of purposely ,bridging boundaries of
culture and religion. They are also committed to bridge the boundary of
secular and sacred, and part of their work involves relieving mundane
suffering and anxieties that would otherwise preoccupy mental energy
and hinder further awakening.
Given that the specific characters of the scripture are "fictional," the
teaching indicates that in order to seek historical reflections of what the
characters represent, it would be necessary to avoid being constrained by
labels and definitions imposed by externalist observers. The secrecy or
inaccessibility of certain aspects of spiritual teaching is due not merely to
esotericism but also to the extent to which the realm and activity of the
teaching is outside the system of assumptions and expectations of
common convention.
Seen in this light, the scripture can foster remarkable perspectives on
the history of civilization and human consciousness. Even in recorded
history, there are numerous examples of people known as mystics who
were also eminently practical, workers in the fields of public education,
civil administration, medicine, engineering, environmental design, communications, agriculture, and so on. On the other hand, it is widely
stated that many overtly religious people were in fact unregenerate
worldlings; it is also on record, though less widely, that many overtly
secular activities and enterprises are in fact vehicles of spiritual teaching.
Given that a complete historical record is a physical impossibility, and
that there is no such thing as a complete fact in itself available to the
ordinary senses, it is interesting to observe how much apparently disconnected activity can be brought into coherent focus through the vision of
the Flower Ornament Scripture.
Who were-who are-these specially dedicated and developed people
whom the scripture calls enlightening beings? We have no reason to
suppose that all enlightening beings are identified as such in historical
records; there is more reason to suggest that their identities have in many
cases been deliberately obscured. The scripture says of them:
Some appeared in the form of mendicants, some in the form of
priests, some in bodies adorned head to foot with particular emblematic signs, some in the forms of scholars, scientists, doctors;
some in the form of merchants, some in the form of ascetics, some
in the form of entertainers, some in the form of pietists, some in the
form of bearers of all kinds of arts and crafts-they were seen to
have come, in their various forms, to all villages, cities, towns,
communities, districts, and nations. With mastery of proper timing,
proceeding according to the time, by modification of adapted forms
and appearances, modifications of tone, language, deportment,
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situation, carrying out the practices of enlightening beings, which
are like the cosmic network of all worlds and illumine the spheres of
all practical arts, are lamps shedding light on the knowledge of all
beings, are arrays of projections of all realities, radiate the light of
all truths, purify the establishment of vehicles of liberation in all
places, and light up the spheres of all truths, they were seen to have
come to all villages, towns, cities, districts, and nations, for the
purpose of leading people to perfection.
This depicts the enlightening beings coming into the world, as it were,
with a purpose, using the available tools of the world to accomplish their
task. The versatility of enlightening beings in their modification of
appearance and activity, adapting to the specific circumstances of the
time-cultural, linguistic, technological, and so on-and the needs of
the people they are working with, stems from a basic freedom enlightening beings cultivate, which is sometimes referred to as being beyond
the world even while in the world:
Enlightening beings do not seek omniscience for their own sake,
nor to produce mundane enjoyments and pleasures, nor in search of
the various enjoyments of the realm of desire, not under the compulsion of errors of conception, thought, and view. They live and
work in the world without being controlled by fetters, bonds,
propensities, or obsessions, without being controlled by craving or
opinions, without their minds being bound up in ideas of mundane
enjoyments, without being taken with the taste of pleasure of
meditation, without being blocked by mental barriers.
Of course, this does not mean to say that enlightening beings all exist
in conformity with stereotyped ideals. According to the scripture, the
wisdom and virtues of Buddha are in all people, but people are unaware
of it because of their preoccupations. Just as the scripture points out that
there are lands and beings who are a mixture of impurity and purity,
there are untold incipient enlightening beings always becoming manifest
in every thought, word, and deed of compassion. It is the task of the
more fully developed enlightening beings in every community to contact
and nurture what is best in others; whether they do it through religion
or art or cooperation in ordinary activities is purely a matter of local
expediency. Often it is the case that preoccupation with the external face
of such activity obscures its inner purpose; over a period of time this
leads to elaboration of forms without their original meaning, fragmen'tation of the work, and mutual JIlisunderstanding and even intolerance
and hostility among members of what have now become factions. One
of the functions of The Flower Ornament Scripture is to present a vision of
the whole underlying the parts, so as to help people offset the effects of
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this scattering tendency and rise above sectarianism and other forms of
bigotry.
It is no secret, of course, that there have been numbers of overtly
religious figures, religious leaders, who fit descriptions of enlightening
beings. The potential unleashed by their appearance, however, has often
been mitigated by two persistent tendencies manifested by particular
types of observers. One tendency has been to absolutize even the temporal aspects of the dispensations of such leaders; the other has been to
regard such people solely as products of temporal conditions. To offset
the extreme view that abstracts a personality out of context, The Flower
Ornament Scripture sometimes represents such people as kings surrounded
by their retinues, showing that the activity of the teaching, which may
be overtly represented by an individual, is in reality sustained by many
people, who may be anonymous, and that the position and work of the
king takes place within a particular context, in cooperation with a
community. To counter the other extreme view of such leaders as merely
the products of historical forces, the scripture uses the theme of reincarnation, depicting them as being reborn again and again in different states
and circumstances, carrying out their transcendental purpose, which
remains with them throughout all changes, using the means afforded by
the temporal order.
Thus, while the scripture lauds the extraordinary achievements of
specially dedicated individuals, it does so primarily as an inspiration to
the inner sense of the potential of consciousness, and does not degenerate
into personality worship or cultism. Though it recognizes the ordinarily
imperative force of actions and events that continually condition the
stream of existence, it also emphasizes the power of will, often referred
to in terms of vows, capable of extending the awareness to reach out for
latent possibilities that are not being actualized within a given set of
propensities but that can become available through the exercises known
as the practices of enlightening beings.
Naturally, many perceptions of the "meaning" of the scripture are
possible, according to the history and condition of the interpreter. This
is noted in the scripture itself and is a basic understanding of the school
of hermeneutics founded on this scripture in the Far East. Each of these
perceptions will have some meaning (even ifit is thought of as "meaninglessness") to the perceiver, and probably to others as well, as in the case
of people sharing their experience of anythillg, whether it is a verbalized,
conceptualized, and reflective experience or an intuitive, tacitly communicative one. Whether or not particular perceptions are useful to an
individual in a developmental sense is another matter; but even if they
are not enlightening to the individual perceiver, they may be useful to
others who observe the relation of the individual with the material. The"
scripture carries out its function of illustrating mentalities both directed
by description and indirectly by provocation.
The provocative aspect of the scripture is not limited to bringing to
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light frames of mind by provoking characteristic reactions; it includes,
equally if not more importantly, the evocative function of eliciting new
perspectives and perceptions from the repository of potential consciousness. It is often said that Buddhism claims the world is illusory; and
indeed Buddhist writings do contain statements to that effect, although
it is as common "to say that the world is in illusion or the world is like
illusion. What this means is that the world as we know it is a description,
constructed through processes of selection and organization; the illusion,
or delusion, is to imagine that the description is objective reality itself.
The soft sciences of modem times have come around to the recognition
of the arbitrariness, or nonabsoluteness, of world views, conditioned as
they are by cultural and personal history; but it is only recently that
some Western workers in these sciences have begun to consider it logical
to take the next step and actually experience this fact by learning how to
transform or suspend the deep structures of the description at will.
It is in this endeavor, to expand capabilities of perception and understanding, that another mode of using the scripture comes mto play. The
traditional practice of single-minded recitation of scripture, embodying
as it does meditation's twin elements of concentration and contemplation, has long been used to effect escalation of consciousness and
enhancement of mental powers.
In order to attempt rational understanding of how this can work, it is
important to note that the word illusion, which is so commonly used in
Buddhism to describe the known world, also means "magic." Knowledge and awareness are referred to as magical. Thus illusion-magic has
two aspects, restrictive and expansive, conservative and creative. From
the point of view of the absolute, the imagined nature of things is false,
but the raw material is real; so it is said in Buddhist scripture that the
sense data are the matrix of enlightenment. What is constructed from
this raw material depends on biological, psychological, and social conditioning, which are variable and can be consciously modified, with the
result of change in perception of the world. Alterations of diet, posture,
movement, breathing, thought, attention, human contacts, and physical
environment are among the techniques known to have been used since
ancient times for affecting the sphere of consciousness. In Buddhism,
change of state is not necessarily valued in itself so much as the experiential realization of emptiness, which means nonabsoluteness of states,
on the one hand, and infinitude of possibilities, on the other. What realm
of awareness is beneficial for whom at what stage of development is held
to be one of the sciences of enlightenment, according to which random
visions, ecstasies, or insights are not productive of true spiritual maturity, though their place as incidents along the path should eventually
become apparent to the sufficiently advanced.
Insofar as it tends to keep individuals and communities within certain
patterns, conditioning as an ongoing process is also in a sense selfperpetuating, in that habit reinforces itself through repetition, becoming
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what is called "second nature." Certain conditioning operations, such as
those used to inculcate patterns of behavior required to maintain the
fabric of society, may be generally quite overt, though they might be
given different names, such as "education." Often,_ however, the impacts
and efforts involved in conditioning are almost entirely subliminal.
Examples of this might be the practice, now prohibited in some places,
of flashing pictures of refreshments on movie screens, so briefly as to be
virtually unnoticed consciously, in order to induce viewers to crave these
refreshments; or the familiar experience of having a tune keep running
through one's mind in spite of the feeling that one is making no effort
to repeat it.
To get out of the circle of habit, a reflection of what the scripture calls
the "mundane whirl," Buddhist practice proposes a dual process of
arresting involutionary patterns and incorporating evolutionary patterns.
In the practice of spiritual recital, the focus of concentration works to
halt the wandering mind and take the attention off habitual trains of
thought, while the structure and imagery of the scripture that then flow
into the mind, bypassing the conditioned intellect, are able to set up new
patterns of perception.
It is well known that incantation practices like this can produce ecstatic
states after a time if done in a concentrated fashion. The dazzle of ecstasy
induced in this way is somewhat like the torrent of noise that accompanies a rush of schoolchildren as they pour out of the classroom after six
hours of confinement, and is in itself of no particular value. On the
contrary, it can be harmful if it becomes an obsession, as if the ecstasy
itself were the goal.
Various extraordinary powers have been associated with people who
spent much time in incantational practices, but these are not thought of
as mechanical techniques that automatically work for everyone at all
times. In fact, the concentration that is thereby generated with relative
ease can have a stagnating effect as well, in that it can give a false sense of
security or freedom, and can mask-and therefore perpetuate-deepseated propensities. Furthermore, without the inclusion of other appropriate factors, concentration can turn into obsession or rigidity, and it
can also degenerate and fail to produce lasting results. As scripture points
out, there is no particular method of practice that is universally valid;
practices are part of a coherent whole that needs all its parts to function
properly. This can be seen in the doctrine of the six characteristics as
applied to the ten stages. Moreover, it is held that to approach any
spiritual practices in an unsuitable state, such as a state of greed for
personal gain, leads not to enlightenment but to magnification of unwholesome qualities. Hence the need for proper preparation of dedication is given tremendous emphasis in this scripture.
Another traditional use of the scripture is, like that of esoteric art, as a
model for visualization practice, which is similarly designed to introduce
the mind to certain patterns held to be developmental. An example of
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this practice is made explicit in a short scripture of the Flower Ornament
corpus, called "Section on Cultivation of Love from The Flower Ornament
Scripture." Part of the visualization involves imagining every particle of
one's own body as a buddha-land, replete with such adornments as are
des'cribed at great length throughout the scripture; then one visualizes all
the beings in the universe entering into those buddha-lands within
oneself and consciously evokes thoughts oflove and wishes of well-being
for them all. Another visualization practice, as evidenced in Chinese
records, focuses on the lights emanated by buddhas in various scenes of
the scripture.
Yet another function of the scripture, often unsuspected or considered
gratuitous hyperbole, is to affirm the infinity of the path and provide
ongoing challenge and inspiration. This function is hinted at in the
statement of the distinguished tenth-century Chan master Yan-shou;
whose mission was to demonstrate the unity of Buddhist teachings, to
the effect that nine out of ten people who only practice Chan meditation
and do not study scripture become conceited and lose the way. Another
indication of this is found in the book on the ten stages, according to
which in the eighth stage, the stage of effortlessness, where perfect
comfort and tranquillity are reached, the impulse to go on to further
development in the higher stages comes from outside the individual.
Certain parts of other important scriptures such as the Saddharmapundarika and Vimalakirtinirdesha also present prime examples of this function.
The question of uses of scripture brings into relief one of the supposedly peculiar principles of Flower Ornament Buddhism, that of the
mutual causation of past, present, and future. On a microscale, the
experience of the present moment is in fact an' edited replay of an
immediately past moment of sensation; therefore, that past moment
becomes present to consciousness through a process that is in its future.
On a larger scale, perceptions and interpretations of the past depend on
the conditions of the perceivers in the present; the legacy of the past as it
bears on the present and future depends on conditions in the present.
Therefore, the past, as it exists relative to the present, is not a fixed
actuality, but depends on what elements of past causes are accessible and
how they are perceived and experienced, what elements are in fact being
acted on in a given situation, and how they are being acted on. What the
past was is not available to ordinary perception; what the past is, on the
other hand, is being caused by its own future, as much as it has caused
its future. Various factors in the present, including understanding, expectation, and will, enter into the manner in which past causes are selected,
utilized, and become operative.
This would seem to present a closed circle of determinism-the
conditions of the present that determine how the past is experienced are
themselves products of that past. According to the Flower Ornament
teaching, however, the mutual inherence of past, present, and future does
not represent unmitigated determinism, because the past, present, and
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future are all infinite. What is finite is the experience of being-time
through the temporal capacity of a given range of consciousness; and
insofar as that capacity may be altered, contracted, or expanded, it might
be that many of the limitations regarded as real by ;my society or culture
are in fact illusory, and the real potential of humanity is so much greater
than imagined as to be virtually infinite, even if that infinity can never
embrace the infinity of infinities.
This seems to be one of the pervasive themes of the scripture-that
there are far vaster possibilities open to humankind than ordinarily
suspected in the course of everyday life. However vital the impulses and
activities involved in the search for survival, comfort, and stimulation
may be, they have never been known to produce complete satisfaction or
still the quest for something beyond, which is yet dimly sensed in the
innermost recesses of the mind. The aim of the authors of the scripture
in recording it and leaving it to posterity might be guessed from the
contents of the scripture itself; its usefulness in the present and future, of
course, depends on the use to which it is put.
On the premise that the scripture itself is a logical place to look for
keys to its understanding and application, this translation is presented as
a sort of raw material, with a minimum of external apparatus. A
discussion of certain technical terms and concepts will be found in the
introduction to Volume I, and a glossary is appended to each volume;
the major explanatory material, however, is to be found in the context of
the scripture itself.
There is really no way to explain all that is in the scripture, and it
would seem a travesty to attempt to place it in some particular historical
or intellectual context, when there is that in it which could be applied to
any such context, and that which clearly transcends any such context.
Immersing one's consciousness in an immense scripture like this by
reading it repeatedly with judgment suspended may not recommend
itself to the impatient; but supposing that the scripture, like a Zen koan,
has in itself a quality that forces one to work through it on its own terms
or lose the effect altogether, it might be better to leave its challenging
open. As the Chan master Wu-men said, "Let another finish this
poem.... "

Notes to Introduction.

1. Translated and published by the Pali Text Society; some of the most
important texts are included in the Sacred Books of the East Series, and
some of these have been reprinted by Dover Publications. See Buddhist Suttas
(New York: Dover, 1972) which contains several scriptures of the so-called
"lesser vehicle."
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2. See Edward Conze, The Large Sutra on Peifect Wisdom (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975), as well as numerous other works by Conze
on this class of scriptures.
3. D.T. Suzuki, The Lankavatara Sutra (Boulder: Prajna Press, 1978).
4. Translated into English from Tibetan by Robert Thurman (University
Park: Pennsylvania State Press, 1976); from Chinese by Charles Luk (Boulder: Shambhala, 1972).
.
5. The most recent translation is by Leon Hurvitz; Scripture of the Lotus
Blossom of the Fine Dharma (New York: Columbia University Press, 1976).
6. Translated from Japanese to English by Yamamoto Kosho (Horinkan,
1976).
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THE GATE OF ENTRY INTO
THE LIMITLESS ACTIVITIES OF THE SUPREME NOBLE ONES
A SHORT COMMENTARY ON

THE ASPIRATION PRAYER FOR
THE EXCELLENT CONDUCT OF THE NOBLE ONES
BY LOCHEN DHARMASHRI
Translated by Khenpo Gawang Rinpoche and Gerry Wiener

SUMMARY OUTLINE

I) The preliminary seven branch prayer that purifies one's being
A) Prostration
B) Offering
C) Confession
D) Rejoicing
E) Requesting to teach the dharma
F) Asking to remain
G) Dedication
II) The main practice
A) Aspiration by means of pure intention
B) Not forgetting bodhichitta
C) Commitments
D) Activities
E) Achievements
F) Consolidating the aspirations
III) The conclusion that teaches the benefits
A) The explanation of the benefits of aspiration
B) Dedicating the aspirations that possess benefit
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